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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

ENGINEERED SURFACE PROPERTIES OF
POROUS TUNGSTEN FROM CRYOGENIC MACHINING

Porous tungsten is used to manufacture dispenser cathodes due to it refractory
properties. Surface porosity is critical to functional performance of dispenser cathodes
because it allows for an impregnated ceramic compound to migrate to the emitting
surface, lowering its work function. Likewise, surface roughness is important because it
is necessary to ensure uniform wetting of the molten impregnate during high temperature
service.
Current industry practice to achieve surface roughness and surface porosity
requirements involves the use of a plastic infiltrant during machining. After machining,
the infiltrant is baked and the cathode pellet is impregnated. In this context, cryogenic
machining is investigated as a substitutionary process for the current plastic infiltration
process. Along with significant reductions in cycle time and resource use, surface quality
of cryogenically machined un-infiltrated (as-sintered) porous tungsten has been shown to
significantly outperform dry machining.
The present study is focused on examining the relationship between machining
parameters and cooling condition on the as-machined surface integrity of porous
tungsten. The effects of cryogenic pre-cooling, rake angle, cutting speed, depth of cut
and feed are all taken into consideration with respect to machining-induced surface
morphology. Cermet and Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) cutting tools are used to
develop high performance cryogenic machining of porous tungsten. Dry and pre-heated
machining were investigated as a means to allow for ductile mode machining, yet severe
tool-wear and undesirable smearing limited the feasibility of these approaches.
By using modified PCD cutting tools, high speed machining of porous tungsten at
cutting speeds up to 400 m/min is achieved for the first time. Beyond a critical speed,
brittle fracture and built-up edge are eliminated as the result of a brittle to ductile
transition. A model of critical chip thickness (hc ) effects based on cutting force,
temperature and surface roughness data is developed and used to study the deformation
mechanisms of porous tungsten under different machining conditions. It is found that

when hmax = hc, ductile mode machining of otherwise highly brittle porous tungsten is
possible. The value of hc is approximately the same as the average ligament size of the
80% density porous tungsten workpiece.
KEYWORDS: Cryogenic machining, porous tungsten, powdered metal, surface integrity,
size effects
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION
Porous tungsten is a refractory sintered powdered metal (PM) used to manufacture
high current density dispenser cathodes [1]. While current industry practice is to machine
sintered and pressed porous tungsten workpieces that have been infiltrated with a
polymer compound, recent efforts have been focused on eliminating the use of plastic
infiltrant [2-5]. Cryogenic machining of porous tungsten has been investigated as a means
to improve consistency of surface quality since around 2005 [6]. While macroscopically
brittle at room temperature, porous tungsten exhibits large amounts of plastic deformation
during machining, where cutting temperatures may easily exceed the brittle to ductile
transformation temperature (TBDT ≈ 200ºC) [7-9]. Therefore, surface pores are easily
smeared during machining, which negates the benefits of using porous tungsten for the
emitting surface of a cathode [1]. The reason for using porous tungsten rather than single
crystal or polycrystalline tungsten is the ability of porous tungsten to be backfilled with a
Ba based compound that reduces the work function of the emitting surface. Thus, porous
tungsten operates much like a sponge that both holds and releases a secondary medium as
needed.
In order to keep surface pores open to ensure functional performance of porous
tungsten pellets after machining, a variety of processes were developed during the 1950s.
Levi et al. [10] described a method of backfilling porous tungsten with a relatively low
melting point, soft metal such as copper. After machining, the infiltrated porous tungsten
matrix was heated to volatize the infiltrant, leaving just the bare porous tungsten pellet.
Because of difficulties in removing all of the metal infiltrant and consequent
contamination of the vacuum tube assembly during high temperature operation, the use of
certain plastics as an alternative infiltrant became popular during the 1970s and has
remained the industry practice until today. While requiring less energy and having less
potential for contamination, plastic infiltration is nevertheless undesirable for a variety of
reasons. Because of the low fracture toughness of porous tungsten, even slight
mishandling of a workpiece during and after machining may introduce cracks. While
infiltrated with plastic, the workpiece will appear to be intact, yet upon bake-out of the
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infiltrant chips and cracks become apparent. Therefore, the scrap rate during infiltrant
assisted machining is relatively high [11].
Cryogenic machining offers the possibility of achieving infiltrant-free machining of
porous tungsten. By limiting ductility to prevent the smearing of pores, cryogenic
machining is able to achieve excellent levels of surface porosity. While earlier studies
were able to show that cryogenic machining improves the consistency of machined
surfaces of plastic infiltrated porous tungsten, this current study demonstrates the even
without the use of plastic infiltrant, excellent surface quality may be achieved [1, 6].
Therefore, the initial goal of improving surface quality of porous tungsten emitting
surfaces has been met while a secondary benefit, the eliminating of the plastic infiltration
process, is also realized. Cryogenic machining of porous tungsten relies on liquid
nitrogen to cool both the cutting tool and workpiece. Lower cutting temperatures not
only prevent excessive smearing but also reduce tool-wear, allowing for sustained
machining performance and improved geometric tolerances. A uniquely low coefficient
pf thermal expansion (4.5 µm m-1 K-1), which is in fact the lowest value of any pure
metal, along with its body-centered cubic (BCC) crystal structure make tungsten an ideal
candidate for cryogenic machining. As a BCC metal, which have relatively few
temperature activated slip systems, tungsten undergoes a brittle to ductile transition.
Since this transition temperature is relatively high, cryogenic cooling allows for brittle
fracture machining of porous tungsten.
This dissertation is focused on investigated the influence of machining parameters,
cooling conditions and geometric relationships between the cutting edge and uncut chip
in order to optimize both surface porosity and surface roughness of porous tungsten. A
variety of characterization techniques are used to quantify the impact of each variable on
as-machined surface integrity. By using chemically inert, low cost cermet cutting tools, a
range of machining parameters for finish machining of porous tungsten is established.
Acceptable levels of surface roughness and surface porosity are obtained at low cutting
speeds. Residual stress measurements show increased compressive residual stress at the
surface of cryogenically machined samples compared to dry machining, suggesting that
cryogenic machining also strengthens the workpiece. In this way, chipping and
undesirable fracture and cracking may be efficiently suppressed.
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Due to the large amount of tool-wear experienced by cermet cutting tools,
polycrystalline diamond (PCD) is explored as an alternative cutting tool material for
porous tungsten. While most PCD grades tend to chip catastrophically, fine grained PCD
is found to perform very well. Dry machining with PCD leads to cutting edge chipping
regardless of tool material grade, likely due to excessive heat leading to graphitization of
diamond. By modifying the cutting edge geometry of PCD tools to improve edge
stability and reduce cutting edge notchedness, cryogenic high speed machining at cutting
speeds up to vc = 400 m/min is achieved. At the same time, tool-wear may be lowered
significantly at high cutting speeds due to thermal softening in the primary deformation
zone. Because of thermally activated severe plastic deformation, cryogenic high speed
cutting does not allow for acceptable levels of surface porosity to be achieved. Using this
novel method of machining porous tungsten should however be an efficient way of rough
and semi-finish machining tungsten prior to a single finishing pass at lower cutting
speeds.
Finally, the influence of uncut chip geometry on surface integrity of porous tungsten
is studied for both dry and cryogenic machining. A critical chip thickness effect is found
to have strong influence on the mode of machining. When the maximum uncut chip
thickness exceeds a critical value, brittle fracture originates from the cutting tool and
degrades the machined surface. This effect occurs during both dry and cryogenic
machining. At very low value of uncut chip thickness, ploughing and spalling likewise
lead to poor surface quality. When the maximum chip thickness is approximately equal
to the critical chip thickness, which interestingly is approximately equal to the average
ligament size of the porous tungsten workpiece material, ductile mode material removal
is possible. Cryogenic machining results in significantly higher surface porosity from
ductile mode machining by reducing the minimum uncut chip thickness and reducing the
negative effects of tool-wear (i.e., ploughing due to increased edge radius). It is
hypothesized that the manner in which cryogenic cooling reduces tool-wear is primarily
due to the reduction of attrition wear, which occurs whenever an unsTable built-up edge
is present. The formation of BUE is linked with brittle fracture machining, during which
small brittle fracture chips are produced.
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By correlating cutting force and cutting temperature data with the mode of
machining, a qualitative model for cryogenic machining of porous tungsten is developed.
It is hypothesized that both the workpiece microstructure (ligament size, pore
morphology, mechanical properties) and shock compaction effects give rise to the critical
chip thickness effect. By lowering the cutting temperature with liquid nitrogen, it is
possible to sufficiently strengthen porous tungsten to greatly reduce smearing. Moreover,
the negative effect of brittle fracture is effectively managed when cryogenic cooling is
applied because complete compaction of the material in the primary deformation zone is
achieved more readily, reducing the number of crack initiation sites.
Based on the results obtained during this current study, implementation of cryogenic
machining of porous tungsten as an alternative to the current industry practice of plastic
infiltrant assisted machining has become feasible. Superior surface quality, particularly
reduced surface roughness and improved surface morphology as well as significantly
larger compressive residual surface stress, can obtained with cryogenic machining.
Cryogenic high speed machining and ductile mode machining of porous tungsten are two
novel technologies that were developed as part of the present study. Both of these
techniques allow for greatly increased productivity while simultaneously improving
product quality.
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CHAPTER 2.
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
DISPENSER CATHODES
Dispenser cathodes are vacuum devices that operate by thermionic emission.
Thermionic emission is the phenomenon of electron emission from a hot surface. If a
given material can be heated to the point at which its lowest energy (outer shell) electrons
gain sufficient kinetic (thermal) energy to leave the material’s surface, thermionic
emission takes place. Clearly, most materials are not capable of thermionic emission due
to their relatively low melting points. Refractory metals, such as tungsten, are
characterized by their very high melting points, i.e., high bond energy. Therefore,
refractory metals are used in dispenser cathode assemblies.
In order to achieve thermionic emission, the emitting surface of a dispenser cathode
needs to be heated to a high operating temperature (800 − 1200 °𝐶) [12]. Because of the
very high melting point of tungsten (3,422 ºC), sustaining such temperatures does not
significantly soften the emitting porous tungsten pellet. A vacuum seal around the
cathode assembly prevents oxidation of the tungsten surface. Thermionic emission
occurs in two regimes, namely temperature limited and space-charge limited. The former
describes thermionic emission that is limited only by the temperature of the emitting
surface and can be modeled with the Richardson-Dushman equation (Eq. (2-1)):
Φ

𝐽 = 𝐴𝑇 2 𝑒 −𝑘𝑇

(2-1)

where J is the current density, A is the Richardson constant, T is temperature, k is the
Boltzman constant and ϕ is the work function [13-15]. As can be seen from equation 1,
temperature limited thermionic emission at a given temperature is controlled only by the
work function of a material. Therefore, reducing the work function of the emitting
surface of a cathode allows to either reduce the operating temperature or increase current
density at the original operating temperature. Both of these improvements are desirable
since lowering the operating temperature increases the life of the cathode while
simultaneously reducing energy consumption. A schematic illustrating the construction
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of a generic B-type cathode, which designates Ba impregnation, is shown in the
following Figure.

Figure 2-1. Schematic of B-type dispenser cathode with detail showing optical
micrograph of 80% density porous tungsten microstructure (schematic based on technical
drawing from Semicon Associates).

The work function of porous tungsten may be lowered by impregnating it with a Ba
compound. Various ratios of Ba are used, the most common used ones being 𝐵𝑎4 ⋅ 𝐶𝑎 ⋅
(𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 ), 𝐵𝑎5 ⋅ 𝐶𝑎3 ⋅ (𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 )2 , and 𝐵𝑎6 ⋅ 𝐶𝑎 ⋅ (𝐴𝑙2 𝑂3 )2. Regardless of the composition
of the impregnate, the key mechanism leading to a lowered work function of the emitting
surface is Ba diffusion through the interconnected porous network of the emitting pellet
towards the surface. At the surface, a monolayer of Ba interact with the tungsten
substrate in such a way that the total work function of the surface is lowered significantly.
Because of the high operating temperature necessary to let Ba diffuse to the surface,
some Ba continuously evaporates [16]. In order to maintain a constant current density,
the cathode needs to dispense additional Ba. Matching the rate of evaporation to the
diffusion of additional Ba to the emitting surface is very difficult and usually achieved
based on empirical observations [17, 18]. In addition to Ba, there are also other elements
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that serve to lower the work function of dispenser cathode surface. Different sputtered
overcoatings such as Ir, Os, and Os-Ru are used across the industry. Coated dispenser
cathodes are denoted M-type cathodes. A schematic of an uncoated B-type dispenser
cathode is shown in Figure 1.

MACHINING OF POROUS TUNGSTEN
The functional performance of dispenser cathodes is critically linked to the surface
morphology of the porous tungsten pellet. To focus electrons at a specific point, many
dispenser cathodes feature a concave radius on their emitting surface, as can be seen in
Figure 1. Machining this radius, as well as the rest of the cathode body, requires the use
of high-precision machine tools. Tolerances in the dispenser cathode industry are
generally on the order of ± 10 µm, and may be as strict as ± 3 µm [19, 20]. To make
matters more difficult, achieving geometric tolerances does not guarantee proper function
of the final cathode assembly. A large enough number of surface pores must remain open
to the emitting surface in order to guarantee consistent dispensing of Ba to counteract
evaporation. Because conventional machining practices tends to smear surface pores
shut, a variety of techniques have been developed to prevent smearing. All of the efforts
to prevent or at least limit smearing are based on the use of some material as an infiltrant
to stabilize pores during machining. As early as the 1950s Levi et al. [10] described the
use of a metal infiltrant to allow acceptable surfaces to be machined on porous tungsten.
Nowadays, dispenser cathode pellets are vacuum infiltrated with a polymer
compound that may be baked out at relatively low temperatures after machining [1, 5, 6].
While plastic infiltrated tungsten has a machinability rating similar to that of brass or cast
iron, tool-wear is significantly larger due to the high strength of tungsten and the abrasive
nature of the sharp-edged ligaments of porous tungsten [8, 21]. Un-infiltrated (assintered) porous tungsten is much more difficult to machine than infiltrated workpieces of
the same material due to severe macroscopic brittleness of porous tungsten and highly
abrasive fractured chips that resemble grinding dust [4]. While machining of infiltrated
tungsten produces continuous curly chips which can be easily removed from the cutting
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area, porous tungsten chips are small enough to become impinged between the cutting
edge and the uncut chip, causing built-up-edge (BUE) and attrition wear [22].

Previous Studies
Because of the difficulties in machining un-infiltrated porous tungsten, previous
studies have focused mostly on machining of infiltrated porous tungsten. Since Levi et
al. first described the use of a metal infiltrant in the 1950s [10], no (published) efforts
were made until recently to machine as-sintered porous tungsten. Anon et al. [21]
performed some of the early experiments in the 1960s on machining of silver infiltrated
tungsten and found that tool geometry had little effect on machining performance.
Cutting speeds as high as vc = 300 m/min were reached using positive rake angle carbide
cutting tools, approaching speeds used for aluminum and brass alloys [21]. Due to the
excellent machinability of infiltrated tungsten, little attention was given to improving
machining performance for this composite material. As a result, very little early work
from 1950-70 is available on machining of metal infiltrated tungsten.
Chen et al. [6] were the first to conduct an exploratory investigation to improve the
surface quality of plastic infiltrated porous tungsten in 2005. By using sharped edge (rβ ≈
6 µm) polycrystalline diamond (PCD) cutting tools with a variety of large corner radii
ranging from 1.6 – 4 mm, Chen et al. were able to produce excellent surface finishes and
high levels of surface porosity for at least 5 successive facing cuts.
Beginning in 2008, Tarter et al. [1] first studied the use of cryogenic cooling as a
means to improve the sustainability of the dispenser cathode manufacturing process
because of the potential to eliminate the use of infiltrant during machining. A more
detailed version of the same results was published by Pusavec et al. [11] later in 2008,
including a set of optimized machining parameters. While these initial results were
indeed promising, no further advancements were made between 2008 and 2012, even
though Pusavec did publish the same results from 2008 again on his own and in a
different journal in 2012 [2, 11]. The initial machining parameter optimization results for
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cryogenic machining of porous tungsten (of unspecified density, likely ≈ 90%) from the
2012 publication of Pusavec are included below.

Figure 2-2. Optimization of machining parameters for cryogenic machining of porous
tungsten for three different cutting tool materials (from [2] with permission of Elsevier
Inc., license number 3630380501874).

It should be noted that during the course of the present study the early results of
Pusavec et al. as shown in Figure 2 could not be verified, particularly the set of optimized
machining parameters. A likely cause for this discrepancy is the use of different porosity
levels of the porous tungsten workpieces during early studies, which did not document
material properties, and the current study which exclusively used 82-80% density
material. Nevertheless, the method developed by Pusavec et al. to quantify surface
porosity was successfully used during this present study. More specific information on
the experimental details of measuring surface porosity from scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) micrographs using ImagePro software can be found in chapter 3,
section 3.5.2. An example of a micrograph and the corresponding analyzed image from
Pusavec’s work is shown in Figure 2-3. It should be noticed that the both the pore size
distribution and the minimum pore diameter considered for evaluation in Figure 2-3 are
outside acceptable limits of the dispenser cathode industry and this present study.
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Figure 2-3. SEM micrograph of cryogenically machined porous tungsten surface (a) and
surface pore analysis performed with ImagePro software (b) (from [2] with permission of
Elsevier Inc., license number 3630380501874).

MACHINING OF OTHER POROUS MATERIALS
While there are only a small number of studies regarding machining characteristics of
porous tungsten, a significant number of publications regarding machining of other
porous materials exists. Two materials in particular, powder metallurgical (PM) steel and
porous titanium foams, have been thoroughly investigated. Both of these materials are
markedly different from porous tungsten yet they feature similar machining mechanisms
and surface characteristics. The present study is expected to add additional insights that
may likewise be extrapolated to other porous metals as well.

Powder Metallurgical Steel
Just as porous tungsten, powder metallurgical steel is produced by pressing and
sintering of small particles into a bulk shape with relatively small residual porosity
(generally 5-20 %) [23, 24]. PM parts are widely used in the automotive and general
engineering industries to produce near-net shape parts that generally require only finish
machining [25-27]. In 2006, over 20 billion USD were generated with PM components
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in the United States alone [23]. Because sintered PM steels are highly abrasive due to the
high hardness of individual powder particles (40-60 HRC), machinability is considered to
be poor [28]. Nevertheless, significant advances in terms of productivity have been made
due to the availability of highly wear resistant ceramic and cubic boron nitride (CBN)
cutting tool materials [29, 30].
Surface quality and dimensional accuracy of machined PM parts are often
problematic due to degrading surface quality with increasing cutting edge wear [23, 31].
Machining of green PM components (i.e., before final hardening) results in worse surface
finish than machining of hardened component due to pull-out of weakly bonded particles.
Because tool-wear is significantly lower when machining PM steel in a green state,
Robert-Perron et al. [32] performed a set of optimization experiments to produce a
surface finish better than Ra < 1 µm, a micrograph of which is shown in Figure 2-4 on the
following page. Machining of green PM steel is quite similar to machining of uninfiltrated porous tungsten as both materials have a tendency towards undesirable fracture
and tearing of ligaments.

Figure 2-4. SEM micrograph of optimized surface finish of PM steel component
machined in green state [vc = 140 m/min, f = 0.025 mm/rev]. Surface pores are
significantly larger than those observed for porous tungsten yet overall surface
morphology is very similar (from [32] with permission of Elsevier Inc., license number
3632160620220).
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Salak et al. [33] found that machinability and surface quality of PM steels are reduced
as porosity increases due to BUE formation and decreased plasticity. Zurecki et al. [34]
performed both flood cooled and cryogenic finish turning of PM steel. The researchers
used both 7.7% porosity (high density) and 14.5% porosity (low density) PM steel in both
the as-sintered and a hardened state. Zurecki et al. moreover reported reduced smearing
for cryogenically cooled machining for both high and low density PM steel and surface
densification of the hardened material due to a nanocrystalline ‘white layer’. It should be
noted that for the typical applications of PM steels surface porosity is not a desirable
feature and therefore the term ‘smearing’ is used to describe irregularly ‘ploughed’
surfaces rather than shut pores as in the case of porous tungsten. Most applications for
parts machined from PM steel require high geometric accuracy and low surface
roughness to reduce wear and ensure proper fit [24, 27]. Therefore, densification (i.e.,
lack of surface porosity) is desirable to increase the strength of the as-machined parts,
particularly the surface layer [23]. Densification is also associated with increased
compressive residual stress, leading to improved functional performance of machined
parts [34, 35].
There appears to be a consensus among researchers that harder and denser PM steels
are more readily machinable than softer and more porous versions of the material because
of increased plasticity and strength exhibited by the former [27, 31, 34, 36]. Because of
significantly larger ligament sizes (0.1 – 1 mm) of PM steels than those of porous
tungsten (5-15 µm), finish machining of porous tungsten is expected to be more
dependent upon cutting edge geometry. Nevertheless, qualitative observations from
machining of PM steel do suggest that cryogenic machining is capable of improving
surface quality of porous materials by simultaneously reducing tool-wear and increasing
surface hardness, both of which lead to improved surface roughness and reduced
smearing [4, 34].
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Porous Titanium Foams
Unlike the case of PM steel, open surface porosity is a desirable feature for asmachined porous titanium foams. Dense titanium is already widely used in biomedical
applications such as bone screws and dental implants due to its high biocompatibility [3741]. Because of the effect of implant induced bone loss, the use of porous titanium in
biomedical implants has recently received significant attention [42-45]. By allowing for
bone ingrowth, porous titanium allows for greatly improved mechanical strength of the
joint between bone and implant [24, 39, 45]. However, fabrication of osteopathic
implants from porous titanium with sufficient surface porosity to allow for proper bone
ingrowth is exceedingly difficult due to the ease with which pores are smeared shut
during machining [42, 46-48]. Moreover, the low thermal conductivity of high strength
of titanium lead to accelerated tool-wear and high cutting forces [38, 49, 50]. An
example of the morphology and microstructure of a typical titanium foam can be seen in
the following Figure.

Figure 2-5. Morphology and complex 3D microstructure of a Ti-6Al-4V porous titanium
foam sample (from [51] with permission of Springer, license number 3632110991906).

Fahkri et al. [46, 50, 51] found in multiple studies that cutting forces during
micromachining (milling) of porous titanium foams (54% porosity) varied significantly
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due to interactions between the cutting tool and pores within the material. The large size
of pores within the titanium foam workpiece material (0.5 – 1.5 mm) and the small size
of the cutters used for the micromachining operation (less than 1 mm) lead to
interruptions within the cut [50]. The researchers pointed out that despite the widespread
practice of machining porous metals, no appropriate model (i.e., other than modified
materials for dense materials) for the cutting mechanisms of these materials has been
proposed [51].
Tutuena-Fatan et al. [46] described two qualitative cutting mechanisms explaining the
behavior of porous titanium foams, namely the “interrupted cutting mechanism” and the
“deformation cutting mechanism,” a schematic of which is shown in Figure 2-6. The
latter mechanism is responsible for the smearing of surface pores due to micro-burr
formation [46, 51]. Especially when the diameter of pores is large compared to the
cutting edge radius, as is the case for titanium foams, there will be some material towards
the beginning of each pore that is pushed into the pore, rather than removed with the rest
of the chip [46]. Interestingly, the same mechanism is observed during machining of
porous tungsten [4, 11].

Figure 2-6. Detail of local pore smearing ahead of the cutting edge (a) and overview (b)
of the deformation cutting mechanism of porous titanium foams hypothesized by
Tutunea-Fatan et al. (adapted from [46] with permission of SAGE Publications).
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MACHINING INDUCED SURFACE INTEGRITY AND FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE
Surface integrity is a collective term used to quantitatively describe the quality and
properties of machined surfaces. Because of the broad definition of the term surface
integrity, a variety of parameters may be employed to assess the surface integrity of a
machined component [52-56]. An overview of the most commonly used levels of surface
integrity data sets as first defined in a review by M’Saoubi et al. [55] in 2008 is included
in the following Table.

Table 2-1. Levels of surface integrity data sets as outlined by M’Saoubi et al. [55].
Minimum data set
1. Surface finish

Standard data set
1. Minimum SI data set

2. Macrostructure
2. Fatigue tests
(10X or less)
(screening)
 Macrocracks
 Macroetch indications 3. Stress corrosion tests
3. Microstructure
 Grain size
 Microcracks
 Plastic deformation
 Phase transformation
 Intergranular attack
 Pits, tears,
laps, protrusions
 Built-up edge
 Melted and redeposited layers
 Selective etching
4. Microhardness

4. Residual stress and
distortion

Extended data set
1. Standard SI data set
2. Fatigue tests
(extended to obtain
design data)
3. Additional mechanical
tests
 Tensile
 Stress rupture
 Creep
 Other specific
tests
(e.g., bearing
performance,
sliding friction
evaluation,
sealing properties
of surfaces)

Because of the large number of possible surface integrity parameters, even the
various data sets in Table 2-1 are not an exhaustive list. It is therefore very important to
select and define a list of relevant parameters based on the specific machining process,
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workpiece material and function of the finished component [52, 55, 57]. In the case of
porous tungsten, surface roughness, surface porosity and residual stress are particularly
relevant towards the functional performance of dispenser cathodes [1, 6]. Low surface
roughness is necessary for proper wetting of the cathode emitting surface with Ba [15,
57]. A sufficient amount of surface porosity is required for the cathode to dispense
additional Ba as evaporation takes place on the hot emitting surface [50]. Lastly,
compressive residual stress at the surface has been hypothesized by the author to suppress
chipping and fracture of the brittle porous tungsten workpiece during and after
machining. Similar effects have been widely studied particularly for steel and aerospace
alloys [58, 59].
In 2011, Jawahir et al. [60] published a three-year long study on the various
characterization techniques used to measure surface integrity. Particularly the use of
non-destructive techniques such as X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, scanning
acoustic microscopy, laser ultrasonics and a variety of other methods is currently being
developed to improve quantization of surface integrity [52, 60-64]. Destructive
metallographic techniques to determine the stress states and depths of deformed layers as
well as grain morphology and other microstructural parameters do however remain the
most commonly used techniques [55]. Especially residual stress is often measured by
selectively electropolishing a machined surface to obtain a depth profile of stress [65].
Because many researchers have described a strong correlation between the stress state of
a component’s sub-surface and functional performance such as wear resistance and
fatigue resistance, residual stress is one of the most popular surface integrity parameters
to be measured [57, 66, 67].
Functional performance may be increased by performing specialized machining
operations to achieve surface modifications. Hard turning was developed by Tönshoff et
al. [68] as an alternative to grinding. Because turning of hardened steel generally imparts
compressive residually stresses and grinding has a tendency to produce tensile stress
states in the sub-surface, fatigue life may be improved by using hard turning [67-71].
So-called ‘white’ and ‘dark’ layers resulting from machining processes have been
invoked as having both beneficial and detrimental effects on functional performance,
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though the majority of researchers report negative effects of severely work hardened or
annealed layers that result from machining [56, 58, 64, 72].
Reducing the presence and/or influence of surface and sub-surface flaws, such as
white/dark layers, is the most commonly invoked mechanism leading to improved
functional performance [55, 71]. For example, Aspinwall et al. found that by reducing
surface roughness of Ti-6Al-4V and IN718 from wire electric discharge machining,
surface integrity was improved simultaneously [59]. As early as 1978, DeVries et al.
[73] showed that surface roughness was directly linked to both surface integrity and
functional properties of machined steel parts. Since roughness is a type of flaw on the
surface of a component, reducing surface roughness generally leads to improved
functional performance. In certain cases, such as cylinder bores and dispenser cathode
emitting surfaces, some imperfections are however desirable to allow for a secondary
liquid medium to be retained. Achieving an optimum level of surface roughness while
maintaining reasonable productivity is a complicated process involving all machining
parameters, including the machine tool and cutting tool, to be chosen carefully [55, 63,
71, 74].

CUTTING EDGE EFFECTS
All cutting edges used for machining exhibit a finite amount of rounding or other
deviation from a perfectly sharp wedge. Early metal cutting models such as the one
developed by Merchant assumed a perfectly sharp cutting to estimate process forces [7577]. While this approach works reasonably well at large feeds and speed when the ratio
between uncut chip thickness h and the cutting edge radius rβ is relatively large (i.e., h/ rβ
>> 1), size effects und phenomena such as built-up edge (BUE) lead to significant
deviations for most realistic scenarios [78, 79]. The effect of cutting edge rounding is
particularly pronounced in finish machining, when uncut chip thickness may become
extremely small (h < 10 µm) [80].
In a recent review of cutting edge geometries and their influence on modern
machining processes, Denkena et al. [81] discussed the various techniques used to
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achieve precisely controlled cutting edge with defined geometric features. By altering
cutting edge geometry, significant improvements of tool-life, surface finish and residual
stresses may be achieved [82, 83]. Biermann et al. [84-86] performed several studies to
both investigate and optimize cutting edge preparation for processes ranging from deep
hole drilling to micromilling. Optimized cutting edge geometries of small micromilling
cutters (d < 1 mm) allowed for elimination of chatter and tool vibration, leading to
improved surface roughness [84]. In general, increasing cutting edge radius leads to
improved cutting edge stability at the expense of surface finish [80, 87]. Because of the
size effect, there is a certain minimum uncut chip thickness below which only elastic
deformation occurs [88, 89]. The resultant ploughing area was termed the ‘Spanzipfel’
by Brammertz [90] in the 1960s.
Modifications to Brammertz’s initial formulation such as side flow and scaling
factors have been proposed by many researchers, particularly in the fields of
micromachining and ultra-precision diamond turning [91-94]. Nevertheless, the physical
principle of there being a portion of the uncut chip that cannot be removed by the cutting
edge is now unanimously accepted [89]. As a result, the metal cutting process inevitably
consists of both material removal in form of a chip as well as ploughing component that
is likely responsible for the formation of commonly observed severely plastically
deformed layers [88, 95, 96]. A schematic overview of the geometric relationship
between the cutting edge, uncut chip and workpiece is shown in Figure 2-7 on the
following page.
Thiele et al. [80] showed that an increase in ploughing with larger cutting edge radii
when finish turning hardened AISI 52100 bearing steel led to larger surface roughness
and cutting forces. Interestingly, that same study also indicated that harder workpieces
allow for improved surface finish, particularly when smaller edge hones are used [80].
Oishi [97] reported similar results and suggested that beyond a critical hardness, BUE
formation is suppressed or at least stabilized to achieve very low surface roughness.
Kummel et al. [98] studied the effect of laser micro-structuring of cutting tools to
stabilize the BUE and reported improvements in both tool-life and workpiece surface
finish.
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Figure 2-7. Schematic representation of the complex contact geometry of the cutting and
uncut chip. The ploughing area Aα is of particular importance with respect to surface
integrity as it influences surface roughness, hardness, residual stress and a variety of
other surface integrity parameters (from [81] with permission of Elsevier Inc., license
number 3633111297915).

Similar to BUE, material side flow and adhesion on the cutting tool also result from
the size effect. Yousefi et al. [99] found that material side flow and adhesion on the
secondary cutting edge lead to increased surface roughness at higher cutting speeds when
machining an aluminum alloy. While BUE is generally more prevalent at low cutting
speeds, Yousefi et al. suggested that increased cutting temperature allowed for some of
the workpiece material to become welded onto the cutting tool and subsequently redeposit onto the machined surface, much like an unstable BUE.
Moneim et al. [100] investigated the effect of tool roundness in high speed cutting of
brass and zinc on the stability of BUE. The researchers determined that workpiece
surface finish was optimal for a slightly rounded cutting edge rather than a perfectly
sharp wedge or a large hone, especially at higher cutting speeds. Moreover, Moneim et
al. remarked that occasional cracks observed on the machined surfaces are likely due to
the tensile stress induced at the sharp apex of the stable BUE rather than the rounded
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cutting edge which was found to impart compressive stress. Waldorf et al. [101]
compared different analytical formulations of the ploughing effect for AA-6061-T6. They
determined that for the negative rake angles and large cutting edge radii the assumption
of a stable BUE, rather than ploughing below a specific stagnation point, was more
appropriate when estimating cutting forces. Determining the chip formation mechanism
and nature of the size effects remains a debated topic and is likely highly dependent upon
the workpiece material and cutting edge geometry [81]. An illustration of the difference
between cutting with a stagnation point and stable BUE is included in the following
Figure.

Figure 2-8. Comparison between two commonly proposed (from [81] with permission of
Elsevier Inc., license number 3633111297915)

MINIMUM AND CRITICAL CHIP THICKNESS EFFECTS
Because of the finite size of the cutting edge and the very small uncut chip thickness
values encountered in finish machining there is a size effect leading to increased cutting
forces and limits in the attainable surface finish [102, 103]. As mentioned in the previous
section, there is a minimum uncut chip thickness value below which only ploughing
(elastic deformation) takes place. While not a concern for most rough machining and
even conventional finish machining operations, some applications requiring extremely
low surface roughness are strongly influenced by the minimum chip thickness effect
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[104]. Micromachining in particular has motivated a large number of publications on the
topic of minimum chip thickness [92, 105].
Several attempts have been made to calculate the value of minimum chip thickness.
Kishawy et al. [95] performed orthogonal turning experiments to validate finite element
based calculations of minimum chip thickness by finding the stagnation point for a
variety of cutting edge radii. This same study found an increase in minimum chip
thickness as a function of cutting edge radius. Liu et al. [93] developed an analytical
model that was validated for two types of steel, AISI 1020 and 1040 carbon steels, and
AA-6082-T6. By taking into account both thermal softening and strain hardening effects
with the Johnson cook material model excellent correlation between predicted and
experimentally measured values was found. In order to measure the minimum uncut chip
thickness, Liu et al. [93] performed side milling experiments and measured the height of
the maximum peaks on the as-machined sidewall surface (the ‘Spanzipfel’ proposed by
Brammertz [90]) with an optical profiler. The mechanism of sidewall surface generation
is shown in the Figure 2-9 on the following page. It should be noted that perfectly elastic
behavior of the Spanzipfel as assumed by Liu et al. is rather unlikely, particularly in
porous tungsten, where side-flow into adjacent pores is more likely than elastic springback.

Figure 2-9. Mechanism of sidewall surface generation during upmilling, considering
ploughing (a) due to the minimum chip thickness effect. After the cutting edge passes
over the ploughing area (ACE), elastic recovery takes place, leaving a “Spanzipfel”
(adapted from [93] with permission of ASME).
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Because of the inherent surface roughness of porous tungsten resulting from surface
pores, very low surface roughness values have to be achieved on the ligaments
composing the dense portion of the surface. Therefore, the minimum chip thickness
effect is highly relevant since it limits the minimum attainable surface roughness [5, 89].
Because minimum chip thickness is a function of both the material properties and the
cutting edge radius, an optimum combination of machining parameters and cutting edge
preparation will need to be determined in order to optimize surface roughness of porous
tungsten. Wang et al. [105] performed a similar kind of analysis to optimize surface
finish from micromachining of hardened tool steel using a version of the slip line model.
The very small value uncut chip thickness when using relatively sharp cutting tools
(rβ < 10 µm), i.e., the kind of cutting tools used in finish machining, makes it very
difficult to accurately measure hmin. No successful attempts have been published to date
to directly measure hmin from turning experiments [89]. This is likely a result of the fact
that the entire portion of the cutting edge involved in removing material is constantly
engaged in turning, allowing for side flow of the ploughing area but making perfectly
elastic recovery virtually impossible. Therefore, side milling using an up-cut
configuration as the one shown in Figure 2-9 is much preferable when it comes to leaving
an intact Spanzipfel to measure hmin directly [93, 106]. Since some amount of side flow
should always be expected when encountering the minimum chip thickness effect, a
modified version of the simple model of Brammertz that allows for measurement of hmin
by simply determining the increase in surface roughness over the theoretical (kinematic)
value is however more practical [107]. Schultheiss et al. [89] recently proposed one such
model to estimate the increase in surface roughness in turning operations due the
minimum chip thickness effect. Despite the difficulty of measuring the exact value of
hmin, there is some consensus that the principle of the minimum chip thickness effect
should motivate using the largest possible feed and nose radius with the smallest possible
cutting edge radius in order to minimize the ploughing induced surface roughness
increase [93, 103, 104].
For brittle materials, critical chip thickness is another factor strongly influencing
machining induced surface roughness. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, ductile-regime
grinding of brittle materials was developed by Bifano et al. [108, 109] to produce mirror
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like surface finish. This technology improvement was made possible by controlling
nanometrically small infeed per wheel revolution with modern grinding equipment,
allowing for plastic flow rather than brittle fracture as the dominant machining
mechanism [108]. Because of the very small cutting edge radii of typical grinding wheel
grains (rβ < 1 µm), minimum uncut chip thickness is kept low enough to allow for
material removal while at the same time the critical thickness hc beyond which fracture
occurs is not exceeded [110]. A commonly used equation (Eq. 2-2, which is based on the
Griffith fracture criterion) to estimate the critical uncut chip thickness, sometimes
referred to as the “critical-grinding-infeed-rate” dc is given by:
𝐸𝑅

𝐸

𝐾1𝑐 2

𝑑𝑐 = 𝐻 2 = 𝛼 ∗ (𝐻) (

𝐻

)

(2-2)

where E is Young’s modulus, H is the hardness, R is the material’s fracture energy, which
may be estimated by the ratio of K1c, the mode 1 fracture toughness, and hardness [108].
It should be noted that equation 2 only yields meaningful results for materials whose
fracture toughness does not vary significantly with indentation depth [111]. Moreover,
only materials exhibiting very low fracture toughness (i.e., brittle materials) have a
critical chip thickness value relevant to machining. Because porous tungsten is
macroscopically brittle, it is likely that there is a critical chip thickness effect, though no
such results have been explicitly discussed to date [112, 113].
The most commonly studied materials with respect to the critical chip thickness effect
are single crystal Si, glass and tungsten carbide. In addition to ductile-regime grinding,
single point diamond turning is another technique used to machine brittle materials [114].
Diamond turning is generally used to produce ultra-high precision optical and
semiconductor components [115, 116]. The cutting edge radius of single crystal diamond
tools can be as low as several nanometers, enabling extremely small infeed values [117].
Ductile chip formation takes place below hc, leaving a plastically deformed surface even
in extremely brittle materials such as glass [110]. Because of the productivity limitations
of using very slow feed values required to keep the maximum uncut chip thickness below
the critical value, Yan et al. [117] developed a novel straight-nosed cutting tool to allow
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for high feed ductile machining. By selecting a very shallow approaching angle the uncut
chip thickness was effectively reduced while relatively large feed was attained.
The mechanism for ductile chip formation in single point diamond turning of brittle
materials has been described by Liu et al. [118] as a combination of compressive stress
induced by the cutting edge shielding the growth of pre-existing flaws to prevent fracture.
Zhang et al. [119] developed a similar model for vibration-assisted machining of brittle
materials, assuming a critical particle size necessary for fracture, much like Bifano et al.
[108] did for the critical grinding infeed rate. Arif et al. [120-126] have published a large
number of studies on ductile-mode machining of tungsten carbide and glass. Their
approach was based on specific cutting energy to predict the transition from dislocation
based ductile deformation to brittle fracture [121, 122, 126]. Experimentally, Arif et al.
[120, 123-125] performed grooving, side milling and slot milling experiments. Grooving
experiments, during which a single point cutting tool linearly moves across the surface of
the workpiece while depth of cut increases steadily, have proved to be very effective in
determining critical chip thickness [126]. A Figure illustrating a typical grooving study
for both single crystal Si and BK7 glass is included below.

Figure 2-10. Ductile, transition and brittle mode machining of single crystal Si and BK7
glass from varied depth of cut grooving experiments (adapted from [126] with permission
from Elsevier Inc., license number 3633711130739).
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Because grooving is unable to efficiently produce complex workpiece geometries,
Arif et al. [121, 124] performed a series of milling experiments of brittle tungsten
carbide. Realizing that completely avoiding fracture requires extremely low feed values
and consequently large tool-wear and slow production time, Arif et al. [122] proposed a
method of milling brittle materials in a ‘up-cut’ configuration to avoids cracks from
reaching the machined surface. Because the goal the upmilling process described by Arif
et al. [114, 123] is not to entirely prevent fracture as is the case in single point diamond
turning, significantly higher material removal rates are possible. This is particularly
relevant to the machining of porous tungsten, as single point diamond turning or grinding
do not have sufficient productivity to replace the currently used infiltration process.
Either milling or high feed turning with some fracture occurring near the top of the
undeformed chip yet no fracture on the machined surface should allow for significant
improvements in surface roughness. A schematic of the principle behind the limited
fracture upmilling method described by Arif et al. is shown below.

Figure 2-11. Upmilling process of brittle material with critical chip thickness induced
fracture being removed by the subsequent path (a) and reaching the machined surface at
high feed per tooth (b) (from [122] with permission of Elsevier Inc., license number
3633721035483).
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CRYOGENIC COOLING IN MACHINING
Machining is a thermo-mechanical process during which most of the mechanical
work done to cut the workpiece is converted into heat [127-130]. Because of the large
temperatures that occur during machining, the cutting tool experiences significant wear,
particularly when cutting high-strength materials at large cutting speeds [131].
Moreover, thermal damage may occur on the surface and in the sub-surface of the
machined component, an effect most commonly referred to as ‘white layer’ generation
[130, 132].
To control thermally induced tool-wear, cryogenic machining was first developed in
the late 1960s and early 1970s [133-135]. Considered mostly a niche technology without
broad application potential, little work was done on further developing cryogenic
machining between 1970-1990. In 1989, Li et al. [136] first described the use of
cryogenic cooling to use natural diamond cutting tools in ultra-precision machining of
ferrous metals. By preventing thermally activated diffusion of the carbon in cutting tool
towards the ferrous workpiece significant improvements in tool-life and thus geometric
tolerance were achieved. Similar results were also reported by Lundin et al. [137] in
1992, who investigated the use of diamond tool for a variety of materials that chemically
react with carbon. Evans et al. [138] performed cryogenic diamond turning experiments
on stainless steel, achieving very low levels of surface roughness and exceptionally low
tool-wear.
By the early 1990s, cryogenic machining was re-discovered as a means to not only
control tool-wear but also offer improved sustainability and surface integrity [139-141].
Zhao et al. [141] discussed cryogenic cooling strategies for a variety of workpiece
materials based on material properties. Hong et al. [131, 139, 142-149] published a large
number of studies on the economic and ecological potential of cryogenic machining
between 1995-2005. In an early study, Hong et al. [131] discussed the influence of
material properties and thermal effects on the machinability of different materials in light
of cryogenic cooling strategies. Most notably, Hong et al. [131] remarked that the brittleto-ductile transition (BDT) of low carbon steel such as AISI 1010 at low temperatures
significantly improved machinability by suppressing built-up edge (BUE) formation and
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improving chip breakability. For high strength materials such as AISI 1070 high carbon
steel and AISI 52100 bearing steel, Hong et al. [131] hypothesized that lowered cutting
temperatures are likely to improve tool-life but that increasing workpiece strength with
cryogenic cooling is not desirable, which implies that cooling the cutting tool rather than
the workpiece is to be preferred. For high-strength, low thermal conductivity materials
such as titanium alloy 5 (Ti-6Al-4V), Hong et al. [145, 148, 149] performed a number of
studies mainly focused on managing the very high temperatures on the rake face of the
cutting tool. By developing a proprietary micro-nozzle to inject liquid nitrogen on the
rake face to lift the chip and lubricate the tool/chip interface, Hong et al. [145] were able
to improve tool-wear by up to five times.
The lubricating effect of liquid nitrogen in metal cutting has been studied by a
number of researchers. Hong et al. [143, 145, 148] reported a reduction in friction for
uncoated carbide inserts but an increase in friction for coated tools. Particularly for
Ti-6Al-4V, Hong et al. [143, 147] measured significantly lower friction forces compared
to both dry and emulsion flood cooled machining. Controversially, a recent study by
Courbon et al. [150] reported no discernable lubricating effect of either liquid or gas
phase cryogenic nitrogen coolant. Similar results were also obtained by Caudill et al.
[151] when comparing cryogenic and dry burnishing of the same titanium alloy. Despite
the current lack of consensus regarding the amount of lubrication provided by liquid
nitrogen it is clear that the lubricating mechanisms of LN2 is highly dependent upon the
tribological properties of the workpiece, cutting tool as well as the state (gaseous/liquid)
of the cryogenic coolant [143, 147, 148, 152]. Bassani et al. [152] studied hydrostatic
lubrication with cryogenic fluids and did indeed find that the type of coating used (i.e.,
tribological properties of the sliding surfaces) had a strong effect of the lubricating effect
of liquid nitrogen.
Beginning in the mid-2000s, increasing attention was given towards the influence of
cryogenic cooling on surface integrity. Ghosh, Zurecki, Frey et al. [34, 153-156], all
members of Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., published a number of studies on the
beneficial effects of cryogenic cooling on processes ranging from hard turning of steels to
cryogenic machining of polymeric biomaterials. In the case of polymeric materials,
cryogenic cooling offers distinct advantages over conventional machining practices as
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viscoelastic deflection is effectively reduced, allowing for improved geometric tolerances
and reduced workpiece damage due to tearing [154, 157, 158]. The more common
application of cryogenic hard turning has been studied by a number of researchers due to
the ability to impart compressive residual stresses while reducing ‘white layer’ damage
[155, 159]. Umbrello et al. [132, 160-162] published various studies on the topic of
cryogenic machining of hardened steels. In an early one of these studies, Umbrello et al.
[132] reported the ability of cryogenic machining to significantly reduce and in some
cases completely suppress white layer formation. Umbrello et al. [160, 161] described
the key mechanism responsible for the improved surface integrity from cryogenic
machining as a lack of rapid heating and quenching as is the case during dry machining,
which creates a white layer of untempered martensite. Moreover, by reducing thermal
damage in the form of severely strained untampered martensite, cryogenic machining
slightly decreases the amount of compressive residual stress in the machined surface,
nevertheless offering significant compressive stress that stands in contrast to the tensile
stress state resulting from hard grinding [161, 162]. Excerpts from the work of Umbrello
et al. showing the reduction in white layer depth and compressive residual stress are
included below.

Figure 2-12. XRD Measurements of residual stress from both dry and cryogenic hard
turning of AISI 52100 bearing steel, showing increased compressive residual stress for
dry machining due to white layer damage (from [161] with permission from Elsevier Inc.,
license number 3636571309225).
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Figure 2-13. SEM micrographs of dry (a) and cryogenically (b) machined AISI 52100
hardened bearing steel. The ‘white layer’ comprising the machined surface is considered
detrimental to functional performance because it is comprised of untempered martensite
(from [161] with permission from Elsevier Inc., license number 3636571309225).

In addition to steel, cryogenic cooling has also been applied to a number of other
workpiece materials. Pu et al. [163-168] cryogenically machined and burnished AZ31B
Mg alloy and found improved corrosion resistance as well as nanocrystalline surface
layers. Since AZ31B is used to manufacture dissolving biomedical implants, altering the
corrosion resistance of this material holds the promise of controlling the rate of Mg
uptake into the body, i.e., the life of the implant [166, 168]. Pu et al. [164, 165] reported
significantly increased compressive residual stresses in the sub-surface of cryogenically
machined workpieces with an affected layer depth of more than 1 mm under certain
conditions. The dominant mechanism for nanocrystalline surface layer generation in
AZ31B was hypothesized to be dynamic re-crystallization by Pu et al. [163-165], though
severe twinning was also observed, particularly for cryogenic burnishing.
Meyers et al. [169] provided a constitutive description for the phenomenon of
twinning, which showed that twinning is a particularly relevant deformation mechanism
at low temperatures and high strain rate. Moreover, due to a lack of thermally activated
slip systems at low temperatures, twinning occurs most readily for metals with body
centered cubic (BCC) and hexagonal close packed (HCP) crystal lattice structures, such
as Fe (BCC), W (BCC), Mg (HCP) and Ti (HCP) [169, 170]. Interestingly, this same
group of materials (BCC and HCP) also appears to respond most strongly to cryogenic
cooling during machining [171-174]. Nevertheless, a small number of researchers have
observed encouraging results for cryogenic machining of face centered cubic (FCC)
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metals such as Al alloys, especially with regard to nancrystalline surface layers as
reported by Rotella et al. [131, 175]. Because of the generally high machinability
(chiefly low tool-wear) of Al alloys, only little work has been done on the impact of
cryogenic machining on the group of FCC materials [173, 174, 176].
While surface integrity has increasingly provided the motivation for using cryogenic
cooling in machining, tool-wear remains the dominant motivating factor for the majority
of studies on cryogenic machining [34, 177-180]. This trend is not surprising since the
development of modern engineering materials such as high strength titanium alloys, NiTi
shape memory alloys, superalloys and a variety of other ‘space-age’ materials such as
carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CRFP) has also presented the metal cutting community
with a new group of ‘difficult-to-machine’ materials [150, 173, 181, 182]. Being
designed for a specific engineering application, machinability is seldom considered when
developing new materials [183-185]. As a result, certain properties of high performing
materials such as Inconel and titanium alloys such as low thermal conductivity and high
yield strength lead to severe abrasive and thermally activated diffusion wear [186-188].
Cryogenic cooling is an efficient means to lower both of these types of tool-wear by
strengthening the cutting tool material and significantly reducing chemical activity that
increases with the square of cutting temperature [148, 149, 177, 181, 189-191]. Kaynak
et al. [171, 178, 181, 190] did however demonstrate that in the special case of NiTi shape
memory alloys, cryogenic cooling increases tool-wear because of a phase transformation
of the workpiece material, increasing its hardness and thus abrasive wear on the cutting
tool. Hong et al. [131, 145] made similar arguments regarding the effect of cryogenic
cooling on tool-wear for machining of high strength steels and titanium alloys.
Clearly, there is no “one size fits all” kind of solution in the case of cryogenic
machining. Instead, as the wide range of results and proposed mechanisms motivating
the use of cryogenic cooling has shown, each specialized application demands a careful
attention to the combination of workpiece material characteristics, cutting tool material
and coating, machine tool system as well as the manner in which the cryogenic coolant is
applied. Determining these parameters for porous tungsten is the goal of this present
study.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF POROUS TUNGSTEN
Because porous tungsten is primarily used in refractory applications such as dispenser
cathodes, heat exchangers and rocket nozzles, there is relatively little information on the
mechanical properties of this material [192, 193]. Nevertheless, a limited number of data
sets for flexural, compressive and tensile strength of porous tungsten close to and above
room temperature is available [113, 194-199]. In order to better understand machining of
porous tungsten, some high strain rate data for polycrystalline tungsten will be discussed
as well.
The term ‘porous tungsten’ covers a wide range of possible microstructures and
porosity levels. Each kind of porous tungsten is fabricated by pressing and sintering of
micron-size powder [200]. The physical shape and chemical composition of this powder,
i.e., sphericity, diameter, purity, etc. as well as the sintering and pressing parameters all
influence the properties of porous tungsten [201-203]. For dispenser cathode
applications, porosity distribution in generally considered the most crucial parameter
[194, 203, 204]. Selcuk et al. [194] developed a method of using microhardness to
evaluate porosity distribution and found excellent correlation between the two measures.
In separate studies, Selcuk et al. [205-207] also studied the correlation between tungsten
particle morphology and the effectiveness of low temperature sintering with a reactive
sintering aid (Al) for increased control over as-sintered porosity. Current industry
practice involves the use of very high sintering temperatures of approximately 2000 °C
and a reductive hydrogen atmosphere which offer little control over the exact level of
porosity [202, 206]. With the currently used process, which was also used to fabricate
the material used during this present study, porosity levels ranging from 5-40 % can be
achieved [113, 198]. However, determining the exact as-sintered porosity requires
careful measurement of each individual workpiece with a Hg porosimeter.
As a result of the wide range of possible microstructures resulting from different
processing parameters, the mechanical properties of porous tungsten vary as a function of
porosity [113, 198, 199, 203, 208-210]. The majority of these studies were performed
during the 1970s. In 1972, Francois et al. [198] published an extensive study on the
influence of porosity on electrical and thermal conductivities as well as elastic properties
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and flexural strength. The most relevant results from this study have been summarized in
the following Figures.

Figure 2-14. Elastic properties of porous tungsten as a function of porosity for three
different grain sizes. Reduction in Young’s modulus as a function of temperature is
included in the bottom right hand Figure (from [198]).
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The elastic property data as measured by Francois et al. [198] shown in Figure 2-14
illustrate the strong influence of porosity on the various elastic moduli of porous
tungsten. All three moduli, i.e., E, G, and B are strongly affected by porosity, reaching
approximately 50% of the value of dense tungsten at a density of 80% (i.e., the material
used during this study). Interestingly, Young’s modulus is reduced by only 6% when
porous tungsten of 80% density is heated from room temperature to 600 °C (i.e., the
range of temperatures relevant to machining). Based on these results, porosity would be
expected to have a much more significant effect on the machinability of porous tungsten
than cutting temperature. This is of course a gross oversimplification considering the
significant effects of cutting speed and tool/workpiece interactions. Nevertheless, the
data provided by Francois et al. should prove helpful in extrapolating the results from this
present study to a wider range of density levels of porous tungsten.

𝜆

Figure 2-15. Relative coefficient of thermal conductivity 𝜆 of porous tungsten (left hand
0

Figure) and flexural strength (right hand image), both as a function of relative density.
Results for three grain sizes are included (adapted from [198]).

The reduction in thermal conductivity 𝜆 as a function of porosity as measured by
Francois et al. shown in Figure 2-15 offers some explanations regarding the poor
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machinability of porous tungsten. Namely, the fact that thermal conductivity is reduced
by approximately 50% for porous tungsten of 80% density and an average grain size of
6.7 µm suggests that heat generated during the cutting process will tend to stay near the
cutting edge, causing accelerated wear [87, 88, 198]. Flexural strength data also shown
in Figure 2-15 will be compared with four point bend testing results obtained as part of
this present study. In addition to the work of Francois et al. discussed in the above
paragraphs, there is a small number of other relevant studies regarding the mechanical
properties of porous tungsten.
Bell et al. [113] measured the compressive and tensile yield strength of porous
tungsten over an average grain size range of 3 – 6.7 µm. Compressive yield strength
varied from 930 MPa for the smallest grain size to 670 MPa for the largest grain size.
Bell et al. also remarked that compressive yield strength did strength did not vary with
pore morphology and suggested that deformation is primarily controlled by the matrix of
ligaments. Likewise, the researchers observed little variation in tensile strength with
either grain size or pore morphology and reported an average value of approximately 130
MPa. Weihong et al. [195] measured the tensile yield strength and elastic modulus of
porous tungsten of 80% density between room temperature and 2500 °C. They observed
nearly linear reduction in tensile strength from 150 MPa (RT) to 20 MPa at 2500 °C.
Young’s modulus decreased linearly between 20 °C and 1400 °C from 2.21 GPa to 1.78
GPa (19% reduction), following by a steep decrease to 970 MPa between 1400 -1800 °C.
Aside from quasistatic mechanical property data, only one study has been performed
on high strain rate properties of porous tungsten. In 1977, Dandekar et al. [211]
published a detailed study on the behavior of 79% density porous tungsten under shock
compression at room temperature. The average grain and pore sizes of the material were
2 µm and the researcher used sound-wave speed measurements to determine Poisson’s
ratio to be 0.256 ± 0.014. The values bulk, shear, and Young's moduli of porous tungsten
as measured by Dadekar et al. were 156.1 ±8.9, 91.0±2.4, and 228.6 ± 6.9 GPa,
respectively. By shock loading thin (t = 0.5 – 2 mm) samples of porous tungsten at a
strain rate of approximately 106 s-1, Dadekar et al. identified several distinct Hugoniots.
For stresses up to 1.43 GPa, a linear-elastic response occurs, yielding the principal
Hugoniot. Between 1.43 and 4.5 GPa some softening occurred due to splitting of the
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shock into an elastic and an unstable component. Above 6.4 GPa, the elastic precursor
shock was followed by a steady shock wave, leading to a strengthened material response.
The researchers remarked that while plastic deformation (pore collapse) takes place
beyond the elastic limit of 1.43 GPa, complete collapse of all pores, i.e., full compaction,
occurs at a stress of 4.9 GPa [211]. This behavior should be particularly relevant in
understanding the deformation behavior of porous tungsten during machining, as
compaction effects are clearly to be expected according to the deformation cutting theory
[46, 50]. The data obtained by Dadekar et al. are included in the form of one of the
Figures from their 1977 publication as shown below.

Figure 2-16. Shock compression behavior of 79% density porous tungsten. Pores begin
to be irreversible collapsed when shock stress exceeds 1.43 GPa (i.e., the elastic limit).
Beyond 4.9 GPa the material becomes completely compacted (from [211] with
permission of AIP Publishing LLC, license number 3637210475585).
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CHAPTER 3.
MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
CRYOGENIC MACHINING
Cryogenic cooling was used as a means to reduce cutting temperature during
machining of porous tungsten. The cryogenic coolant employed for this purpose was
liquid nitrogen, which had an approximate temperature of -180 °C. In addition to cooling
the workpiece and cutting tool, applying pressurized liquid nitrogen also aids in clearing
chips from the cutting area. The flow rate of liquid nitrogen was kept constant at 0.5
kg/min which was driven by a pressurized tank of liquid nitrogen at a pressure of 150
MPa. A simple system of cryogenic hoses and valves was used to avoid any expansion
chambers within the delivery system between the liquid nitrogen tank and the nozzle near
the cutting region. The majority of cryogenic machining was performed as part of a face
turning operation. By taking advantage of the limited range of motion of a fixed tool post
cryogenic delivery was simplified significantly compared to through-spindle delivery that
has been implement by some as part of cryogenic milling. A limited number of
cryogenic side milling experiments were performed as well, however delivery of liquid
nitrogen was performed externally, i.e., not through the spindle or the cutting tool. While
this approach does not provide the same kind of flow penetration and cooling ability as
internal cryogenic delivery would, it is significantly easier to implement and avoids the
need for expensive thermal insulation inside of the spindle.
In general, cryogenic machining is most readily implemented on fixed tool post and
gang-tooling type lathes, particularly vertical lathes. Whenever it is possible to deliver
liquid nitrogen through a closed system of hoses and valves and when bending and
pulling forces on this delivery system can be kept small, cryogenic machining may be
implemented on a given machine tool or for a specialized process. The dispenser cathode
machining process of porous tungsten, which consists most importantly of a concave face
machining operation, lends itself well to the implementation of cryogenic cooling. An
example of liquid nitrogen being applied on a simple horizontal lathe with a single tool
post (HAAS TL-2) as part of a face turning operation can be seen in the following Figure.
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Figure 3-1. Experimental setup for cryogenic machining on HAAS TL-2 CNC lathe.
Right hand side detail of cryogenic cooling during a facing cut shows how liquid nitrogen
is applied onto the rake face of the cutting tool through a 3mm diameter nozzle. The
process displayed is face turning, during which the cutting tool traverses radially inward.

Cryogenic Pre-Cooling
A variety a cryogenic pre-cooling conditions were tested for their influence on surface
quality in porous tungsten. The most straightforward manner of achieving different precooling conditions is altering the time of pre-cooling while keeping other variables such as
flow rate and pressure constant. Because the actual workpiece and cutting temperatures
depend on a variety of other factors such as thermal conduction and convection on the
workpiece and cutting tool a separate approach to determining pre-cooling temperature was
pursued.
By first drilling a variety of small holes (d = 1 mm) into a porous tungsten workpiece
at 50% of the workpiece radius and 0.75 and 1.5 mm axial distance from the machined
face, a simple set of calibration experiments was carried out. The probe tip (d ≈ 0.9 mm)
of an E-type thermocouple, attached to an OMEGA© MWTC wireless transmitter fixed to
the lathe’s chuck, was inserted into each hole along with a small amount of thermal paste.
The workpiece temperature was recorded as a function of time and the influence of rotating
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speed, nozzle size and flow rate were empirically correlated with steady-state bulk
workpiece temperature. An additional thermocouple was place in a 0.5 mm deep notch on
the flank face of the cutting tool, 0.5 mm below the primary cutting edge. LN2 flow rates
were correlated to as-pre-cooled workpiece and cutting tool temperatures of -90 °C and 180 °C, respectively. It is worth noting that steady-state bulk workpiece pre-cooling
temperature is by no means the same as cutting temperature. The heat generated even
during cryogenically cooled machining operations may easily exceed several hundred
degrees Celsius. A schematic of the experimental setup can be seen in the Figure below.

Figure 3-2. Schematic of experimental setup for temperature measurement of cryogenic
pre-cooling temperatures of both workpiece and cutting tool by means of wireless
thermocouple transmitters. The process illustrated here is face turning, during which
liquid nitrogen is applied onto both the rake face of the tool and the workpiece front
surface simultaneously with a single nozzle. By altering flow rate of liquid nitrogen precooling temperature may be controlled (Figure not to scale).

Cryogenic Side Milling
In addition to face turning, which was used as a model for the dispenser cathode
manufacturing process, side milling experiments were performed as well. Because in side
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milling the cutting tool both rotates around its own axis and traverses in either the x or y
direction of the milling machine Table, cryogenic delivery is more difficult to implement
than in face turning. To achieve both chip clearance and workpiece/tool cooling, the
cryogenic delivery nozzle was affixed to the milling machine’s head. Because side milling
cuts were performed using ‘conventional’ up-cut milling, liquid nitrogen was applied from
the rake face in order to clear chips. An illustration of the experimental setup for cryogenic
side milling experiments is provided in Figure 3-3 below.

Figure 3-3. Schematic of cryogenic delivery method for side milling experiments.
Liquid nitrogen is applied at an angle from the rake side of a milling cutter performing a
conventional up-cut. In this manner, the tool and workpiece are kept cool while chips are
effectively cleared away from the cut (Figure not to scale).

INFRARED TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
In order to estimate cutting temperatures during cryogenic machining, a FLIR
SC7000 infrared thermal camera was used. Because applying liquid nitrogen as a coolant
resulted in a cloud of frozen water vapor surrounding both the cutting tool and
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workpiece, no accurate temperature measurements were possible using infrared
technology for cryogenic experiments. For this reason, infrared temperature
measurements were only performed for dry machining of porous tungsten using the same
machining parameters as analogous cryogenic machining experiments. In this manner,
temperature data was collected to validate a material model that will be presented in the
ensuing discussion. Thermal images were acquired at a rate of 100 Hz with a resolution
of 640 x 512 pixels. Three wavelength range channels were used simultaneously in order
to cover a broad range of temperatures. Each experimental condition was repeated 5
times to provide a meaningful average of the maximum cutting temperature.
To convert infrared measurements into meaningful temperature data, it is necessary to
specific the emissivity of the material being observed. Different materials may have a
wide range of emmisivities, ranging anywhere from 1.0 to almost zero. The total
hemispherical emissivity ε of tungsten in the infrared spectrum may range from 0.03 up
to 0.4 depending on the surface roughness, temperature, and oxidation state of the sample
surface [212-215]. Machined porous tungsten samples were calibrated by controlled
heating monitored with a calibrated E-type thermocouple thermally connected to the
sample. By varying emissivity to match thermocouple data with infrared temperature
output, an empirical emissivity constant of ε = 0.12 was determined and used for
subsequent infrared thermal measurements. Because there remains some uncertainty in
this empirical emissivity value for porous tungsten, infrared temperature measurements
were assigned an additional uncertainty of ± 4% over the experimental scatter, which was
less than ± 1% between subsequent experiments of the same machining condition.
Cutting temperature was measured by recording the maximum temperature occurring in
the primary deformation zone at the cutting edge. For each temperature measurement,
the experimental condition was repeated five times to ensure that the maximum
temperature value recorded was repeatable. By properly timing the beginning of the
machining process and the infrared temperature acquisition, the measured value of
maximum cutting temperature varied very little (±1%). An overview of the experimental
setup for the FLIR SC7000 thermal camera is shown in Figure 3-4 on the following page.
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Figure 3-4. Overview of experimental setup of infrared cutting temperature
measurements for side milling experiments in porous tungsten using a FLIR SC7000
thermal camera. An inlet of the fixture used to hold samples during side milling cuts is
outlined in red. The infrared camera and corresponding software can be seen on the left
hand side in the main image.

CUTTING FORCE DATA ACQUISITION
Cutting forces were recorded with a KISTLER type 9257B three-channel
dynamometer. Because uncut chip thickness varies along the cutting edge during turning,
side milling was selected for force acquisition experiments. In up-cut side milling the
uncut chip thickness changes from zero to a maximum value, as does the cutting force.
Therefore, it is possible to calculate the specific cutting force kc at a given maximum chip
thickness by measuring the maximum cutting force during a chip formation cycle. For
each force measurement, 10 values were recorded and averaged to obtain a meaningful
number. Reported scatter is comprised of the spread between the maximum and
minimum of the 10 force values as well as an uncertainty of ±5% representing the
inherent inaccuracy of the dynamometer itself. To determine the specific cutting force
from side milling force data, it is first necessary to determine the cutting force Fc from
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the two relevant force channels. For a side milling cut along either the x or y direction of
the dynamometer coordinate system, the magnitude of the cutting force at the maximum
chip thickness may be calculated using Eq. (3-1):
2
2
|𝐹𝑐 (ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 )| = √𝐹𝑥(ℎ
+ 𝐹𝑦(ℎ
𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
𝑚𝑎𝑥 )

(3-1)

To facilitate repeatable sample preparation for subsequent processes such as EDM
cutting of micro bend-testing or SEM samples, a fixture with two dowel pins and two low
profile socket cap screws was developed. Each 2.75 mm thick porous tungsten plate
featured 8 protrusions, each of which was machined with a different set of machining
parameters. In this way 8 samples were machined quickly in one setup, allowing for a
large number of experimental conditions to be tested. Repeatability of each porous
tungsten plate on the fixture was ± 10 µm. To ensure accuracy of the depth of cut beyond
this value (± 5 µm), each sample plate was pre-machined on the fixture prior to
performing force acquisition experiments. Both the dynamometer and the fixture with a
porous tungsten workpiece mounted are shown in the following Figure.

Figure 3-5. Experimental setup for force acquisition during side milling of porous
tungsten. A specialized fixture, shown in the right hand image, was developed to hold a
plate of porous tungsten containing 8 samples.
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CUTTING EDGE RADIUS MODIFICATION
Because cutting edge radius has a significant effect on both tool-life and attainable
surface finish, a number of cutting tools were modified (honed) to alter the cutting edge
radius to a specific value. Denkena et al. [81] have proposed a comprehensive
terminology for the various possible kinds of cutting edge geometries. Since the
commonly used measure rβ is inadequate to describe the majority of cutting edge
geometries due to non-symmetry of the cutting with respect to the rake and flank faces,
the following parameters were introduced:
Table 3-1. Summary of parameters of form-factor method for cutting edge
characterization.
𝑆𝛼

Cutting edge segment on flank face

𝑆𝛾

Cutting edge segment on rake face

𝑆𝛼 + 𝑆𝛾
2
Sγ
𝛫=
𝑆𝛼

𝑆̅ =

Average Cutting edge rounding
Form factor

𝛥𝑟

Profile flattening

𝜑

Apex angle

While it should certainly be advocated that the form-factor method Denkena et al. be
used to properly characterize cutting edge geometries, care was taken to prepare cutting
edges with a form factor of 𝛫 = 1, i.e., a perfectly symmetrical radius. Therefore, the
use of a single parameter rβ remains appropriate for the cutting edge geometries discussed
in the context of this present work. To better illustrate both the appropriateness of the
form-factor method and the more simplistic rβ description for different cutting edges the
following Figure was prepared.
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Figure 3-6. Comparison between a non-symmetrical cutting without a single
unambiguous cutting edge radius (a) and a symmetrically rounded cutting edge with
radius rβ. Because (b) is a special case of (a) for 𝑆𝛼 = 𝑆𝛾 , i.e., 𝐾 =1, it cannot be
normative yet remains appropriate for special cases. Both the figure and terminology for
the form-factor method shown in (a) are adapted from Denkena et al. [81].

In addition to cross-sectional cutting edge geometry, there are also surface properties
of cutting edges. Of particular importance in finish machining is cutting edge
notchedness, which is generally described by the surface roughness Rz. Grinding and
lapping of the cutting edge may lead to chipping which increases notchedness. As a
result, the chipped cutting edge will generally not be able to produce surface roughness
better than its own inherent notchedness. Chips on the cutting edge also lead to exposed
peaks which may break off as well. Therefore, tool-life will be reduced if notchedness
becomes too large. In the particularly case of polycrystalline diamond (PCD) tools,
notchedness is hypothesized to have a significant impact on both tool-life and attainable
surface finish due to the composite nature of the diamond/binder matrix of this tool
material. Therefore, reducing notchedness was considered as well as cutting edge radius.
While there is a variety of technologies available to alter cutting edge geometries,
drag (stream) finishing was chosen for its ability to produce uniformly rounded cutting
edges. Other methods such as abrasive brushing, abrasive blasting, grinding and magneto
abrasive machining are all biased towards producing a (slightly) non-symmetrical cutting
edge geometry because material is only removed from one direction at a time. The
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OTEC SF2 steam-finishing machine used to increase cutting edge radii of PCD tools with
an as-supplied cutting edge radius of 𝑟𝛽 ≈ 6 µm to 10 and 14 µm, respectively. This was
achieved by rotating each cutting tool at a speed of 10 rpm with an inclination angle of
30º relative to the surface of the abrasive media consisting of silicon carbide and crushed
walnut shells. The rotating speed of the drum containing the abrasive media was kept
constant at 60 rpm. The average time to achieve a radius of 10 µm was 40 minutes while
the processing time to obtain a cutting edge radius of 14 µm was 630 minutes. Therefore,
a cutting edge radius of 10 µm was selected for more detailed investigation. An
overview of the processing setup for stream finishing of PCD cutting tools is shown in
the following Figure.

Figure 3-7. Processing setup for abrasive stream finishing of PCD cutting tools for
cutting edge modification. The cutting tool is mounted in a custom made tool holder
which is held in a keyless chuck, highlighted in the right hand side inlet. By rotating both
the tool holder and the drum containing the abrasive media of SiC and crushed walnut
shells a highly uniform cutting edge radius with low cutting edge notchedness may be
achieved.
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CHARACTERIZATION
Because of this study’s focus on improving surface characteristics of porous tungsten
by means of cryogenic machining, quantifying the ‘quality’ of a given surface was very
important. Current industry practice for the manufacture of dispenser cathodes relies on
little data and surface quality is graded on a subjective scale from ‘acceptable,’
‘marginal,’ to ‘unacceptable.’ Determining which category a given surface falls into is
the responsibility of experienced operators and technicians. In order to study the effects
of various machining parameters such as cutting speed, feed, depth of cut, etc. and the
influence of cooling conditions a range of advanced characterization techniques were
employed during this study. While the majority of these techniques were focused on
analyzing surface properties, some characterization of mechanical properties of these
surfaces was performed as well by means of 4 point micro-specimen bending, which will
also be discussed in this section.

Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy of machined porous tungsten surfaces was carried out
on a Hitachi S-4300 microscope. The electron source of this microscope was a field
emission gun. In addition to porous tungsten surfaces, a number of cutting edges were
also analyzed using SEM to study both tool-wear and cutting edge geometries. The
majority of SEM work was however focused on characterizing surface morphology and
surface porosity of machined porous tungsten. To improve image quality by reducing
charge buildup in the sample a custom holder was fabricated from copper. Three
setscrews hold the sample in place while the entire backside of the parted-off sample disc
is electrically connected to the sample holder. Both the electron microscope and the
holder are shown in Figure 3-8 on the following page.
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Figure 3-8. Hitachi S4300 scanning electron microscope and custom copper sample
holder for machined porous tungsten samples. The holder substantially improved image
quality by draining electrical charge efficiently.

Surface Porosity Evaluation
The current dispenser cathode industry acceptability standard states that:
“There shall be a minimum of 30 open pores uniformly distributed and visible in
a 0.075 mm 0.125 mm area photographed (or equivalent digital image) at 1000x
magnification. When required, representative photographs shall be taken from two
locations on the cathode at approximately 10% and 90% of the radius. The typical
pore size range shall be between approximately 3–7 µm [216]”.
Therefore, SEM micrographs where taken at a magnification of 1000x over an area of
10,000 µm2 for each machined porous tungsten surface. To better characterize the
uniformity of a given surface, three micrographs were taken at 10%, 50%, and 90% of the
radius of each sample for a total of 9 micrographs per machined surface. Each
micrograph was analyzed using ImagePro software. By increasing the contrast of a high
quality SEM micrograph by approximately 50%, the software defines a pore as a ‘dark’
area. To define the range of pore diameters to be considered, ten micrographs of 80%
density porous tungsten that had been fractured after being submerged in liquid nitrogen
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were analyzed. The resulting inherent pore size distribution for 80% density porous
tungsten can be seen in Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9. Pore size distribution of 80% density porous tungsten as determined by
ImagePro software.

As evident in Figure 3-9, the inherent pore diameter distribution of 80% density
porous tungsten does not allow for the industry standard of 30 pores in the 3-7 µm
diameter range to be met; there are less than 10 such pores per 10,000 µm2 in any given
sample’s microstructure. Therefore, the fact that such large pores are routinely found on
machined surfaces of porous tungsten implies that not all ‘pores’ present on machined
surfaces are the result of the underlying microstructure. To include all true pores in the
analysis of as-machined surface porosity, the diameter range from 0.5 – 7 µm was used.
Because there are approximately 200 such pores in a 10,000 µm2 area, 200 pores is
considered the maximum possible number of pores. Therefore, the range of acceptable
porous surfaces shall be defined as “30-200 visible surface pores with a diameter of 0.5 –
7 µm” in the context of this study. A typical SEM micrograph with the corresponding
analysis is shown in the Figure 3-10.
It should be noted that while digital means of accessing surface porosity, such as
ImagePro software used during the present study, are certainly an accurate technique,
there are several limitations to this approach. First, image quality is very important when
using software to analyze images. Both the quality of the SEM micrograph and the post48

processing steps performed to improve contrast may alter the final pore count. In order to
reduce the effect of image quality as much as possible, a consistent procedure was used to
acquire SEM micrographs (constant working distance, acceleration voltage, etc.).
Moreover, post-processing to enhance contrast was only performed within ImagePro.

Figure 3-10. Example of surface porosity evaluation with ImagePro software. Inside the
software, the SEM micrograph shown on the right hand side was slightly altered by
increasing contrast so pores were recognized as ‘dark areas’. The diameter range
considered for analysis was 0.5–7 µm.

Optical microscopy
While surface porosity micrographs were recorded using SEM, optical microscopy
was also used to analyze the microstructure of porous tungsten. A Leica DFC425 digital
camera was used in conjunction with a Nikon EPIPHOT 300 optical microscope
equipped with 2.5x, 5x, 10x, 20x, and 50x objectives. Because the depth of field with a
50x light objective is significantly worse than that of an electron microscope at similar
magnification, optical microscopy was mainly used at smaller magnification to detect
features in the range of 0.05 – 1.0 mm. For cross-sectional microscopy of porous
tungsten, samples were embedded in a high strength epoxy to prevent edge rounding and
final polishing was carried out using 1 micron diamond slurry. Tool-wear (flank and
nose wear) was mainly measured optically, using an appropriate fixture.
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Scanning White Light Interferometry
In addition to surface porosity, surface roughness is another key parameter describing
the quality of a machined surface of porous tungsten. Current industry standard requires
an average surface roughness value of 32 µin, which is equivalent to Ra = 0.8 µm. There
are several ways to measure surface roughness, the most commonly used ones being
optical comparison using a set of standardized samples and Profilometry. The latter
technique uses a stylus with a small radius tip to probe the machined sample’s surface.
Because no feature smaller than the diameter of the stylus tip radius can be detected and
considering the wear an initially ‘sharp’ stylus will experience, Profilometry does not
yield very reliable surface roughness data for finely finished surfaces (Ra < 1 µm).
Therefore, a non-contact technique was used to measure Ra of machined porous tungsten
samples. A Zygo NewView 7300 scanning white light interferometer (SWLI) equipped
with 20x and 50x objectives was used for this purpose. By scanning the sample vertically
and recording interference fringes to assembly a point cloud of data, SWLI allows
nanometrically accurate (±5 nm) 3D surfaces to be digitized.
Similar to surface porosity measurements, measurements of surface roughness of
machined porous tungsten were taken at 10%, 50%, and 90% of each sample’s radius.
From each of the three measured areas, ten equally spaced measurement lines were taken
to obtain a statistically significant average value for Ra and the scatter across a given
surface. Due to the porosity of the workpiece material, surface roughness cannot be
directly correlated with a similar dense material. Nevertheless, qualitative comparison
between samples machined with different parameters can be made. Because of the large
number of measurements taken from each sample (30 measurements) the repeatability of
the average roughness measured for a given sample was better than ± 0.05 µm. Cutting
edge radii measurements were measured in a similar manner as surface roughness. Three
areas along the primary cutting edge were recorded at a magnification of 50x. From each
3D profile of the cutting edge ten radius measurements were conducted using MetroPro
edge radius analysis software. A Figure summarizing the most common uses of SWLI
during the course of this study is shown on the following page.
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Figure 3-11. Overview of most commonly used applications of Zygo NewView 7300 3D
profiler. Top image shows the instrument, which uses a laser to create nanometrically
accurate point clouds of interference fringe data. Edge radius and surface roughness
measurements were performed on the same instrument yet analyzed with specialized
applications, shown in the bottom two images.

Residual Stress Measurement
A small number of residual stress measurements were taken on the surface of
cryogenically and dry machined samples of both porous and dense polycrystalline
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tungsten. The measurements were performed during the course of a visiting research stay
at the Karlsruhe Institute for Technology (KIT) in Karlsruhe, Germany. The institute for
applied materials (iam) carried out the measurements on an X-ray diffractometer using
the sin2 𝜓 –method. For this analysis method plane stress is assumed, i.e., the stress
component normal to the surface is defined to be zero [65]. Plane stress does however not
mean that strain is zero in the vertical direction, because there will be some Poisson’s
ratio contraction due to the principal stresses 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 in the surface plane. This strain
can be measured by characterizing the contraction of the lattice spacing. While the
unstressed lattice constant 𝑑0 is often unknown, it may be approximated by 𝑑𝜙0
(Eq. (3-2)) to an accuracy of ± 1% because 𝐸 ≫ (𝜎1 + 𝜎2 ). Practically, 𝑑𝜙0 is the value
of 𝑑𝜙𝜓 (ℎ𝑘𝑙) at sin2 𝜓 = 0.
𝜈

𝑑𝜙0 = 𝑑0 {1 − (𝐸)

ℎ𝑘𝑙

(𝜎1 + 𝜎2 )} ≈ 𝑑0

(3-2)

By measuring the lattice spacing 𝑑𝜙𝜓 across a range of angles relative to the sample
surface, the surface residual stress 𝜎𝜙 can be calculated from the slop of a linear fit of
𝑑𝜙𝜓 against sin2 𝜓 by Eq. (3-3):
𝐸

1

𝜎𝜙 = (1+𝜈)

(

𝜕𝑑𝜙𝜓

2
ℎ𝑘𝑙 𝑑𝜙0 𝜕sin 𝜓

)

(3-3)

Residual stress measurement with XRD is a surface-sensitive characterization
technique with an approximate depth of penetration of less than 25 µm in most metals.
To compile a depth profile of residual stress, electro polishing is often used to remove a
small amount of material without introducing additional stress [57]. While it was initially
planned to create such a depth profile for both dense and porous tungsten samples, the
very low intensity of the signal during analysis of porous tungsten did not allow for a
large number of total measurements to be taken. Therefore, only a single data point was
taken on the surface of each sample. To better illustrate the manner in which residual
stress is determine with the sin2 𝜓 method, the Figure 3-12 was prepared.
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Figure 3-12. Example of typical chart used to determine residual surface stress with the
𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜓 method. Extrapolating to 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 0 allows for the unstressed lattice spacing 𝑑0 to
be approximated to within ± 1%. By further calculating the slope of the best fit line from
a chart such as this one it is possible to determine residual stress.

Micro-Specimen Four Point Bend Testing
In order to assess the influence of cryogenic and dry machining with different
machining parameters on the mechanical properties of porous tungsten of 80% density,
micro-specimen (millimeter size) bend testing experiments were conducted for a small
number of samples. Rather than three point bending, four point loading results in a
constant stress state (constant bending moment) between the central (moving) supports.
In this way, effects of localized flaws, such as pores, are reduced and a representative
average flexural strength value may be obtained from the machined surface.
Each sample was machined either dry or cryogenically by side milling as described in
section 3.1.2. The geometric shape of the workpiece used for the side milling process,
namely a 2.5 mm thick sheet rough cut by wire EDM from a round bar of porous tungsten
and finished on a cast iron lapping plate using 3 micron diamond abrasive to remove the
heat affected layer from the EDM process, allowed for bend testing samples to be easily
cut following the machining experiment. Each flat sheet of porous tungsten featured two
10 mm long tabs, the sides of which were machined. Therefore, each sheet held a total of
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8 experimental conditions/samples. The repeatability of the four precision bored holes in
the flat sheet of porous tungsten on a custom made fixture to cut off 0.4 mm thick
samples for bend testing was better than ± 0.01 mm. An example of a machined sample
being cut off using wire EDM can be seen in the Figure below.

Machined Surface

Figure 3-13. Millimeter size bend testing sample preparation using wire EDM and a
custom fixture with four precisely located dowel pins. The sides of the flat sheet of
porous tungsten was dry or cryogenically machined with different machining parameters
on each tab prior to cutting off a 0.4 mm thin sample for bend testing.

Following wire EDM cutoff, each 10 x 2.5 x 0.4 mm sample was carefully lapped on
the EDM cut side (i.e., opposing the machined surface) to remove any potential thermally
damaged layer and to achieve a flatness and parallelism tolerance better than ± 5 µm
across each sample. Great care was taken to process all samples equally in order to
minimize sample preparation induced variations in flexural strength. The final
dimensions of samples for four point bend testing were a length of 8 mm, width of 2.5
mm and thickness of 0.35 mm. The basic geometry of the four point bending setup used
during this present study is shown in the following Figure.
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Figure 3-14. Schematic of four point bend testing of machined porous tungsten samples.
The dimensions use for millimeter size specimen testing were L = 6 mm, a =1.5 mm (a =
L/4), h = 0.35 mm, b = 2.5 mm. Both the fixed supports and the load points were
comprised of polished tungsten carbide pins with a diameter of 1.5875 mm.

A quarter-point load distribution scheme was chosen in order to maximize to area of
constant bending moment to avoid local stress concentration effects that may introduce
large scatter. From classical beam theory, it is possible to calculate the relationship
between deflection and bending moment and/or stress for this configuration. Assuming
plane strain, differential equation governing the elastic deflection of a simple beam is
given by Eq. (3-4):
𝜕2 𝑦
𝜕𝑥 2

𝑀

1

= 𝐸𝐼 = 𝜌

(3-4)

where M is the bending moment, E is Young’s modulus, 1/ρ is the curvature, and I is the
moment of inertia, which is 𝐼 =

𝑏ℎ3
12

for a rectangular beam, where b the width and h is

the thickness of the beam. Between the two central loads, the bending moment is
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constant and given by 𝑀 =

𝑃𝐿
8

. By integrating Eq. (3-4) and applying the appropriate

boundary conditions, the normal axial strain 𝜀𝑥 as a function of deflection y in the central
load span of a rectangular beam under four point bending as shown in Figure 3-14
becomes:
𝑀

3𝑃𝐿

𝜀𝑥 = 𝐸𝐼 Δ𝑦 = 2𝐸𝑏ℎ3 Δ𝑦

(3-5)

where Δy is the deviation from the neutral axis of the beam, i.e., –h/2 < Δy < h/2. The
deflection at the loading points (i.e., the displacement of the moving grip) can be
calculated by Eq. (3-6):
𝑦𝑎 =

𝑃𝑎2
6𝐸𝐼

(3𝐿 − 4𝑎) =

𝑃𝐿3

(3-6)

4𝐸𝑏ℎ3

The maximum deflection, occurring between the central loading points is:
11𝑃𝐿3

𝑃𝑎

𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 24𝐸𝐼 (3𝐿2 − 4𝑎2 ) = 15𝐸𝑏ℎ3

(3-7)

The (constant curvature) deflection at any point between the two loading points,
located a distance Δx from the middle of the beam is described by:
𝐿2

𝑃𝐿

𝑦𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 2𝐸𝑏ℎ3 (3Δx(𝐿 − Δx) − 4 )

(3-8)

Finally, the flexural strength of a rectangular beam in four point bending with a load
span of L/2 can be obtained by inserting Δy = h/2 into Eq. (3-5) and is thus:
3𝑃𝐿

𝜎𝑓 = 4𝑏ℎ2

(3-9)

The microspecimen sample testing apparatus used for this present study was
constructed by Nicholas Briot, a fellow researcher in Prof. Dr. John Balk’s research
group. The construction of the system at the University of Kentucky was modeled after a
similar setup in the laboratory of Prof. Dr. Chris Eberl at the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT) in Germany. Nevertheless, several significant difference exist
between the two microspecimen testing setups. Both systems operate on the principle of
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digital image correlation (DIC), which has also been described for the use in
microspecimen bend testing by Eberl et al. [217] in 2010.
The minimum strain resolution of the UK system is 3.3 x 10-5, which provides
excellent resolution even for very small or brittle samples. Rapid position of the moving
grip is performed by a precise linear actuator (stepper motor) with a range of 25 mm and
resolution better than 1 µm. Controlled displacement of the moving grip (the central
loading points) is achieved with a piezoelectric actuator with a range of 100 µm and 25
nm resolution. Load is measured using a miniature load cell mounted between the
moving grip and piezoelectric actuator. The load range of the FUTEK© LSB200 load
cell used during this study is ± 200 N, with a resolution of better than 0.5 % of the signal
amplitude. An overview of the experimental setup can be seen in the Figure 3-15.

Figure 3-15. Experimental setup for microspecimen four point bend testing of machined
porous tungsten samples. Custom grips were used to facilitate accurate and repeatable
measurement of flexural strength.
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Special care was taken to firmly mount all components flush with one another in
order to optimize alignment and stiffness. A signal amplifier is used in conjunction with
the load cell prior to data acquisition. Both force data and DIC displacement
measurements are collected using MATLAB© software and custom code. A
programmable logical controller (PLC) operated by Unity Pro M software is used to
minimize lag during data acquisition. A set of custom grips was machined to
accommodate the unique sample size and to ensure maximum rigidity. The grips were
CNC machined from hardened AISI 4140 steel (45 HRC). Bearing pins were fabricated
from highly polished, precision ground tungsten carbide rods with a diameter of 1.588
mm (1/16”).
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CHAPTER 4.
ESTABLISHING A SET OF MACHINING PARAMETERS FOR CRYOGENIC MACHINING
OF POROUS TUNGSTEN WITH SINGLE POINT CERMET CUTTING TOOLS

INTRODUCTION
Cryogenic machining of porous tungsten was first investigated by Tarter et al. [1] in
2008. These initial results suggested that cryogenic machining is able to eliminate the
use of the plastic infiltrant which is currently use during the dispenser cathode
manufacturing process. Pusavec et al. [2, 11] further developed the initial results from
Tarter et al. and first published a set of optimized machining parameters in 2008, as well
as a re-published version of the same results in 2012. While all of the early studies on
cryogenic machining of porous tungsten provided strong evidence regarding the
feasibility of cryogenic machining of porous tungsten, this present study is focused on
further improving the surface quality from this novel process. Initial results by the author
documented the difficulties in repeated the work of Pusavec et al. [1, 3, 4], particularly
with regard to the machining parameters from Pusavec et al.’s 2008 report. A likely
explanation for this apparent discrepancy is the fact that Pusavec et al. did not document
the porosity of the material used during their study. Moreover, both the machine tool and
the cutting tool material (a MAZAK CNC lathe and polycrystalline diamond tools) used
by Pusavec et al. [11] were different from the materials used during the course of this
present work.
As part of the effort to establish an initial set of machining parameters for cryogenic
machining of porous tungsten, a variety of cutting tool materials were investigated. Due
to the very high cost of PCD cutting tools (≈ $100 / cutting edge) compared to more
commonly used ‘carbide’ (WC + Co binder) and ‘cermet’ (TiC/TiN + Co binder) tools
(≈ $5 / cutting edge), the latter class of cutting tool materials was used for initial
investigations. Preliminary results quickly revealed that tungsten carbide (WC) based
carbide tools show high affinity for porous tungsten, leading to severe built-up edge
(BUE) and rapid tool-wear. Only uncoated tool grades were considered due to the
excessively large cutting edge radius of coated tools (rβ > 20 µm). It should be noted that
recent advancements in physical vapor deposition coating technology has led to the
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development of extremely thin coatings, allowing for relatively sharp coated tools.
Because cutting tool manufacturers generally do not disclose information regarding the
precise chemical composition of coatings or the tolerance for cutting edge radii, no such
coated yet sharp (rβ < 10 µm) tools were available to the author at the time these initial
results were obtained.
As an alternative, wear resistant uncoated cermet cutting tools were selected (Kyocera
grade TN60). These titanium carbide/nitride based tools are widely used in Japan due to
the limited supply of tungsten and the higher hardness of TiC and TiN compared to WC.
Cermet tools have been shown to offer reduced wear compared to carbide, allowing for
high-speed finishing of steel and cast iron [218-220]. Preliminary results also showed
that cermet cutting tools are able to produce excellent surface quality in porous tungsten
[3, 4]. Unlike other high-temperature materials such as titanium, Inconel and even dense
tungsten, uninfiltrated porous tungsten cannot be effectively machined with positive rake
angle tools [4]. The extremely abrasive chips generated when machining as-sintered
porous tungsten result in rapid tool-wear, especially for positive rake angle tools whose
small wedge angle makes them vulnerable to abrasive wear. Therefore, negative rake
angle tools are used during this study. To achieve a negative rake angle along with low
cutting edge radius, precision ground cermet cutting tools (CNGA geometry) were used
in a dedicated tool holder to achieve a rake angle of γ = -5º. The effect of various rake
angles on surface integrity of porous tungsten will be further studied in chapter 5.
In this chapter, a precise range of machining parameters will be developed for
cryogenic machining of porous tungsten with cermet cutting tools. Moreover, the effects
of cryogenic pre-cooling and cutting edge radius will be studied, particularly as to the
relationship with as-machine surface morphology. Lastly, the impact of rake angle on the
stress state of the machined surfaces of both fully dense (polycrystalline) and 80%
density porous tungsten is investigated. Achieving compressive residual stress is of
particularly importance in porous tungsten due to the very low fracture toughness
(brittleness) of this workpiece material. As a result of the forces encountered during
machining process and improper handling, the scrap rate of porous tungsten dispenser
cathode pellets is high [1, 3]. Suppressing undesirable chipping would consequently
improve the sustainability of the dispenser cathodes manufacturing process.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Face turning experiments were carried out on a HAAS TL-2 CNC lathe. Liquid
nitrogen was applied onto both the rake face and un-machined surface simultaneously at
a flow rate of 0.5 l/min. Prior to machining, cryogenic pre-cooling was applied with the
workpiece rotating at 90 rpm over intervals of 60, 90, and 120 seconds. A single cutting
edge was used for each experimental condition and each machined surface was parted off
carefully to obtain 2 mm thick discs. The cutting tool material was cermet grade TN60
by Kyocera©. The geometry of the turning inserts was TPGA, i.e., neutral rake angle
(90º wedge angle). To obtain the desired rake angle, a tool holder was used to create a
rake angle of -5º.
Surface roughness measurements were taken on a ZYGO© NewView 7300 scanning
white light interferometer (SWLI). Using a 20x objective, a set of three 150 µm
downward scans were carried out at 10%, 50%, and 90% of the radius of each machined
surface. Likewise, SEM micrographs were taken at corresponding locations at a
magnification of 1000x to comply with the dispenser cathode industry standard for
determining as-machined surface porosity. In accordance with the same standard, an area
of 10,000 µm2 (0.003” x 0.005”) was subsequently analyzed using ImagePro software.
Scatter for both surface roughness and surface porosity corresponds to the maximum and
minimum measured values, within a statistically relevant confidence interval of 95%.
Cutting edge radius modification (honing) was achieved via drag/stream finishing on
an OTEC SF-1 machine. Uniformly rounded cutting edges with rβ = 5 µm, 30 µm, and
60 µm were obtained, while the starting condition of the as-delivered tools was rβ = 2 µm
(i.e., upsharp ground). Both dry and cryogenic machining experiments were carried out
for 80% density porous tungsten and fully dense polycrystalline tungsten. Residual
(tangential) surface stress was measured using the sin2(ψ) method, except for dry
machined dense tungsten, where excessive tool-wear resulted in too little relevant
(machined) surface area to be analyzed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tool-wear Effects in Porous Tungsten Machining
To assess tool-wear in finish machining of porous tungsten, nose wear was selected as
the most relevant measure. Geometric tolerances of dispenser cathode pellets machined
from porous tungsten are often on the order of ± 10 µm. Considering the inherent
inaccuracies of the machine tool, workpiece thermal expansion/contraction and operator
error, achieving such tolerances requires tool-wear to be extremely low. The tool-wear
parameter KS is defined as the wear retract of the cutting edge in the nose region of the
cutting tool [221]. Nose wear N is proportional to the wear retract KS by the cosine of
rake angle. Because the cosine of small number (such as the 5 degrees of rake angle used
in this context) is very close to unity, KS is practically equal to N. Therefore, nose wear
directly impacts the geometric tolerances of the machined component. Measuring nose
wear directly, i.e., in plan view of the rake face, requires extrapolation of the unworn
portion of the corner radius (nose). This method is prone to large scatter because of
parallax and similar optical and processing errors. For the purposes of this study, the
geometric relationship between easily measured flank wear in the nose region VBC and
nose wear N was used to reliable measure the latter in an indirect fashion.

Figure 4-1. Schematic illustrating the geometric relationship between nose and flank
wear for a negative rake angle cutting tool. By measuring flank wear, a relatively simple
task, nose wear can be calculated analytically to great precision
(from the author’s published work [22], with permission of Taylor and Francis).
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As can be seen in Figure 4-1, flank wear VBC, is related to nose wear as a function of
both the clearance angle α and the (negative) rake angle γ. By using simple trigonometry,
the following relationship (Eq. (4-1)) can be derived:
𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛼)

𝑁 = 𝑉𝐵𝐶 ∗ (𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛾)+𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛾)∗𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛼))

(4-1)

From Eq. (4-1) it is evident that N is related to VBC by a constant as long as clearance
and rake angle are kept constant, as was the case during this study. Practically, this
meant that flank wear was measured for each cutting tool and converted using a factor of
0.28 (α = 16º, γ = -5º). In other words, nose wear of the cermet cutting tools used for the
experiments discussed here was 28 % of flank wear. An experimental error of ± 5 µm in
the measurement of VBC resulted in an error of only ± 1.4 µm in N. To ensure that nose
wear did not impede the achievable tolerances of porous tungsten components, an
acceptability limit of N < 10 µm shall be used in the ensuing discussion. The
experimental results for the effects of depth of cut and cryogenic pre-cooling on nose
wear are shown in the following Figure.

Figure 4-2. The effects of cryogenic pre-cooling and depth of cut on nose wear of cermet
cutting tools (from the author’s published work [22], with permission of Taylor and
Francis).
[vc = 15 m/min, f = 0.025 mm/rev]
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The most immediate observation from Figure 4-2 is the significant reduction on nose
wear with cryogenic pre-cooling compared to dry machining. An average reduction of
approximately 50% is achieved by means of cryogenic cooling. The length of precooling had little effect on the amount of nose wear, though extended pre-cooling (180 s)
led to slightly lower nose wear at larger depths of cut. This effect is likely due to the
depth of penetration of the cooling effect of liquid nitrogen, which increases as a function
of pre-cooling time. Cutting temperature obviously has a significant effect on tool-wear
in machining of porous tungsten. This result is not surprising, as metal cutting is known
to generate significant heat between at cutting tool/chip interface [222, 223].
Especially at low depth of cut, when uncut chip thickness becomes equal to or smaller
than the cutting edge radius, ploughing leads to significant buildup of heat. This effect
has been document by many researchers in the field of micromachining, where very small
values of uncut chip thickness are commonly encountered [7, 92, 105]. In the context of
porous tungsten, the ploughing effect clearly has an effect on tool-wear and is likewise
expected to affect surface roughness and surface porosity as well.

Figure 4-3. Surface roughness and surface porosity as a function depth of cut for a
variety for cryogenic pre-cooling conditions. Both ploughing at low depth of cut and
fracture and larger depth of cut negatively affect surface quality. Only a small range of
depth of cut yields an acceptable surface finish (from the author’s published work [22],
with permission of Taylor and Francis).
[vc = 15 m/min, f = 0.025 mm/rev]
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According to the acceptability criteria of the dispenser cathode industry (EIA-941),
both surface roughness in excess of Ra < 0.8 µm at any representative area on the
machined surface and surface porosity of less than 30 pores per 10,000 µm2 are cause for
rejection [224]. These acceptability limits are included in Figure 4-3 in the form of
dashed lines. Achieving acceptable surface roughness is only possible in the range
between ap = 0.05 – 0.1 mm. Lower depth of cut leads to ploughing, where the minimum
chip thickness effects causes an increase in surface roughness. Larger depth of cut
increases the cutting temperature as well as the likelihood of fracture, likewise increasing
surface roughness. The duration of cryogenic pre-cooling had relatively little effect on
surface roughness. In fact, dry machining resulted in practically identical levels of
surface roughness as cryogenic machining. A likely explanation for this phenomenon is
temperature induced plasticity of the porous tungsten workpiece material during dry
machining. Severe smearing occurring during dry machining did result in no discernable
surface porosity. For this reason, no dry machining results are shown in the right hand
graph of Figure 4-3.
Surface porosity is affected most strongly by the duration of cryogenic pre-cooling.
As can be seen in Figure 4-3, limited pre-cooling (60 s, red line) led to significant
reductions in surface porosity with increasing depth of cut. At ap = 0.175 mm, complete
smearing left no visible pores. However, both 120 s and 180 s of pre-cooling allowed for
highly porous surfaces to be obtained even at larger depths of cut. Based on this
observation it is hypothesized that cutting temperatures at depths of cut in excess of
ap = 0.15 mm when only 60 s of pre-cooling are applied are sufficient to exceed the
brittle to ductile transition temperature of tungsten, which is approximately 200 ºC [225227]. The simultaneous reduction in surface porosity and increase in surface roughness
observed to some degree for all three pre-cooling conditions furthermore may be
explained by adhesion and re-deposition of machined chips.
While negative rake angles stabilize the cutting edge and lead to reduced tool-wear
and temperature buildup at the tool tip, chip evacuation can be problematic [81, 82, 97].
Because the chips generated during cryogenic machining of porous tungsten are generally
very small, they may become trapped between the cutting tool and the workpiece,
forming a built-up edge (BUE). Evidence for BUE when cryogenically machining
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porous tungsten with negative rake angle cermet cutting tools was observed via SEM.
The morphology of the resultant surface also explains the large scatter of both surface
porosity and roughness in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-4. Scanning electron micrographs of surface morphology of cryogenically
machined porous tungsten (a) with re-deposited chips highlighted in red, as well as the
corresponding cutting edge (b) with evidence of built-up edge (from the author’s
published work [22], with permission of Taylor and Francis).
[vc = 15 m/min, ap = 0.075 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, tpre-cooling = 180 s]

The evidence for the hypothesized mechanism of unstable BUE re-deposition onto
the machined surface during cryogenic machining of porous tungsten shown in
Figure 4-4 also provides clues regarding the machining mechanism. The large fracture
pits seen in Figure 4-4a suggest that brittle fracture occurred during machining.
Nevertheless, the smeared islands on the same surface are also evidence of high yet
localized cutting temperature. The burnishing action of the cutting edge moving across
the pre-fractured workpiece surface likely generates significant heat, allowing individual
tungsten ligaments to be welded to the cutting edge and randomly be smeared across the
surface.
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Chip Morphology
The occurrence of both brittle fracture and severe plastic deformation may also
explain the tool-wear trend seen in Figure 4-2, where increasing depth of cut led to a
slight increase in nose wear. At increased depth of cut, larger pieces/chips are generated
as a result of brittle fracture. When these larger fragments of porous tungsten adhere to
the cutting edge and are subsequently sloughed off, significant heat is generated, leading
to the formation of smeared islands and accelerated tool-wear. Likewise, smaller chips
may act much like an abrasive, quickly ‘grinding’ down the cutting edge by both abrasion
and attrition wear. Evidence for brittle fracture chips as well as shear machining chips
from both dry and cryogenic machining is shown in the following Figure.

Figure 4-5. SEM micrographs of chips generated dry and cryogenic machining of porous
tungsten with negative rake angle cermet cutting tools (from the author’s published work
[4], with permission of Elsevier, Inc., license number 3660870523804).
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Based on the SEM micrographs shown in Figure 4-5, two general categories of chips
generated during machining of porous tungsten, i.e., shear and fracture machining chips,
are defined. Fracture machining chips occur when ap > 0.05 mm, due to the relative
‘sharpness’ of the cutting edge in relation to the uncut chip thickness. The large fracture
machining chips in Figure 4-5a are evidence of undesirable brittle fracture of the
workpiece ahead of the cutting edge, as the size of this type of chip is significantly larger
than would be expected from the geometry of the uncut chip.
Small fracture chips, shown in Figure 4-5b, occur under almost all conditions when
machining porous tungsten. Often, small fracture machining chips are comprised of just
2-3 ligaments/particles of tungsten. Because of their small size, these chips are
hypothesized to be primarily responsible for the formation of BUE and associated
attrition wear of the cutting tool. Because negative rake angle cutting tools have a
tendency to increase the amount of brittle fracture during cryogenic machining of porous
tungsten, small fracture chips are more commonly observed with such tools.
Shear machining chips, as shown in Figures 4-5c-d, occur during dry machining and
at all small depths of cut when cryogenic pre-cooling is applied. The completely
compacted and severely plastically deformed small shear machining chip in Figure 4-5c
documents the very high temperature and stress encountered when machining porous
tungsten at low depths of cut (ap < 0.05 mm). All ligaments have been crushed to yield a
very thin chip that is essentially extruded ahead of the cutting edge via ploughing. When
ap > 0.1 mm, large shear machining chips become dominant. These chips are very
complex and contain three distinct zones, as can be seen in Figure 4-6. While the top
surface (Figure 4-6, zone “a”) remains essentially undeformed, most of the porous
tungsten ligaments within the chip (zone “b”) are crushed to near full compaction.
Lastly, severe plastic deformation on the cleaved/machined surface (zone ”c”) is evidence
of high localized cutting temperature. Clearly, the forces and temperatures generated
during cryogenic machining of porous tungsten place tremendous stress on both the chip
and the cutting tool.
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Figure 4-6. SEM micrograph of large shear machining chip with three zones (a,b,c) as
well as the cutting direction highlighted (from the author’s published work [4], with
permission of Elsevier, Inc., license number 3660870523804).
[vc = 15 m/min, ap = 0.127 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, tpre-cooling = 60 s]

Cutting Speed Effects
Because the problem of re-deposited chips and BUE in cryogenic machining of
porous tungsten leads to inconsistent surface quality, several possible solutions were
considered. Ideally, a cutting tool material with very low affinity for tungsten would
allow for the elimination of BUE. Both the chemical composition of the tool as well as
its surface structure (i.e., tribological properties) would need to be optimize to achieve
this goal. Improving chip evacuation with a combination of low-friction surface
preparation of the cutting tool and properly positioned cryogenic delivery nozzle may
also help prevent BUE. Likewise, eliminating undesirable and uncontrolled brittle
fracture ahead of the cutting edge would lead to improved surface quality.
Since brittle fracture increases with extended cryogenic pre-cooling, a limited
approach to pre-cooling to allow for some plasticity may reduce brittle fracture.
However, even dry machining resulted in fracture machining chips, suggesting that
porous tungsten’s response to machining is inherently brittle. This does of course not
mean that no plastic deformation takes place, as has clearly been shown in the previous
discussion. Rather, some portions of the uncut chip will be subject to brittle fracture
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while others will experience severe plastic deformation and/or ploughing; all of these
effects will be considered in the following chapters. The most immediate solution to
BUE in machining is to increase the cutting speed to reduce flow stress as well as the
friction at the tool/chip interface due to thermal softening, [79, 97, 98].

Figure 4-7. The effect of cutting speed on cryogenic machining of porous tungsten. Due
to excessive tool-wear, cutting speed may not exceed 20 m/min when using cermet tools
(from the author’s published work [22], with permission of Taylor and Francis).
[ap = 0.075 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, tpre-cooling = 180 s]

To explore the effect of cutting speed on cryogenic machining performance of porous
tungsten, a set of experiments summarized in Figure 4-7 was carried out. The depth of
cut chosen for these experiments was fixed at ap = 0.075 mm, based on observations from
Figure 4-3. Significantly lower scatter in surface roughness occurred at cutting speeds
between vc = 20-35 m/min. Surface porosity, which is shown in both graphs of Figure 47 to help interpret both roughness and tool-wear data, reached a maximum of 145 pores at
a cutting speed of 20 m/min. This value is close to the theoretical maximum of 200 pores
per 10,000 µm2, which implies that only 27.5% of all available pores were smeared shut.
Considering the acceptability limit of 30 pores (85% smearing), the level of surface
porosity achieved at cutting speeds between vc = 15 – 25 m/min is excellent. However,
due to the surface roughness requirement of Ra < 0.8 µm, only a cutting speed of 20
m/min yields sufficiently low surface roughness while also fulfilling the porosity
requirement. The reason for the significant decrease in surface porosity beyond
vc = 25 m/min can be seen in the right hand graph of Figure 4-7.
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Tool-wear increases steadily with cutting speed when cryogenically machining porous
tungsten with cermet cutting tools. Beyond a cutting speed of vc = 20 m/min, nose wear
exceeds the acceptable limit of N < 10 µm. At vc = 40 m/min, nose wear tripled to
N = 30 µm and at vc = 50 m/min nose wear reached almost 60 µm, which is close to the
maximum possible amount of Nmax = ap = 75 µm. The reason for the severe tool-wear at
increasing cutting speeds is hypothesized to be increased cutting temperature, which is
further aggravated by rubbing of the worn flank area of the cutting tool on the machined
surface. Therefore, as tool-wear increases, so does cutting temperature due to rubbing
which in turn further accelerates tool-wear, leading to a run-away effect. This
phenomenon further emphasizes the importance of controlling tool-wear and maintaining
nose wear of less than 10 µm to prevent rubbing and ploughing of the tool.
Moreover, the rubbing action of a worn cutting tool also causes severe smearing, as
can be seen in the trend of surface porosity in Figure 4-7. Practically, tool-wear in excess
of N = 30 µm, which occurred under all dry machining conditions in Figure 4-2 and at
vc = 40 m/min in Figure 4-7 with 180 s of cryogenic pre-cooling, leads to severe smearing
and ploughing with unacceptable surface porosity. The fact that vc = 40 m/min yielded
an average of 60 surface pores is due to random tears/fracture pits in the surface that are
caused by the worn cutting edge. Therefore, the resulting surface could not be used to
manufacture dispenser cathodes since the scatter in both surface roughness and porosity
is too large.
Excessive tool-wear of cermet cutting tools even at low cutting speeds prevents
sustained machining performance of porous tungsten. Even though cryogenic precooling reduces tool-wear by more than 50%, nose wear of close to 10 µm after a single
facing cut at an ‘optimum’ cutting speed of 20 m/min would require frequent tool
changes to maintain both surface quality and dimensional tolerances. The surface quality
obtained at vc = 20 m/min and ap = 0.075 mm is however very good and would certainly
allow for porous tungsten to be machined without the use of plastic infiltrant. A
summary of the different kinds of surface morphologies from cryogenic machining can
be seen below.
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Figure 4-8. SEM micrographs of surface morphology obtained from cryogenic
machining of 80% density porous tungsten at cutting speeds of 15 m/min (a), 20 m/min
(b), and 40 m/min (c). The bottom micrograph (b) represents the best surface quality
obtained with negative rake angle cermet tools (from the author’s published work [22],
with permission of Taylor and Francis).
[ap = 0.075 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, tpre-cooling = 180 s]

Three distinct types of surfaces were obtained from cryogenic machining of porous
tungsten at different cutting speeds. At low cutting speeds, deep fracture pits and redeposited chips leave a mixed surface with good porosity yet poor surface roughness as
can be seen in Figure 4-8a. When cutting speed is increased, severe tool-wear leads to
rubbing and ploughing of the workpiece surface. The surface shown in Figure 4-8c
corresponds to a cutting speed of vc = 40 m/min, towards the end of the cut. While the
initially unworn tool produces acceptable surface porosity, rapid dulling of the cutting
edge due to tool-wear leads to severe smearing. Plastic flow of individual ligaments can
be seen in Figure 4-8c, supporting the hypothesis of large cutting temperatures at
increased cutting speeds. When tool-wear is kept sufficiently low by limiting cutting
speed to vc = 20 m/min, a good combination of shear machining and limited fracture is
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achieved. The resulting surface is shown in Figure 4-8b, and represents the optimum
surface morphology attainable with the negative rake angle cermet cutting tools used for
this study. It is hypothesized that by limiting tool-wear, higher cutting speeds may still
allow for excellent surface morphologies to be obtained. For this purpose, PCD cutting
tools will be explored in later chapters.

Observations on Cutting Edge Radius Effects
In order to maximize the performance of both the cermet tool grade used during this
initial study of cryogenic machining of porous tungsten as well as that of more wear
resistant PCD and PCBN tool grades used in future studies, the effect of cutting edge
preparation was explored. Only uniformly rounded cutting edges were employed to limit
the amount of possible variables. Two corner/nose radii were used, namely 0.2 mm and
0.4 mm. In addition to tool-wear and surface roughness, the residual stress state of the
machined surface was assessed for both dense and 80% density porous tungsten.

Figure 4-9. Nose wear and surface roughness data from cryogenic and dry machining of
porous tungsten as a function of rβ for two different nose radii rc. The maximum possible
nose wear (Nmax = ap = 75 µm) and the acceptability limit for surface roughness (Ra < 0.8
µm) are highlighted by dashed arrows (from the author’s published work [22], with
permission of Taylor and Francis).
[vc = 20 m/min, ap = 0.075 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, tpre-cooling =180 s]
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The experimental results for nose wear in Figure 4-9 show that cryogenic cooling
reduces wear by as much as 75% compared to dry machining. While the overall trend of
tool-wear is the same for both cryogenic and dry machining, the wear under all
experimental conditions, with one exception, was well in excess of the acceptable limit of
N < 10 µm. The only condition with acceptable nose wear occurred for a nose radius of
rβ = 5 µm along with a corner radius of 0.8 mm. An upsharp cutting edge (rβ = 2 µm)
resulted in much larger tool-wear than a light hone. This observation is consistent with
that of many other researchers and hypothesized to be due to a lack of mechanical
strength of very sharp cutting edges along with the effect of grinding induced defects
such as chips and tool marks on the cutting edge [81, 86, 96]. Cutting edge radii beyond
5 µm did however also lead to increased wear. Because the uncut chip thickness for the
finish turning operation carried out for the experiments discussed here was very small,
larger cutting edge radii resulted in significant ploughing. As a result, tool-wear for these
cutting edges, though mechanically strong, was accelerated because of significant heat
buildup.
For both dry and cryogenic machining, a larger corner radius of rc. = 0.8 mm
delivered consistently lower nose wear, which is hypothesized to be due to an increased
length of engagement compared to the smaller corner radius of 0.4 mm. Therefore, the
largest possible nose radius should be used when cryogenically machining porous
tungsten in order to limit tool-wear. However, there clearly is some physical limitation to
how large a cutting edge radius may become before uncut chip thickness in the vicinity of
the machined surface becomes so small that severe ploughing ensues. In other words,
very large corner radii effectively ‘dull’ the cutting edge relative to the uncut chip. More
details on this phenomenon will be given in ongoing chapters.
Surface roughness showed relatively little dependence on both corner and cutting
edge radius, as can be seen in the right hand graph of Figure 4-9. Only the very largest
cutting edge radius of rβ = 60 µm led to unacceptable surface roughness of Ra > 0.8 µm.
Again, the reason for this observation is ploughing due to the minimum chip thickness
effect. When the cutting edge radius is significantly larger than the uncut chip thickness,
chip formation near the final machined surface becomes impossible and ploughing
ensues. The resulting surface morphology is similar to that shown in Figure 4-8c.
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Because most commercially available cermet and carbide cutting tools are prepared with
cutting edge radii on the order of rβ = 20 – 120 µm, it is clear that efficient machining of
porous tungsten requires careful selection of both the tool material grade and
corresponding cutting edge preparation.
The cermet grade used for the experiments discussed in this context clearly lacked
sufficient wear resistance to allow for high-volume production of dispenser cathodes
from porous tungsten. As a result, the following chapter (#5) will explore cryogenic
machining of porous tungsten with highly wear resistant polycrystalline diamond (PCD)
tools. Nevertheless, qualitative observations regarding the effects of both corner and
cutting edge radii should certainly be valid for more wear resistant tool materials as well.
The much lower cost of cermet tools when compared to PCD allowed for a much larger
range of experimental conditions to be tested with cermet tools. As part of this effort, the
effect of cutting edge radius on the stress state of the machined surface and near subsurface was investigated.

Residual Stress
Because one of the problems associated with the current industry practice of plastic
infiltrant assisted machining is a high scrap rate due to hidden defects such as chipping
and fracture of the workpiece, the effect of cryogenic cooling on residual stress was
explored. Tangential residual stress was measured on the surfaces of dry and
cryogenically machine porous tungsten with a density of 80% as well as for cryogenically
machined fully dense tungsten. Dry machining of dense tungsten with the parameters
used for porous tungsten resulted in such large tool-wear that only a few millimeters were
machined before failure of the tool, leaving insufficient relevant surface area to be
analyzed. Therefore, residual stress was only measured on cryogenically machined
samples of dense tungsten. Figure 4-10 summarizes residual stress measurements for
both 80% density porous and fully dense tungsten.
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Figure 4-10. Tangential residual surface stress of dry and cryogenically machined 80%
density porous tungsten (dashed lines) and cryogenically machined dense polycrystalline
tungsten (solid line) (from the author’s published work [22], with permission of Taylor
and Francis).
[vc = 20 m/min, ap = 0.075 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, tpre-cooling =180 s]

The trend in residual for cryogenically machined polycrystalline tungsten shown in
Figure 4-10 is consistent with similar studies on steel and magnesium. Caruso et al.
[228] found increased residual stress when cryogenically machining AISI 52100 bearing
steel with larger cutting edge radii. Likewise, Pu et al. [165, 167, 168] reported increased
depth of the affected layer and increased compressive residual stress when cryogenically
machining AZ31B Mg alloy with larger cutting edge radius tools. The increase in
compressive residual stress with larger cutting edge radii is hypothesized to be due to an
increase in unit cutting pressure and more negative effective rake angle. As effective
rake angle decreases, the surface beneath the cutting edge is compressed more, leading to
compressive residual stress to be retained. Cryogenic cooling furthermore prevents
thermal softening/annealing of this compressive stress state.
The trend in residual stress for both dry can cryogenic machining of porous tungsten
suggests a different machining mechanism compared to dense tungsten. Rather than
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dense tungsten, porous tungsten exhibited the largest amount of compressive stress from
machining with sharp cutting edges. The difference in residual stress between dry and
cryogenic machining of porous tungsten was about 60%, i.e., cryogenic cooling led to
more than twice the amount of compressive residual stress. Clearly, thermal softening is
the most likely mechanism responsible for this difference. When porous tungsten is
cryogenically cooled during machining, its yield strength is hypothesized to increase
analogous to the mechanical properties of polycrystalline tungsten [225, 226, 229, 230].
As a result of increased strength at low temperature, porous tungsten will store more
elastic energy when cryogenically cooled. Moreover, dry machining results in high
cutting temperatures, as evidenced by the amount of severe plastic deformation observed
in micrographs such as Figure 4-8c. Thermal softening and the resultant plastic flow
reduce the amount of compressive residual stress, which is why dry machining of porous
tungsten results in less than half the compressive residual stress compared to cryogenic
machining.
However, the decrease in compressive residual stress of porous tungsten as cutting
edge radius is increased demands a more nuanced explanation. While cryogenic
machining of dense tungsten did not lead to brittle fracture, cryogenic machining of
porous tungsten certainly had this effect. As evidenced by discontinuous chips and large
scatter in surface roughness, porous tungsten responds quite differently to cryogenic
cooling than fully dense tungsten. Because of the inherent defects within its
microstructure (i.e., pores), porous tungsten is prone to intergranular brittle fracture.
Increasing the cutting pressure will therefore no necessarily increase the elastic energy
stored within the ligaments (i.e., residual stress), but may lead to the collapse of pores
and/or fracture along grain boundaries. As a result, more negative rake angles are
expected to increase the amount of brittle fracture in porous tungsten. When the material
ahead of the cutting edge is fractured, less residual stress will be stores because of
discontinuities within the sub-surface of the workpiece. Brittle fracture will therefore
limit the amount of residual stress than can be imparted by the cutting edge.
However, increasing tool-wear due to the minimum chip thickness effect further
complicates the machining mechanism of porous tungsten with relatively large cutting
edge radii (rβ > 10 µm). Ploughing and re-deposition of machined chips result in high
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temperatures near the cutting edge, thermally softening the workpiece and increasing
wear of the cutting edge. As the cutting edge wears, ploughing becomes more
pronounced. When the surface of the porous tungsten workpiece is ploughed and
smeared, a tensile stress state is induced. Therefore, larger cutting edge radii, which wear
more rapidly when machining porous tungsten, will lead to a decrease in compressive
residual stress in this material.

CHAPTER CONCLUDING REMARKS
By using cermet cutting tools, an initial set of machining parameters for cryogenic
machining of porous tungsten was established. Obtaining the surface morphology
required for dispenser cathode emitting pellets requires balancing various effects. Both
brittle fracture, which occurs primarily at low cutting speeds and large depth of cut and
with extended cryogenic pre-cooling, as well as ductile shear and ploughing, which
increase at higher cutting speeds and low depth of cut, can be observed to some degree
under call conditions. Surface quality was best when applying cryogenic pre-cooling for
at least 180 s and using a lightly honed cutting tool (rβ = 10 µm) at a cutting speed of
vc = 20 m/min and depth of cut of ap = 0.075 mm and feed of f = 0.025 mm/rev.
Cryogenic cooling furthermore resulted in more than twice the amount of compressive
residual compared to dry machining which may reduce the likelihood of undesirable
workpiece fracture due to increased compressive residual surface stress. While the
cermet cutting tools used during this initial study did not possess sufficient wear
resistance to machine a large number of workpieces, more wear resistant tool materials
should further improve the viability of cryogenic machining as an alternative to
conventional machining practices for porous tungsten.
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CHAPTER 5.
CRYOGENIC MACHINING OF POROUS TUNGSTEN WITH PCD CUTTING TOOLS
INTRODUCTION
Most cutting tool materials are unable to produce more than a few acceptable surface
when machining porous tungsten because of large (abrasive) tool-wear. Negative rake
angle cermet tools do provide significant improvements compared to more commonly
used carbide tool grades. However, even wear resistant cermet tools can only be used at
relatively low cutting speeds (vc < 30 m/min). To achieve more productivity and improve
the sustainability of cryogenic machining of porous tungsten, more wear resistant
polycrystalline diamond (PCD) tools were explored.
Because of the large variety of PCD tool grades, an initial exploration of the most
wear resistant grade for porous tungsten machining was carried out. In addition to
cryogenic machining, pre-heated machining was used as a possible means to improve
surface roughness. However, because of the chemical affinity between carbon and
tungsten, catastrophic tool failure occurred when pre-heating the workpiece. Using the
‘optimum’ PCD tool material, a set of cryogenic machining experiments on the effects of
as-pre-cooled workpiece temperature and rake angle were carried out. It was
hypothesized that by selection an optimum rake angle, surface morphology may be finetuned. Moreover, by controlling bulk workpiece temperature rather than pre-cooling
time, more control over the machining mechanism of porous tungsten was achieved.
Despite the significantly higher wear resistance of PCD compared to cermet, asreceived PCD tools were unable to machine porous tungsten at cutting speeds beyond 60
m/min due to catastrophic edge chipping. To allow for higher cutting speeds to be
attained, drag finishing was used to increase edge radii and reduce notchedness of PCD
tools. Using modified cutting edge radius PCD cutting tools, cryogenic high speed
machining with was investigated and shown to offer dramatic productivity improvements
for rough and pre-finish machining of porous tungsten.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Face turning experiments for preliminary PCD tool material optimization were
carried out on a HAAS TL-2 CNC lathe. Four different PCD tool grades were
investigated, namely Diamond Innovations© Compax 1200, 1300, 1500, and 1800. Each
of these grades corresponds to a different average diamond grain size, with the exception
of Compax 1800, which is comprised of two different grain sizes, as can be seen in the
following Table.
Table 5-1. Overview of PCD grades and corresponding average grain size.
PCD Grade

Diamond Particle Grain Size

1200

1.7 μm

1300

6 μm

1500

25 μm

1800

25, 4 μm

Cryogenic pre-cooling temperature was measured using wireless OMEGA© MWTC
transmitters and E-type thermocouples embedded in 1 mm diameter holes drilled into the
workpiece. For more details on cryogenic pre-cooling temperature measurements and
sample geometry section 3.1.1 may be consulted. For all experimental conditions,
cryogenic cooling was applied using a proprietary system comprised of a set of
conventional cryogenic hoses and valves. Liquid nitrogen flow rate and pressure were
kept constant at 0.5 l/min and 150 psi, respectively.
Three custom tool holders were fabricated to assess the effect of rake angle. By using
flat rake face CCGW geometry turning inserts, effective rake angles of 0º, -5º, and -10º
were achieved. Cutting edge radius modifications were carried out by drag finishing in a
mixture of walnut shell and SiC abrasives on an OTEC SF-1 stream finishing machine.
Edge radii of 10 µm and 14 µm were produced by drag finishing, while the as-received
condition of Compax 1200 PCD tools was rβ = 6 µm. High speed cryogenic machining
was conducted on an INDEX G200 CNC lathe with a maximum spindle speed of 5000
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rpm. Surface roughness measurements were taken on a ZYGO NewView 7300 noncontact SWLI. SEM micrographs were taken with a Hitachi S4300 microscope.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Determination of a Suitable PCD Cutting Tool Material for Porous Tungsten
Machining
While previous studies by Chen, Tarter and Pusavec et al. had demonstrated the
ability of PCD cutting tools to generate excellent surface quality in both infiltrant-assisted
and cryogenic machining of porous tungsten, no information regarding the relative
performance of different PCD grades was available at the beginning of this present study
[1, 2, 6, 11]. Because there is a wide variety of different PCD grades with different
binders, grain sizes and edge preparations that are commercially available, choosing an
appropriate grade for cryogenic machining of porous tungsten requires that careful
consideration be given to all features of various PCD grades. First, the binder material
used to bond together the millions of polycrystalline diamond particles which perform the
cutting action has a strong impact on wear resistance [231-234]. While Co remains the
most commonly used metallic binder for both carbide and PCD tools, Ni, Nb and a
variety of other materials have been investigated for improved wear resistance and
thermal conductivity [231-234].
For cryogenic machining of porous tungsten, Diamond Innovations© provided four
highly wear-resistant grades from the Compax product line. Table 5-1 summarizes the
average grain sizes of each of the four grades used for the purposes of this study. In
simple terms, Compax 1200 is a fine-grained PCD grade with low cutting edge radius for
fine finishing of Al and Ti alloys. As grain size increases from 1.7 µm in Compax 1200
to 25 µm in Compax 1500 and 1800, wear resistance increases when machining Al alloys
(information based on correspondence with Diamond Innovations engineers). Notably,
transverse rupture strength, a measure of the toughness of brittle tool materials, decreases
from 2 GPa for Compax 1200 to 0.85 GPa for Compax 1500. In other words, finer grain
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PCD tools are expected to be more resistant to both microscopic and macroscopic (i.e.,
catastrophic) cutting edge chipping.
All grades of PCD exhibited some degree of inherent brittleness, which is why PCD
is commonly only used for continuous machining. Because machining porous materials
such as porous tungsten results in a kind of interrupted cut, cutting tool material
toughness and resistance to chipping is very important for sustained machining
performance. Experimental results for the four PCD materials investigated for cryogenic
machining of porous tungsten are summarized below.

Figure 5-1. Summary of tool-wear and surface morphology for four different PCD tool
material grades at two different feeds. Based on these results, PCD 1200 was chosen for
its ability to generate excellent surface porosity with low tool-wear.
[vc = 20 m/min, ap = 0.127 mm, tpre-cooling = 180 s]
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Based on the results shown in Figure 5-1, Compax 1200 was selected as the most
appropriate PCD tool grade for cryogenic machining of porous tungsten. The excellent
edge quality of grade 1200 resulted in a highly porous surface with little to no smearing.
Because the larger feed of f = 0.076 mm/rev led to both catastrophic edge chipping of the
tool and random smearing of the workpiece surface, a lower feed of f = 0.025 mm/rev
will be used for further optimization. Interestingly, both Compax 1300 and 1800
exhibited very little tool-wear yet were unable to produce a porous surface. The reason
for this effect is likely the relatively large cutting edge radius of both of these grades,
which was measured as larger than 10 µm via non-contact white light Profilometry.
A close competitor with Compax 1200, grade 1500 produced excellent surface
porosity. However, the relatively large grain size of Compax 1500 resulted in
pronounced edge chipping and grain pullout. While the sharp edges of exposed diamond
grains likely helped increase surface porosity, tool-life was so poor that e second facing
cut could not be completed without catastrophic edge chipping. In contrast to this,
Compax 1200 completed 5 facing cuts with very little wear (N < 5 µm). It is
hypothesized that the small grain size and higher toughness of Compax 1200 make it well
suited for quasi-interrupted finish machining of porous tungsten. Nevertheless, higher
cutting speeds that the very low value of vc = 15 m/min used for this initial investigation
(based on cermet optimization results) led to catastrophic edge chipping of all four grades
tested. Dealing with the low cutting edge strength of PCD tools will be the subject of
subsequent chapters.

Pre-Heated and Dry Machining of Porous Tungsten with PCD Tools
Because porous tungsten is machined primarily by controlled brittle fracture under
cryogenic cooling conditions it was hypothesized that pre-heated machining may allow
for ductile mode machining. By thermally softening the workpiece material by means of
a laser or very high cutting speeds, tool-wear and cutting forces can be reduced in a
variety of workpiece materials, ranging from hardened steels to Inconel and titanium
alloys [82, 235-239]. Pre-heated machining of porous tungsten was hypothesized to
allow for quasi-dense machining due to thermally activated plastic flow. While such
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behavior would certainly lead to significant smeared, tool-wear may be reduced by
eliminating undesirable cyclical loading of the cutting edge of highly brittle PCD tools.
Unfortunately, pre-heated machining of porous tungsten was shown to not be feasible
with cermet, coated carbide and PCD cutting tools. The former tool materials led to
complete smearing and severe abrasive wear, more than 300% larger than under
comparable dry conditions. The most obvious difference between cryogenic and preheated machining of porous tungsten with PCD tools is the presence of uniformly
distributed surface cracks across the machined surface. These cracks measure 50-100μm
in length and span a width of approximately 10-20 μm. Moreover, the cracks, which
indicate that ligaments have been pulled out of the surface, are consistently oriented
perpendicular to the direction of machining. Figure 5-2 shows such a surface, along with
the corresponding PCD tool-wear image.

Figure 5-2. SEM micrographs of PCD cutting edge (left hand image) and corresponding
machined porous tungsten surface (right hand image). In order to improve the ductility
of the porous tungsten workpiece, pre-heating to approximately 200 °C was used. Rather
than an improvement in surface quality, large cracks perpendicular to the cutting
direction occurred on the machined surface (from the author’s published work [3], with
permission of Springer, license number 3660871100855).

As Figure 5-2 clearly shows, pre-heated machining of porous tungsten led to
catastrophic failure of PCD tools. Such severe edge chipping indicates a unique tool-wear
mechanism, most likely due to strong chemical adhesion between the heated tungsten
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workpiece and the PCD tool. Similar observations have been made when dry machining
Co, Al and Ti alloys with PCD inserts [240-242]. Tanaka et al. [241] proposed that the
chipping of PCD tools commonly observed when machining copper occurs via microfracture along the grain boundaries of the tool due to thermo-chemical erosion of oxygen
at these crack tips. It seems that a similar mechanism may cause the excessive tool-wear
during pre-heated machining of porous tungsten. A possible means of avoiding such
failure would be to conduct machining in an oxygen-deprived atmosphere. However, this
is already the case for cryogenic machining since the strong flow of liquid nitrogen onto
the workpiece locally displaces the oxygen from the air.
Since cryogenic machining has already been shown to be an efficient method for
machining porous tungsten without the use of a plastic infiltrant, there seems to be no
reason to further pursue pre-heated machining. We will therefore focus on the proper use
of cryogenic machining rather than pre-heating in the ensuing discussion; dry machining
will be used in some cases (for non-PCD tools) to provide a comparative base line. Both
dry and pre-heated machining with PCD tools is not possible because of the chemical
interactions between tungsten and carbon at elevated temperatures.

The Effects of Rake Angle and Cryogenic Pre-Cooling Temperature
Because of the much higher wear resistance of PCD compared to practically all other
tool materials (with the exception of single crystal diamond), it was hypothesized that
PCD tools would allow for the effect of tool-wear to be neglected when short cutting
distances are used. This turned out to be a valid assumption, as the tool-wear for a single
facing cut across a 12 mm diameter porous tungsten was so small that not even SEM
microscopy could detect any meaningful tool-wear (VBC < 10 µm). Part of the reason for
the very low tool-wear was the short cutting length as well as the low cutting speed of
vc = 20 m/min, which was adopted from previous experiments with negative rake angle
cermet tools.
In order to gain a more nuanced understanding of the effect of rake angle and
cryogenic pre-cooling on as-machined surface integrity of porous tungsten, three
different rake angles and two different pre-cooling conditions were investigated. Rather
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than using pre-cooling time, as was the case during cryogenic machining experiments
with cermet tools, bulk workpiece temperature was measured. Temperature measurement
was achieved by means of wireless thermocouple emitters attached to the lathe’s chuck.
The results obtained from this experiment is shown in the following Figure.

Figure 5-3. Surface morphology of cryogenically machined porous tungsten as a
function of rake angle and as-pre-cooled cryogenic bulk workpiece temperature. Compax
1200 PCD cutting tools with an average cutting edge radius of rβ ≈ 6 µm were used.
Dashed arrow represent the acceptability limits for porosity (30, gray) and Ra (0.8, red).
[vc = 20 m/min, ap = 0.1 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev]

As can be seen in Figure 5-3, both rake angle and cryogenic pre-cooling temperature
of the porous tungsten workpiece have significant effects on as-machined surface
morphology. Surface roughness, which is represented by red lines in Figure 5-3,
increases almost linearly as rake angle becomes more negative. It is hypothesized that
there are three primary reasons for this effect. First, more negative rake angles have been
documented by various researchers to increase cutting force/pressure, i.e., stress intensity
in the primary deformation zone [87, 96, 101, 102, 104, 124]. As stress intensity is
increased, porous tungsten becomes more prone to brittle intergranular fracture. Fracture
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pits are formed on the machined surface because of the high cutting pressure exerted by
the cutting edge.
The second reason for increased surface roughness is an increase in strain rate as rake
angle decreases. This effect has been described in micromachining, where effective rake
may become very negative due to small undeformed chip thickness values [93, 103, 105,
107]. Tungsten exhibits significant strain rate sensitivity, particularly at low
temperatures when there is no thermal energy to allow for ductile deformation [211, 243,
244]. Therefore, more negative rake angles are expected to increase the severity of brittle
fracture due to an increase in strain rate as well as stress intensity.
The third reason for increased surface roughness of cryogenically machined porous
tungsten with more negative rake angles is difficulty of chip evacuation. The more
negative rake angle is, the smaller the space for chips to accumulate ahead of the cutting
edge becomes. Therefore, negative rake angles have a propensity towards BUE
formation [79, 97, 98]. BUE has already been documented to have a detrimental effect
on the surface roughness of porous tungsten in the previous chapter of cryogenic
machining with cermet cutting tools as well as the author’s published work [3, 4].

Figure 5-4. SEM micrographs of PCD cutting edge with significant BUE of tungsten on
the flank face as well as the corresponding cryogenically machined surface. Smeared
islands of re-deposited tungsten chip fragments are highlighted with white dashed lines.
[vc = 20 m/min, ap = 0.1 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, Tpre-cooling = -180 °C]
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The primary mechanism of surface degradation when BUE is present during
cryogenic machining of porous tungsten is hypothesized to be chip re-deposition, i.e.,
unstable BUE. By both effectively increasing cutting edge radius, i.e., effective rake
angle, and also by creating randomly distributed smeared islands on the machined
surface, BUE results in significant scatter in both surface roughness and porosity.
Therefore, BUE needs to be eliminated in order to obtain a uniform, finely finished
surface in porous tungsten. Evidence for BUE when cryogenically machining porous
tungsten with a negative rake angle of γ = -10º can be seen in Figure 5-4.
Similar to the effect of rake angle, cryogenic pre-cooling temperature has a strong
effect on both surface roughness and surface porosity. Surface roughness, which is
shown in Figure 5-3, increased by a factor of 2 when cryogenic pre-cooling was
increased from -90 ºC to -180 ºC. The primary reason for the increase in surface
roughness with cryogenic pre-cooling was an increase in brittle fracture. Porous tungsten
exhibits a brittle to ductile transition (BDT) as a result of its BCC crystal structure [230,
245-247]. Clearly, cryogenic pre-cooling to -180 ºC is sufficient to increase the amount
of brittle fracture during machining by keeping the cutting temperature below the BDT
temperature of porous tungsten. Microscopy evidence for this fact can be seen in Figure
5-4 as well as Figure 5-5.
Interestingly, limited pre-cooling to -90 ºC along with a neutral rake angle (i.e.,
γ = 0º) resulted in significant smearing, which can be seen in Figure 5-5c. This
observation suggests that when limited pre-cooling is used, the BDTT of tungsten is
exceeded. When limited pre-cooling is employed with a negative rake angle of -5º, an
excellent surface with low roughness yet high surface porosity may be obtained. The
reason for the increase in surface porosity as rake angle becomes more negative is
hypothesized the suppression of burr formation, i.e., smearing of pores. By increasing
stress intensity ahead of the cutting edge, smearing is decreased because rather than
filling in pores, a chip may be formed. In micromachining, as in finish machining,
micro-burr formation is a common problem that may be reduced by selecting smaller
cutting edge radius and more negative rake angle [248, 249]. It should be noted that
larger cutting edge radii also result in more negative effective rake angles along the
cutting edge, assuming that uncut chip thickness is smaller than cutting edge radius.
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More negative effective rake angles from larger cutting edges do however not prevent
smearing, as evidenced by the commonly observed reduction in porosity with increasing
tool-wear, which leads to increased cutting edge radius. To better study the nature of rake
angle of sharp (rβ ≈ 6 µm) PCD cutting tools on as-machined surface morphology, the
following Figures were prepared.

Figure 5-5. Combination of optical micrographs showing cross-sections of cryogenically
machining tungsten as well as SEM micrographs of the machined surface. Surface
roughness of the machined surface is included in the bottom left hand corner and each set
of micrographs corresponds to a different rake angle, namely 0º (a), -5º (b), and -10º (c).
The optimum surface morphology obtained can be seen in (b), which is a combination of
low surface roughness and high surface porosity.
[vc = 20 m/min, ap = 0.1 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, Tpre-cooling = -90 °C]
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Figure 5-5 was included to illustrate the effect of rake angle on surface and subsurface morphology of cryogenically machined porous tungsten. No ‘white layer’ or
similar severely deformed layer can be observed in the optical cross-sectional
micrographs. Because SEM images of the machined surface clearly show that some
smearing, i.e., plastic flow, occurred, it can be concluded that the deformed layer is very
thin (less than one micron). Therefore, even the highly smeared surface shown in Figure
5-5c did not result in closing of sub-surface pores. Considering the etching effect of the
Ba impregnate that is introduced into the pores during the final stages of the
manufacturing of dispenser cathodes, it is likely that the very thin smeared layer of all the
surfaces shown in Figure 5-5 would be chemically removed. In fact, the amount of
material removal by the Ba-Ca may be as high as several microns.
As a result, surface roughness may be prioritized over as-machined surface porosity.
Highly porous surfaces, such as the ones shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5c (i.e., γ = -10º)
suffer from deep fracture pits. When machining parameters are carefully chosen, both
these fracture pits and smeared islands may be eliminated. Since no BUE was observed
when limited pre-cooling was applied along with rake angles of 0º and -5º, it seems that
limited pre-cooling and slightly negative rake angles allow for the elimination of BUE.
Pre-cooling to -180 ºC resulted in BUE under all conditions, further supporting the
hypothesis that brittle fracture chips are primarily responsible for BUE in cryogenic
machining of porous tungsten. Despite the low cutting speed and cryogenic pre-cooling
to -90 ºC used to machine porous tungsten with PCD cutting tools, sufficient heat is
generated during the machining process to allow for enough ductile to prevent brittle
fracture ahead of the cutting edge. Because achieving limited pre-cooling to -90 ºC is
difficult to reliably implement for automated production of a wide range of dispenser
cathode geometries, a different solution from the one pursued during the controlled
experimental conditions used in a laboratory needs to be developed. For this purpose,
cryogenic high speed machining was investigated.
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Cryogenic High Speed Machining of Porous Tungsten
In order to obtain the excellent surface quality shown in Figure 5-5c, a cutting speed
of 20 m/min with a sharp (rβ = 6 µm), as-supplied fine grained PCD cutting tool was
used. Moreover, a rake angle of -5º allowed for significantly increased surface porosity
without sacrificing surface roughness. Unfortunately, limited cryogenic pre-cooling to a
bulk workpiece temperature of -90 ºC was necessary for sufficient ductility in the
workpiece material to prevent undesirable brittle fracture and BUE and thus reduce
surface roughness. Because cutting speed has a direct impact on cutting temperature, it
was hypothesized that by using higher cutting speed and long with easily implemented
pre-cooling to -180 ºC (i.e., the temperature of liquid nitrogen) would allow for an
optimum surface to be reliable obtained. At the same time, higher cutting speeds would
also boost productivity, further justifying the increased cost per cutting edge of PCD
cutting tools.

Figure 5-6. Correlation between cutting edge notchedness and as-machine workpiece
roughness as a function of cutting edge radius for drag finished Compax 1200 PCD tools
(from the author’s published work [250], with permission of IEEE).
[vc = 20 m/min, ap = 0.1 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, Tpre-cooling = -180 °C]

Figure 5-6 summarized the effect of drag finishing of PCD tools on cutting edge
notchedness and workpiece surface roughness from cryogenic machining. Due to the
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high brittleness and relatively low cutting edge strength of PCD cutting tools, cryogenic
high speed machining with as-supplied upsharp ground tools resulted in unpredictable
catastrophic tool failure beyond cutting speeds of approximately 100 m/min. In order to
improve the resistance of PCD tools to edge chipping, drag finishing was used to reduce
cutting edge notchedness and increase cutting edge radius.
As cutting edge radius is increased by longer drag finishing process time, which
increases exponentially due to increased wear resistance of rounded tools, notchedness is
likewise reduced. The processing time to achieve a radius of 14 µm was more than 5
times longer than that required to hone an upsharp edge from 6 µm to a light hone with
10 µm radius. Because of the substantial decrease in cutting edge notchedness with
increasing drag finishing time (and thus rβ), tool-life was likewise expected to increase.
The primary failure mechanism of upsharp PCD tools in porous tungsten was pullout of
diamond grains and ultimately fracture of the cutting edge. By removing imperfections
along the cutting edge, chip flow is improved while the likelihood of diamond grain
pullout is dramatically reduced. As a result, abrasive wear may become the dominant
wear mechanism, leading to predictable tool-life.
Using drag finished Compax 1200 PCD cutting tool with a uniformly rounded cutting
edge (rβ = 10 µm), cryogenic high speed machining at cutting speeds up to 400 m/min
was achieved. The as-machined surface roughness of the porous tungsten samples from
this study can be seen in Figure 5-7. The motivation for modifying the cutting edge
radius of PCD tools was to achieve both improved productivity (tool-life, cutting
speed/feed) and more easily implemented cryogenic flood cooling by controlling cutting
temperature, i.e., cutting mechanism.
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Figure 5-7. Surface roughness as a function of cutting speed with modified cutting edge
radius PCD tool. By increasing cutting edge strength, cryogenic high speed machining
was achieved. The cutting mechanism can be fine-tuned by altering cutting speed while
cryogenic flood-cooling is applied.
[ap = 0.1 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, Tpre-cooling = -180 °C, rβ = 10 µm, γ = -5º]

The trend of surface roughness as a function of cutting speed shown in Figure 5-7
does indeed suggest that there is a shift between three distinct machining mechanisms as
cutting speed (and thus temperature) increases. While there is large scatter in Ra at low
cutting speeds (vc < 100 m/min) due to brittle fracture and tearing of the workpiece
surface, very low surface roughness was attained at high cutting speeds (vc > 300 m/min).
It is hypothesized that beyond a critical cutting speed, sufficient heat is generated in the
primary deformation zone to exceed the BDTT of porous tungsten, leading to severe
plastic deformation of the machined surface and thus low surface roughness. Under the
experimental conditions used to obtain the data shown in Figure 5-7, this critical cutting
speed likely occurred around vc ≈ 250 m/min, since scatter in Ra is significantly reduced
at this speed.
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Between fracture and tearing and low cutting speeds and ductile shear at high cutting
speeds, BUE and chip re-deposition occurs. As described in earlier chapters, BUE is
hypothesized to be due to impingement of small fracture chips at low to intermediate
cutting speeds. Therefore, BUE is of course present at low cutting speeds when fracture
is the dominant machining mechanism. As cutting speed is increased, the BDTT of
porous tungsten may be locally exceeded, allowing for localized plasticity. When
adhered tungsten fragments begin to flow more easily as temperature increases, chip
re-deposition likely occurs more frequently. Consequently, surface roughness is reduced
since more even smearing fills in deep fracture pits that remain unsmeared at low cutting
speeds. Once the BDTT is exceeded, BUE is hypothesized to disappear because both
chips and the machined surface may flow without tearing. In other words, the necessary
conditions for BUE, small fracture chips, is eliminated as ductile shear becomes
dominant.
In addition to surface roughness, tool-wear also reflects the shift from fracture
towards ductile shear as the dominant machining mechanisms. Even more pronounced
than the transition from high surface roughness with significant scatter at low speeds to
very low roughness with low scatter at high speeds, the data shown in Figure 5-8 exhibits
a step like shift in nose wear at a critical cutting speed of vc ≈ 250 m/min. The sudden
transition in nose wear at vc ≈ 250 m/min is hypothesized to coincide with the BDT of
porous tungsten. At low cutting speeds up to 200 m/min, brittle fracture machining and
the resultant phenomenon of BUE lead to both abrasive and attrition wear. The latter is a
result of chip re-deposition, which involves sliding of tungsten fragments across the
cutting edge. During this process, some material may be removed from the cutting edge.
As cutting speed increases, more smearing occurs (i.e., BUE destabilizes). Consequently,
tool-wear increases as cutting speed is increased, as would be expected in any machining
operation. Once the BDTT of porous tungsten is exceeded, however, brittle fracture
chips and thus BUE disappear. As a result, the dominant tool-wear mechanism changes
from attrition wear towards abrasion.
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Figure 5-8. Nose wear as a function of cutting speed. At a critical cutting speed
(vc ≈ 250 m/min), there is a shift in the dominant wear mechanism due to a change in the
machining mechanism (i.e., material properties) of porous tungsten. An optical
micrograph of a PCD cutting tool in plan view of the rake face is included to illustrate the
meaning of nose wear.
[ap = 0.1 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, Tpre-cooling = -180 °C, rβ = 10 µm, γ = -5º]

Because the workpiece material and chip may slide freely during ductile shear
machining, tool-wear is significantly reduced. However, the increase in cutting
temperature necessary to achieve ductile deformation of porous tungsten also places
significant thermal stress on the PCD cutting tool. As cutting speed is increased beyond
the BDT cutting speed of vc ≈ 250 m/min, nose wear increases rapidly. Nevertheless, the
acceptability condition of N < 10 µm is met even at vc = 400 m/min. Because of the
much lower tool-wear of PCD tools during cryogenically cooled ductile shear machining,
significant improvements in productivity during rough and pre-finish machining of
infiltrated porous tungsten may be realized.
While current industry practice is to machine plastic infiltrated porous tungsten
pellets at cutting speeds of approximately 20 m/min, cryogenic high speed machining at
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vc = 250-350 m/min would result in a productivity increase of a factor of 10, without even
considering potential increases in feed and depth of cut. Likewise, tool-wear of lightly
honed (rβ = 10 µm) PCD tools during shear machining of porous tungsten is so low that a
very large number of acceptable workpieces could be machined without changing the
cutting tool. Because the amount of time necessary for an operator to change the cutting
tool may be as much as 10 min due to the very small geometric tolerances of dispenser
cathodes, the productivity increase due to tool-life alone may justify the cost of PCD over
“less expensive” carbide and cermet tools; in other words, cost per cutting edge does not
reflect the true cost of a given cutting tool material. Determining the most economical
choice of cutting tool material is of course outside the scope of this present study.
Nevertheless, the quantitative findings presented here (tool-life, attainable cutting
speeds/feeds, etc.) will certainly be necessary in this endeavor.
Surface roughness and tool-wear data shown in Figures 5-7,8 have been interpreted as
conclusive evidence of a transition in machining mechanism of porous tungsten with
cutting speed. To further study the effect on cutting speed on the as-machined surface
morphology of porous tungsten, Figure 5-9 was prepared.

Figure 5-9. SEM micrographs of surface morphology of porous tungsten as a function of
cutting speed. At low speeds (vc = 100 m/min), fracture and tearing occurs (a). As
cutting speed increases (vc = 250 m/min), severe smearing due to localized plasticity
reduces surface roughness (b) until ductile shear machining at very high cutting speeds
(vc = 350 m/min) yields very fine surface finish (c).
[ap = 0.1 mm, f = 0.025 mm/rev, Tpre-cooling = -180 °C, rβ = 10 µm, γ = -5º]
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The morphology of cryogenically machined porous tungsten surfaces shown in Figure
5-9 further supports the hypothesized transition from brittle fracture towards ductile shear
with increasing cutting speed. Deep fracture pits at a cutting speed of 100 m/min (Figure
5-9a) and smeared islands are consistent with the hypothesized machining mechanism of
intergranular cracks moving ahead of the cutting edge, resulting in tearing and small
fracture chips. Because not all dust-like fracture chips can be removed from the cutting
area, some of these chips adhere to the cutting edge as shown in Figure 5-4. The
increased cutting edge radius of rβ = 10 µm further decreases the effective rake angle,
which further impedes chip flow/removal and thus increases the likelihood of BUE.
Once the BDT of porous tungsten is exceeded at vc ≈ 250 m/min, fracture pits (and likely
BUE) disappear, as can be seen in Figure 5-9b. At the very high cutting speed of
vc = 350 m/min, severe plastic deformation of the machined surface is clearly evident (see
Figure 5-9c). In fact, the workpiece material flowed so freely that feed lines resulting
from the rounded corner of the cutting tool are clearly visible.
Despite the excellent surface roughness of porous tungsten machined via ductile shear
at high cutting speeds, little to no surface porosity was attained. The best combination of
low surface roughness and high surface porosity is shown in see Figure 5-9b was
achieved at a cutting speed of vc = 250 m/min, i.e., at the BDT. Because reaching such
high cutting speeds required the use of honed PCD cutting tools, most surface pores are
smeared even under ‘optimum’ conditions. It can be concluded that a cutting edge radius
of rβ = 10 µm is simply too large to avoid smearing of pores in 80% density porous
tungsten.
By comparing the phenomenon of smearing to burr generation, it seems that the only
way to prevent smearing is to select a (much) smaller (“sharp”) cutting edge radius (rβ <
6 µm) along with a slight negative rake angle. Since it was already determined that a
rake angle of γ ≈ -5º yields optimum surface morphology (when rβ = 6 µm), it can be
concluded that a sharp cutting edge is a necessary condition for open surface porosity in
porous tungsten. Because low cutting speeds necessary to avoid catastrophic tool failure
of sharp edged PCD tools, high speed finish machining of porous tungsten is problematic
to implement. Improvements in PCD and PCBN materials research may lead to the
development of very sharp yet tough (fracture resistant) cutting tools necessary to obtain
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the best possible finish in porous tungsten. Chapter 6 will address finish machining of
porous tungsten at relatively low cutting speeds (vc < 100 m/min) with very sharp cutting
tools (rβ = 2 µm), considering critical chip thickness effects. In this way, fracture can be
avoided even when cryogenic flood cooling and low cutting speeds are used. Extending
these findings to modern nano-grain PCD tool grades, which are beginning to be offered
by several cutting manufacturers, will be the subject of future studies.
If surface pores were larger, as is the case in some powdered steels and porous
titanium foams, a larger cutting edge radius would likely be sufficient to prevent
smearing of pores (assuming open surface porosity is in fact a desirable characteristic). If
a certain application requires complete smearing of surface pores, as is the case for the
rear surface of dispenser cathodes, a larger cutting edge radius and very high cutting
speed do allow for a quasi-dense surface to be obtained, as can be seen in Figure 5-9c. In
short, the functional characteristics of each surface of a given component will dictate the
most appropriate choice of cutting speed and edge radius for ‘optimum’ surface
morphology.

CHAPTER CONCLUDING REMARKS
Cryogenic of porous tungsten with PCD cutting tools offered a variety of benefits
compared to other cutting tool materials such as (tungsten-) carbide and cermet. Dry and
pre-heated machining of porous tungsten with PCD tools was not feasible due to
catastrophic edge chipping, which was hypothesized to occur as the result of high
temperature chemical interactions between carbon, oxygen and tungsten. In cryogenic
machining, the very high wear resistance of PCD led to low tool-wear, especially when a
fine-grained PCD grade is selected. Using such tools (Diamond Innovations© grade
Compax 1200, 1.7 µm average grain size), the effects of rake angle and cryogenic precooling were explored. Limited cryogenic pre-cooling of the workpiece to -90 ºC and a
negative rake angle of γ = -5º resulted in optimum surface morphology when as-received
PCD tools were used (rβ = 6 µm).
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Further improvements in terms of wear resistance and thus the maximum attainable
cutting speed were made by modifying a set of PCD tools by using drag finishing (rβ =
10, 14 µm). A linear relationship between cutting edge notchedness and as-machined
surface existed for drag finished (honed) PCD tools. As a result of increased edge
stability, cryogenic high speed cutting up to vc = 400 m/min was achieved. The relatively
high cutting edge radius (rβ = 10 µm) of the modified PCD tools used for cryogenic high
speed machining resulted in little to no surface porosity yet surface roughness as low as
Ra = 0.4 µm (recall dispenser cathode acceptability criterion: Ra < 0.8 µm). Based on
SEM micrographs of machined porous tungsten surfaces as well as tool-wear and surface
roughness data, two key machining mechanisms were identified, namely fracture and
ductile shear. The brittle to ductile transition (BDT) of porous tungsten was observed at a
cutting speed of approximately vc ≈ 250 m/min.
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CHAPTER 6.
CHIP THICKNESS EFFECTS ON MODE OF MACHINING IN CRYOGENIC AND DRY
MACHINING OF POROUS TUNGSTEN
INTRODUCTION
Cryogenic high speed machining of porous tungsten has been shown to be capable of
producing excellent surface quality. However, in order to prevent catastrophic edge
chipping of PCD tools at high cutting speeds, honing of the cutting edge to a radius of
rβ ≥ 10 µm is necessary. Since surface pores are smeared shut when cutting edge radius
exceeds 6 µm, cryogenic high speed machining results in complete smearing of pores.
Moreover, the machining mechanism of porous tungsten at high cutting speeds is ductile
shear, which further increases smearing. Cryogenic high speed machining may therefore
be used for efficient rough and semi-finish machining yet not for the final finishing pass
of dispenser cathode emitting surfaces which require open surface porosity.
In order fulfill the dispenser cathode industry standard of at least 30 open pores per
10,000 µm2, sharp-edged (rβ ≤ 6 µm) cutting tools need to be used. To ensure process
security (i.e., avoid unpredictable tool failure), low cutting speeds vc < 100 m/min need to
be used. Unfortunately, cryogenic machining of porous tungsten at low cutting speeds
generally results in undesirable brittle fracture of the workpiece material. Fracture
machining chips furthermore tend to adhere to the cutting edge and re-deposit onto the
machined surface (unstable BUE). The resulting machined surface morphology is a
combination of deep fracture pits and smeared islands, the latter being a result of redeposition of small fracture chips. Using limited cryogenic pre-cooling along with a
negative rake angle of -90 ºC has been shown to virtually eliminate fracture pits and thus
BUE. Good surface roughness (Ra ≈ 0.6 µm) and high surface porosity can be obtained
when limited pre-cooling is used. However, pre-cooling to a specific workpiece
temperature is nearly impossible to implement in an industrial setting and also leads to a
number of undesirable problems such as thermal contraction and freezing of the machine
tool spindle.
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By considering critical chip thickness effects in porous tungsten, it is hypothesized
that cryogenic flood cooling with upsharp cutting tools at low cutting speeds may be used
to obtain fracture-free surfaces. Critical chip thickness is a concept developed in the
context of machining of very brittle materials such as glass and ceramics [114, 117]. The
most basic definition of critical chip thickness is the undeformed chip thickness of a
brittle material beyond which brittle fracture occurs. Implied by this definition is the
fact that below the critical chip thickness (hc), ductile machining occurs [114, 116].
Much of the early work on ductile mode machining of brittle materials was carried out by
Bifano, Blackley and Scattergood et al. [108, 109, 114] in the early 1990s. By using the
theory of indentation of brittle materials, the critical feature size (i.e., critical infeed or
critical chip thickness) can be calculated as a function of the hardness H, fracture
toughness K1C and Young’s modulus E of the workpiece material, scaled by a constant α
𝐸

as 𝑑𝑐 = 𝛼 ∗ (𝐻) (

𝐾1𝑐 2
𝐻

) (i.e., equation 2.2) [111, 118, 251]. More recent work by Arif et

al. [119, 124, 126] also considered the thermodynamic energy balance between brittle
and ductile deformation in brittle materials as a function of feature size to analytically
predict hc.
Because porous tungsten is macroscopically brittle at room temperature, it is
hypothesized that there is a critical chip thickness effect. However, the currently
available theories regarding ductile mode machining of brittle materials assume dense
and highly brittle materials. While porous tungsten is very brittle, it is not as brittle as
most ceramic materials. When using equation 2.2 for dense polycrystalline tungsten, a
critical uncut chip thickness of more than 40 µm is calculated, which is clearly larger
than commonly encountered chip thickness values in finish turning. Consequently, any
critical chip thickness effect in porous tungsten can be assumed to be a result of the pore
and ligament morphology rather than the inherent brittleness of tungsten. Determining
the hardness and fracture toughness of porous materials is problematic due to the effect of
porosity on both measures [252-254]. Therefore, equation 2.2 cannot be used to
meaningfully predict the hc in porous tungsten. As an alternative, a qualitative empirical
model for ductile mode machining of porous materials will be developed.
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To empirically determine hc for 80% density porous tungsten, dry and cryogenic
machining experiments were carried out. Based on previous observations, it was
assumed that hc < 20 µm. Arif et al. [121, 122, 124, 125] described a method for
productive ductile mode machining of tungsten carbide by controlling the point at which
critical chip thickness occurs to prevent any cracks from reaching the final machined
surface. Because cryogenic machining of porous tungsten often leaves deep fracture pits
on the machined surface it was assumed that ductile mode machining would only occur
when hmax < hc. In other words, fracture is either avoided completely or cracks will reach
and degrade the machined surface. To better illustrate the qualitative basis for the model
of critical chip thickness effects in porous tungsten machining the following Figures were
prepared.

.
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(c)

Figure 6-1. Optical micrograph of 80% density porous tungsten with overlay of uncut
chip thickness geometry (f = 0.07 mm/rev, rc = 0.8 mm) (a) and schematic of generic
uncut chip geometry for machining with circular tool of radius rc (b), as well as
schematic of critical chip thickness model for porous tungsten machining (c).

Figure 6-1a shows the geometry of the uncut chip in 80% density porous tungsten
with a depth of cut of ap = 0.1 mm, feed of f = 0.03 mm/rev and tool corner radius
rc = 0.8 mm. When examining the left hand axis on the same Figure, it can be seen that
the maximum chip thickness of this cut is approximately hmax ≈ 20 µm. Figure 6-1b
outlines the process of graphically determining the uncut chip thickness at a given point
on the corner radius. As is common for finish machining, the uncut chip thickness near
the final machined surface in Figure 6-1a becomes very small, in fact hmax < 10 µm at 25
µm above the machined surface and hmax < 5 µm at about 5 µm higher than the finished
surface. Because of the finite sharpness of the cutting tool, some ploughing is therefore
to be expected, especially when small feed and large corner radius are used. The
minimum chip thickness hmin, below which ploughing occurs, is highlighted in green in
Figure 6-1c. The critical chip thickness hc, above which fracture occurs, is likewise
emphasized with a red circle. The uncut chip thickness h at any point a distance y above
the machined surface (in the direction of depth of cut ap) can be calculated by Eq. (6-1):
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𝜋

𝑟𝑐 −𝑦

ℎ(𝑓, 𝑟𝑐 , 𝑦) = 𝑟𝑐 − √𝑓 2 + 𝑟𝑐2 − 2𝑓𝑟𝑐 cos ( 2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (

𝑟𝑐

))

(6-1)

The maximum uncut chip thickness can be obtained from Eq. (6-1) by setting the
distance y equal to the depth of cut ap, i.e., h(y = ap) = hmax. The mathematical description
of y as a function of the local chip thickness h, the feed f and the corner radius of the
cutting tool rc is given by Eq. (6-2):

𝑦(ℎ, 𝑓, 𝑟𝑐 ) =

8𝑓 2 𝑟𝑐 −√64𝑓4 𝑟𝑐2 −16𝑓2 (𝑓4 −2𝑓 2 ℎ2 +4𝑓 2 ℎ𝑟𝑐 +ℎ4 −4ℎ3 𝑟𝑐 +4ℎ2 𝑟𝑐2 )
8𝑓 2

(6-2)

Equation 6-2 can be used to determine the influence of feed and corner radius on the
depth of cut necessary to achieve a certain desired uncut chip thickness. Practically, this
allows for optimization of the feed, depth of cut and cutting tool nose radius when the
minimum and/or critical chip thickness value are known. A simpler version of Eq. (6-2)
can be obtained when the relationship between feed, corner radius and surface roughness
(Eq. 6-3) is used to substitute f in Eq. (6-2).
𝑓2

𝑅𝑎 (𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐) = 32𝑟 → 𝑓 = √32𝑅𝑎 𝑟𝑐
𝑐

(6-3)

𝑦(ℎ, 𝑅𝑎 , 𝑟𝑐 ) =
2

256𝑟𝑐2 𝑅𝑎 −√(256𝑟𝑐2 𝑅𝑎 ) −512𝑟𝑐 𝑅𝑎 (ℎ4 −4ℎ3 𝑟𝑐 +4ℎ2 𝑟𝑐2 −64𝑟𝑐 𝑅𝑎 +128ℎ𝑟𝑐2 𝑅𝑎 +1024𝑟𝑐 𝑅𝑎2 )
256𝑟𝑐 𝑅𝑎

(6-4)

Since 𝑟𝑐 ≫ 𝑅𝑎 , corner radius can be eliminated from Eq. 6-4, in other words:
lim[𝑦(ℎ, 𝑟𝑐 , 𝑅𝑎 )]𝑟𝑐→1 ≈ 𝑦(ℎ, 𝑅𝑎 )

Thus, 𝑦(ℎ, 𝑅𝑎 ) =

2)
256𝑅𝑎 −√(256𝑅𝑎 )2 −512𝑅𝑎 (ℎ4 −4ℎ3 +4ℎ2 −64𝑅𝑎 +128ℎ𝑅𝑎 +1024𝑅𝑎

256𝑅𝑎

(6-5)

Equation (6-5) is equivalent to Eq. (6-2), yet it enables the calculation of the depth of
cut necessary to achieve a certain uncut chip thickness (in this context hc) as a function of
kinematic roughness only. The manner in which a given value of kinematic roughness is
achieved, i.e., which combination of feed and corner radius is used, evidently does not
affect the depth of cut at which a certain chip thickness occurs. Therefore, Eq. (6-5)
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places a firm limit on the maximum depth of cut that may be taken when h ≤ hmax as
function of kinematic roughness. This geometric phenomenon can be exploited to
achieve significant productivity increases since it allows for the use of very large corner
radii as long as feed is adjusted accordingly to keep kinematic roughness fixed (or within
an acceptable range), as can be seen in the following plot.

Fracture Zone

Figure 6-2. Plot of the maximum possible depth of cut (given by Eq. (6-5)) to achieve
uncut chip thickness values between h = 0.5 – 25 µm as a function of kinematic
roughness (within a range applicable to this current study). The dashed outline
representing the critical chip thickness (hc ≈ 9 µm) is based on experimental results for
80% density porous tungsten.

In certain cases it is convenient to express maximum uncut chip thickness in terms of
kinematic surface roughness and depth of cut. Analogously to the manner in which
Eq. (6-2) was transformed into Eq. (6-5) by substituting feed for Eq. (6-3), the maximum
chip thickness (Eq. (6-2)) can be expressed as:
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𝜋

𝑟𝑐 −𝑦

ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑟𝑐 − √32𝑅𝑎 𝑟𝑐 + 𝑟𝑐2 − 2𝑟𝑐 √32𝑅𝑎 𝑟𝑐 cos ( 2 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (

𝑟𝑐

))

(6-6)

where y practically represents the depth of cut ap and given by Eq. (6-5). When the latter
is substituted into Eq. (6-6), a lengthy yet powerful formula is obtained. It should be
noted that corner radius rc can seemingly be eliminated in the fully expanded expression
of Eq. (6-6); however, the effects of rc and f are still contained in Ra(kinematic). This is of
particular importance when considering the implications of choosing a particular value of
kinematic roughness for practical machining applications. A graphical representation of
Eq. (6-6) is shown in Figure 6-2 on the following page.

Figure 6-3. Contour plot of maximum uncut chip thickness hmax as a function of
kinematic surface roughness Ra and depth of cut ap.

The most important observation from this contour plot is the fact that the maximum
chip thickness increases with both kinematic roughness and depth of cut. Therefore,
when a small value of hmax needs to be achieved, as is the case when hmax ≤ hc, very low
depth of cut and kinematic roughness need to be selected. The precise manner in which
hmax is achieved i.e., whether small kinematic roughness and large depth of cut or large
kinematic roughness is chosen depends on a variety of factors. On the one hand, low
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depth of cut results in a large force component perpendicular to the machined surface and
thus the likelihood of chatter is increased. When small kinematic roughness is selected,
minimum chip thickness effects become dominant, i.e., ploughing occurs. Much like
small depth of cut, ploughing at any depth of cut leads to an increase in cutting force and
potentially chatter. In porous tungsten machining ploughing furthermore causes the
smearing of pores. Additionally, cutting distance is increased with low kinematic
roughness since the most common (practical) way to reduce kinematic roughness is to
reduce feed. In face turning, cutting distance 𝛤 may be calculated by Eq. (6-7).
Γ=

𝜋𝑟 2
𝑓

=

𝜋𝑟 2
√32𝑅𝑎 𝑟𝑐

6-7

According to Eq. (6-7), even a small reduction in feed (or kinematic roughness) leads
to a significant increase in cutting distance (as 1/f). Since tool-wear is increased
approximately proportionally with cutting distance, selecting small kinematic roughness
(i.e., feed) results in large tool-wear. This effect may be offset to a degree by choosing a
larger corner radius, yet this in turn leads to chatter due to the low depth of cut necessary
to maintain a given maximum chip thickness (see Eq. (6-6)). Precisely balancing the
problems of tool-wear, ploughing and chatter requires comprehensive empirical
optimization as well as selection of a suitable machine tool (high stiffness, high spindle
speed, high accuracy) which lies outside of the scope of this current study. Nevertheless,
an appropriate set of machining parameters was selected to first determine the critical
chip thickness, which needs to be known in order to begin the optimization process. To
give a visual representation for the influences of kinematic roughness and corner radius
on (relative) cutting distance (i.e., tool-wear) can be seen in Figure 6-4 on the following
page.
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Figure 6-4. Contour plot of relative cutting distance as a function of kinematic roughness
(equivalent to feed according Eq. (6-3)) and the corner radius of the cutting tool. When
low kinematic roughness is selected, cutting distance, which directly affects tool-wear,
necessarily increases.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In order to determine the critical chip thickness hc of 80% density porous tungsten,
side milling of 2.5 mm thick sheet was carried out. Since porous tungsten is fabricated
by pressing and sintering of 3-5 µm diameter tungsten powder, only round bar stock is
conventionally prepared. Porous tungsten plates were cut from a 60 mm diameter round
bar using wire EDM. Prior to EDM cutting, rectangular recesses were 4 axis CNC milled
into the round bar, leaving two 10 mm long protrusions on each of the four sides of each
plate. Therefore, each plate featured a total of 8 sample surfaces. Using a custom made
fixture, up-cut side milling was carried out on 54 surfaces (requiring 7 plates). For more
information regarding sample preparation chapter 3.2 may be consulted. The machine
tool was a HAAS VF-2 CNC milling machine and the cutting tools were GARR TOOL
222M straight flute end mills with a diameter of 6.35 mm (0.25 in) and average cutting
edge radius of rβ ≈ 2 µm (upsharp ground). The experimental matrix is shown in Table
6-1 on the following page.
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Table 6-1. Experimental matrix for side milling experiments of 80% density porous
tungsten for critical chip thickness determination.
Cooling condition

Ra (kinematic) [µm]

vc [m/min]

hmax [µm]

ap [µm]

Dry, cryogenic

0.05, 0.1, 0.15

20, 60, 100

5.4, 7.2, 8.3,

12, 37, 58

10.1, 13.8, 16.4,
12.8, 17.6, 21.2

It should be noted that while the most relevant parameter for this particular
investigation was hmax, there is no ‘direct’ way to achieve a particular value of maximum
chip thickness. According to Eq. (6-6), corner radius (end mill diameter), depth of cut
and kinematic roughness (rc and f) all influence hmax. Since cutting tool diameter was
kept constant, only Ra (i.e., feed) and ap controlled hmax. To achieve an optimum spread
of the various values of hmax thus determined by feed and depth of cut, an iterative
procedure was used, yielding the values shown in Table 6-1. The reason Ra (kinematic),
rather than feed per tooth, was reported is the fact that feed/tooth (feed/rev in turning) is
strongly influenced by the radius of the cutting tool. To allow for generalized application
of the results from this study, kinematic roughness can easily be converted into feed
when a tool with a specific corner radius is selected.
Cryogenic “flood” cooling was applied simultaneously to the rake face of the cutting
tool and workpiece surface at a flow rate of 0.5 l/min. Cutting forces were acquired using
a KISTLER type 9257B three-channel dynamometer. Ten representative values of
maximum cutting force of each channel were recorded and used to calculate the
(maximum) specific cutting force kc. For more information regarding cutting force
acquisition please review chapter 3.3. Cutting temperature measurements for dry
machining were taken with a FLIR SC7000 infrared thermal camera, as described in
chapter 3.2. Surface roughness and cutting edge radius measurements were taken on a
ZYGO NewView 7300 scanning white light (non-contact) profilometer.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Determining the Critical Chip Thickness of Porous Tungsten
Surface roughness of dry and cryogenically machined porous tungsten was measured
in order to determine hc. Based on the hypothesis that surface roughness will increase
when hmax > hc, finding the value of maximum uncut chip thickness beyond which Ra
increases should allow for extrapolation of hc. Arif et al. [120, 123, 124] had performed
similar experiments to measure critical chip thickness in machining of brittle materials
such as glass and ceramics. In porous tungsten, brittle fracture during machining has
been hypothesized by the author to lead to the formation of BUE and chip re-deposition
on the machined surface (see chapter 5). Previous attempts to eliminate brittle fracture
have been partially successful yet certain practical issues have prevented these
approaches from being implemented for cryogenic finish machining of un-infiltrated
porous tungsten.
High speed cryogenic machining and limited pre-cooling have been shown to prevent
brittle fracture and thus eliminate BUE. However, both of these approaches have
limitations. Limited pre-cooling is difficult and time-consuming to implement reliably in
an industrial environment when batch sizes are small, as is the case for dispenser
cathodes. High speed machining of porous tungsten has so far only been achieved with
lightly honed PCD cutting tools, which lead to excessive smearing. Low-speed
machining of porous tungsten with very sharp cutting tools generally leads to brittle
fracture when easily implemented “flood” cryogenic cooling is used. In this chapter,
fracture-free cryogenic finish machining of porous tungsten with sharp edged tools will
be developed. Again, the central hypothesis motivating this investigation is that fracture
can be avoided as long as hmax < hc.
The surface roughness data shown in Figure 6-5 showed similar trends for both dry
and cryogenic machining. The critical chip thickness, as determined by extrapolation of
surface roughness before and after the minimum value of Ra, did not change significantly
cutting speed. Cryogenic cooling increased hc by approximately 1 µm (about 10%
increase). The absolute value of surface roughness at hc (designated Ra (c)) remained
practically unchanged under all conditions tested, as can be seen in Figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-5. As-machined surface roughness of dry (a, red) and cryogenically (b, blue)
machined porous tungsten for three cutting speeds. Both the critical chip thickness hc and
a new measure, termed the ‘steady-state chip thickness’ hs were determined from Ra data.
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Figure 6-6. Critical chip thickness (a) and surface roughness at the critical chip thickness
(b) for dry (red) and cryogenic (blue) machining as a function of cutting speed.

Interestingly, the value of hc for both dry and cryogenic machining (8 µm, ± 1 µm)
was approximately equal to the average ligament size of the workpiece material.
Moreover, the fact that Ra (c) seemed to be unchanged by either cutting speed or the
cooling condition suggests that the deformation mechanism when hmax = hc was the same
for all conditions. Based on the hypothesis that (only) ductile mode machining occurs
when hmax ≤ hc, ductile machining of porous tungsten seems to be possible under both dry
and cryogenic conditions. When hmax < hc, surface roughness increased linearly with
decreasing hmax. This behavior is a result of ploughing and tearing at very small
undeformed chip thickness values and was first explained by Brammertz [90] for a
variety of (dense) materials. According to deformation cutting theory, ductile mode
machining of porous materials results in the cutting edge encountering only compacted
material due to the collapse of pores ahead of the cutting/ploughing region [46]. As more
severely strain hardened material is piled up ahead of the cutting edge, cutting forces and
thus tool-wear are expected to increase. Evidence of such an increase in cutting force due
to the size effect will be presented in section 6.3.3 of this chapter.
Once hc is exceeded, fracture may take place and surface roughness will increase.
Figure 6-5 clearly shows this behavior, supporting the hypothesis that a ductile to brittle
transition with uncut chip thickness does in fact occur in porous tungsten. Rather than
continuing to increase linearly with hmax, Ra reached a steady-state. This ‘steady state
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surface roughness’, termed Ra (s), was quite different for dry and cryogenic machining.
Interestingly, Ra (s) was largest for dry machining with the highest cutting speed and
lowest when cryogenic cooling and the lowest cutting speed were used. Because surface
roughness is mainly due to brittle fracture when hmax > hc, the steady state surface
roughness is hypothesized to be equivalent to the largest piece of porous tungsten that can
be broken out of the workpiece surface. Since the yield strength of tungsten increases
significantly at low temperatures, it seems reasonable that cryogenic cooling increased
the strength of the workpiece material [244, 255, 256]. Likewise, dry machining and
increasing cutting speeds both weaken the workpiece material by thermal softening,
allowing for larger fracture pits to be formed.
Regardless of the mechanism responsible for the 50% decrease in Ra (s) with
cryogenic cooling, limiting the depth of fracture pits during rough and pre-finish
machining of porous is highly desirable. Finish machining should clearly occur at
hmax = hc so that surface roughness is as low as possible. Since maximum uncut chip
thickness depends mainly on depth of cut and kinematic roughness (feed) when a given
corner radius is used, hmax directly affects metal removal rate and thus productivity. It is
therefore desirable during rough machining to use the largest possible value of hmax that
permits rapid material removal while avoiding damage to the workpiece. Fracture and
chipping are the most important kinds of damage in porous tungsten machining.
Therefore, cryogenic machining allows for increased productivity by reducing fracture at
large values of hmax. The way in which cryogenic cooling achieves this strengthening
effect will be addressed in the following discussion.

Cutting Temperature Effects
Because cryogenic cooling reduces both the steady state surface roughness Ra (s) and
the steady state uncut chip thickness hs, cutting temperature is hypothesized to be the
primary factor affecting the extent of brittle fracture in machining of porous tungsten.
Fracture of porous tungsten is different than that of dense materials because of the strong
influence of the porous microstructure. Francois et al. [198] reported the shear and
tensile strengths of 80% dense porous tungsten to be only half that of dense
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polycrystalline tungsten. In other words, 80% dense porous tungsten is about 30%
weaker than would be expected by a simple rule of mixtures approximation. The
apparent lack of (macroscopic) mechanical strength of porous tungsten is likely due to
the weakening effect of pores and relatively low strength of grain boundaries. In fact,
during the course of this study, intergranular fracture was the most commonly observed
failure mode observed in fracture pits generated during both cryogenic and dry machining
of porous tungsten. It is therefore hypothesized that cryogenic machining reduces Ra (s)
by strengthening tungsten grains and thus increases the overall yield strength, which in
turn reduces the depth of fracture pits by limiting the number of ligaments being pulled
out. Further evidence for the effect of temperature, as well as cutting edge radius, can be
seen in the Figure 6-7.
Figure 6-7 was prepared in the same format as Figure 6-5, showing effect of
maximum uncut chip thickness on surface roughness. To further illustrate the importance
of cutting temperature, experimental results from a cryogenic machining with modified
cutting edge radius PCD tools were included as well. Within the ductile/ploughing
region of hmax < hc, all experimental conditions resulted in a linear increase in asmachined surface roughness with decreasing hmax. The three larger cutting edge radii of
rβ = 6, 10, 14 µm did all exhibited this same trend, with the largest cutting edge radius
(rβ = 14 µm) resulting in the largest surface roughness at very low hmax. This observation
is consistent with the hypothesis of ploughing and tearing at low chip thickness values,
where larger cutting edge radii are expected to lead to more severe ploughing induced
surface degradation.
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Figure 6-7. Surface roughness as a function of maximum chip thickness for dry and
cryogenically machined porous tungsten for vc = 20 m/min. In addition to upsharp tools
(rβ = 2 µm), results for three additional cutting edge radii from a previous study are
included.

The most striking observation from Figure 6-7 is the fact that all machining
conditions resulted in approximately the same trend in surface roughness in between hc
and hs. In other words, regardless of cryogenic cooling or changes in cutting edge radius,
surface roughness increases linearly and with the same slope until the steady state
roughness Ra (s) is reached. The magnitude of Ra (s) has already been observed to be
dependent upon the cooling condition and cutting speed, and Figure 6-7 seems to suggest
that cutting edge radius also has a strong effect. In fact, Ra (s) for cryogenic machining
with cutting edge radii of 10 and 14 µm was approximately the same as Ra (s) of dry
machined porous tungsten when a sharper cutting tool with rβ = 2 µm was used. The
steady state roughness for a ‘sharp’ PCD tool with a cutting edge radius of 6 µm was
about 30% larger compared to the results obtained for cryogenic machining with a 2 µm
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edge radius tool. It is hypothesized that cutting edge radius has a direct impact on cutting
temperature and thus the deformation and failure mode of porous tungsten since the size
of the plastic zone (i.e., the primary deformation zone) is largely a function of cutting
edge radius (smaller rβ  smaller plastic zone). The lower that cutting edge radius
becomes, the lower cutting temperature will be. Cryogenic cooling has the ability to
significantly reduce cutting temperature, allowing for the use of larger cutting edge radii
with similar results as those from dry machining using sharp-edged tools.
To better understand the impact of different cutting speeds or modified edge radii on
the mode of deformation in porous tungsten, it is necessary to quantify cutting
temperature for both dry and cryogenic machining. Unfortunately, measuring cutting
temperature during cryogenic machining is extremely difficult. A jacket of liquid
nitrogen surrounding the cutting area makes indirect measurement by infrared radiation
nearly impossible. Frozen water vapor further decreases the visibility between an
external camera and the primary deformation zone, where heat is generated. Internal
measurement methods such as thermocouples and pyrometers embedded in and on the
cutting tool are also highly limited in their ability to measure cutting temperature during
cryogenic machining. Previous attempts during this study to measure cutting temperature
during cryogenic high speed machining with modified cutting edge radius PCD tools
resulted in no discernable temperature rise from a pyrometer inside of the tool. The
minimum accurately measureable temperature from black body radiation with a
pyrometer is approximately 500 °C, which is likely more than cutting temperatures
during cryogenic finish machining of porous tungsten. For the purposes of this present
study, an indirect method of determining cutting temperature during cryogenic machining
was developed based on surface roughness data.
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Figure 6-8. Steady state surface roughness data for a variety of cutting speeds and cutting
edge radii. The values of Ra (s) and hs were determined by both linear and parabolic curve
fitting, yielding 50% of the scatter shown. The remainder of scatter is a result of
measurement uncertainties. Considering the approximately linear increase in Ra (s) with
respect to hs as cutting speed, cooling temperature (i.e., dry vs. cryo) and edge radius are
increased, temperature is hypothesized to influence Ra (s).

By averaging the values of surface roughness within the steady state region hmax ≥ hs
and extrapolating the linear region between hc and hs, Figure 6-8 was prepared. As may
be expected from Figures 6-5 and 6-7, Ra (s) increases linearly with hs, both of which
depend on cutting speed, edge radius and cryogenic cooling. Because lower cutting
speed and cryogenic cooling result in lower values of Ra (s), cutting speed is hypothesized
to be increasing in the same manner as Ra (s). By measuring cutting temperature for dry
machining at the exact (calculated/interpolated) value of hs, temperature for all of the
conditions shown in Figure 6-8 may be estimated as shown in Figure 6-9.
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Figure 6-9. Calibrated cutting temperature model based on surface roughness data shown
in Figure 6-8. Red diamonds represent infrared temperature measurement of dry
machining at hs for three different cutting speeds.

Based on the assumption that cutting temperature at the steady state chip thickness hs
is proportional to trend in steady state roughness, Figure 6-9 was created. To obtain
absolute values of temperature, infrared temperature measurements were carried out
under the conditions predicted in Figure 6-8 (i.e., at hmax = hs). Since the measured
temperature value appear to follow a nearly linear trend, it seems reasonable to assume
that a cutting temperature model based on surface roughness may give a relevant
approximation of temperatures during cryogenic machining. This is particularly
interesting when considering the difficulties in accurately measuring cutting temperatures
during cryogenic machining experiments. Both the frozen water vapor and the liquid
nitrogen coolant itself obscure the line of sight between an infrared camera and the
primary deformation zone. Approximating the temperature during cryogenic machining
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from dry machining data is therefore a convenient means to studying the effect of liquid
nitrogen on cutting temperature and the mode of deformation of porous tungsten.

Figure 6-10. Infrared cutting temperature data for dry machining and modeled cryogenic
cutting temperatures. The dashed line colored as a blue to red gradient was used to
estimate cryogenic cutting temperature and is the same as the curve shown in Figure 6-9.

Using the cutting temperature model from Figure 6-9, cryogenic cutting temperature
was estimated based on dry machining data in Figure 6-10. While cutting speed had
some effect on temperature during dry machining of porous tungsten, maximum chip
thickness affected the temperature more strongly. Surprisingly, there was no significant
increase in temperature at very low value of hmax. Ploughing, and ductile mode
machining in general, generate a lot of heat due to external (tool/chip) and internal
(workpiece/chip) friction [78, 95, 101]. Therefore, one would expect a rise in cutting
temperature as hmax ≤ hc.
The most likely reason for the relatively ‘low’ cutting temperatures at low hmax is
hypothesized to be increased thermal conductivity of the highly compacted chip.
Francois et al. had measured the thermal conductivity of 80% porous tungsten as only
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50% that of dense tungsten (see Figure 2-15) [198]. Consequently, heat generated during
machining of porous tungsten will tend to stay within the primary deformation zone.
During ploughing, the material in the chip becomes compacted and thus thermal
conductivity is expected to increase to approximate that of dense tungsten. Therefore,
cutting temperature will be slightly lower because the material in the primary
deformation zone, part of which will become the chip, may transport heat more
efficiently. The fact that cutting temperature remained approximately constant below hc
suggests that the amount of compaction due to ploughing was approximately resulted in
an increase in thermal conductivity approximately equal to the increase in heat primarily
due to internal friction.
The increase in cutting temperature with hmax in Figure 6-10 is consistent with the
trend in as-machined surface roughness shown in Figures 6-5,7. As chip thickness
increases, so does the volume of the chip. Moreover, less compaction (or loss of
porosity) is expected with increasing hmax because the dominant machining mechanism is
brittle fracture. Rather than internal friction, external (tool/chip) friction is hypothesized
to be responsible for the majority of the heat generated during brittle fracture machining.
Previous results had already established the existence of BUE and chip re-deposition
during brittle fracture machining. The latter process leads to rapid tool-wear by attrition,
which in turn generates significant heat. Sliding of brittle fracture chips across the
cutting edge and subsequent smearing of these chips onto the machined surface could
generate sufficient heat to locally allow for severe plastic deformation.
Cutting temperatures from dry machining were approximately 220 °C higher than
temperatures during cryogenic machining, yet the temperature of liquid nitrogen was
‘only’ -180 °C. Dry machining therefore appears to generate more net heat than
cryogenic machining. It is hypothesized that liquid nitrogen provides a slight lubricating
effect and also aids in chip evacuation, both of which reduce the amount of heat
generated from friction at the tool/chip interface. Also, while the cutting length of the
experiments discussed here was intentionally kept short to eliminate the effect of toolwear, dry machining likely leads to an increase in cutting edge radius due to tool-wear.
As shown in Figures 6-8,9, larger cutting edge radii are expected to increase cutting
temperature. Some of the temperature increase with dry machining is therefore likely due
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to (limited) tool-wear. Optical microscopy of cutting edges after machining did however
not allow for precise determination of tool-wear because of the very small size of the
worn area (VBC < 10 µm).
Cutting Force and Deformation Mechanisms
Based on surface roughness and cutting temperature data, ductile and brittle mode
machining of porous tungsten have been shown to strongly influenced by the maximum
uncut chip thickness. Both dry and cryogenic machining exhibit similar patterns,
although cryogenic machining resulted in significantly lower surface roughness beyond
hmax > hc, i.e., in the brittle fracture regime. Below hc, brittle fracture is avoided and
ductile mode machining takes place. To better study the deformation mechanism of
porous tungsten during both brittle and ductile mode machining, cutting force was
measured. The specific cutting force (or specific cutting pressure) kc, which has units of
N/mm2 (i.e., MPa), was then computed by dividing the maximum cutting force by the
maximum cross sectional area of the chip.

Figure 6-11. Specific cutting force data from dry and cryogenic machining of 80% dense
porous tungsten for three different cutting speeds, as a function of maximum undeformed
chip thickness. Solid lines represent best fit curves by a power law.
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Cutting force data shown in Figure 6-10 illustrates the significant effect of maximum
uncut chip thickness on machining of porous tungsten. Both cryogenic and dry
machining exhibited a power law increase in kc with decreasing hmax. Cutting speed had
comparatively little to no effect on the specific cutting force during cryogenic machining.
In dry machining, increasing the cutting speed from 20 m/min to 100 m/min resulted in a
17% increase in kc in the range hmax < hs. Since cutting speed is approximately
proportional to strain rate, the increase in cutting force with cutting speed during dry
machining is hypothesized to be due to strain rate hardening of the porous tungsten
workpiece. In cryogenic machining the competing effects of thermal softening and strain
hardening seem to offset each other, so that cutting force did not change as speed was
increased.

Figure 6-12. Specific cutting force at the critical (a) and steady state (b) uncut chip
thicknesses as a function of cutting speed, interpolated from measured force data in
Figure 6-11. Also included are plots of cutting temperature at hc (c) and hs (d) for dry
(red, measured) and cryogenic (blue, modeled) machining.
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Figure 6-12 summarizes the key parameters from Figures 6-10 (temperature) and
6-11 (force). The specific cutting force when hmax = hc, designated kc (c), i.e., the unit
pressure at the ductile/brittle transition of surface generation in porous tungsten
machining, varied relatively little with either cutting speed or cooling condition. As can
be seen in Figure 6-12a, kc (c) was approximately equal to 7 ± 0.5 GPa. While cutting
speed had almost no effect on kc (c) during cryogenic machining, dry machining exhibited
some strain rate hardening induced increase in kc (c). Interestingly, Dandekar et al.
reported that during shock compression of 80% dense porous tungsten at strain rates of
έ ≈ 106 s-1, stiffness increased significantly beyond a critical stress of 6.4 GPa due to the
formation of a stable two wave structure [209]. It is therefore hypothesized that the
critical chip thickness in porous tungsten coincides with this strengthening mechanism.
Dandekar et al. [209] also observed that beyond a stress of 4.9 GPa, full compaction
of porous tungsten took place. The specific cutting force at the steady state chip
thickness, kc (s), shown in Figure 6-12b, was approximately 4.1 GPa during dry machining
and 5.8 GPa during cryogenic machining. Cutting speed had essentially no effect on
kc (s), which suggests that the machining mechanism responsible for the transition towards
steady state (constant fragment size) fracture in porous tungsten is not strain rate
sensitive. However, it is proposed that the transition from fracture towards ductile mode
machining coincides with full compaction of material comprising the chip. As pores and
voids collapse, the number of crack initiation sites is dramatically reduced. Therefore,
fracture becomes much less likely when hmax ≤ hs, i.e., when the compaction pressure
kc (s) is exceeded. Surface roughness reaches a minimum at kc (c) (hc), because fracture is
essentially eliminated as the compacted and highly deformed material in the primary
deformation zone is further strengthened according to the mechanism proposed by
Dandekar et al. (steady two wave structure beyond 6.4 GPa).
While the specific cutting force decreased significantly between the critical and
steady state chip thickness, cutting temperature remained almost constant. Only dry
machining at a cutting speed of vc = 100 m/min resulted in a temperature increase of
more than 10% from Tc (c) to Tc (s). As mentioned earlier, strain rate hardening is
hypothesized to exceed thermal softening in ductile mode dry machining. This theory is
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consistent with the fact that Tc (c) remained unchanged with cutting speed for dry
machining while cutting force increased. Based on the simultaneous increase in Tc (s) and
Ra (s) with cutting speed, thermal softening is hypothesized to be dominant during brittle
fracture machining for both dry and cryogenic machining. The lower thermal
conductivity of porous tungsten compared with compacted/dense tungsten is the most
likely reason for this behavior.
The phenomenon of significantly increased specific cutting force with a decrease in
uncut chip thickness is often referred to as the ‘size effect’ in machining. As can be seen
in Figure 6-11, porous tungsten clearly exhibits a size effect. However, the nature of this
effect is more complex than would be the case for a similar dense material. Under
conventional machining conditions, porous tungsten is machined via brittle fracture
(assuming the cutting tool remains sufficiently sharp to prevent smearing). Only at low
values of uncut chip thickness (hmax ≤ hs), complete compaction of porous tungsten pores
initiates a transition from brittle fracture machining towards ductile chip formation and
thus fracture free surfaces. The extremely high pressures encountered when machining
porous tungsten in this manner are the result of severe strain and strain rate hardening of
the workpiece material. As uncut chip thickness is decreased, the strain rate increases in
the same manner as cutting force (i.e., by a power law). Denkena et al. [88] had reported
this very effect from finite element modeling (FEM) of AISI 1045 steel, a BCC metal
(α-Fe + C).
There now is a consensus that the size effect in machining arises primarily due to the
finite sharpness of the cutting tool [93, 103-105, 222, 257]. At low uncut chip thickness,
the ratio between cutting edge radius rβ and h becomes very large near the machined
surface. In other words, the cutting tool appears to become duller at small values of hmax.
Because chip formation becomes very difficult due to highly negative local rake angles
(tangent to the cutting edge radius), ploughing occurs. As the material within and ahead
of the primary deformation zone is ploughed, it becomes highly strain hardened. Both
cutting force and cutting temperature consequently increase. In porous tungsten,
compaction of the ploughed material changes the material properties in such a way that
thermal conductivity and yield strength are significantly increased [198].
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Therefore, strain hardening dominates during ploughing of porous tungsten at very
small hmax and cutting force increases even more dramatically than would be expected.
While already difficult to machine under conventional machining conditions (i.e.,
relatively large hmax), ploughing makes porous tungsten harder to machine than even
hardened steels (kc1 ≈ 3-5 GPa). Ploughing consequently leads to severe tool-wear that in
turn degrades the quality of the machined surface. Moreover, severe ploughing is
hypothesized to lead to localized cracking of the machined surface due to strain
hardening induced fatigue, also referred to as spalling. It should be noted that ploughing
induced spalling is quite different from fracture that occurs when hmax > hc, the latter of
which involve crack initiation at the cutting edge. Burnishing, which is essentially a type
of chip-less metal forming by ploughing of the workpiece surface, has been reported to
induce spalling by sub-surface crack initiation due to excessive burnishing pressure [258,
259]. Whether spalling occurs during ploughing of porous tungsten when hmax < hc
requires microscopic study of the machined surface.

Correlating Chip Thickness Effects and As-Machined Surface Morphology
of Porous Tungsten
In order to verify the various hypotheses with regard to the influence of undeformed
chip thickness on the mode of machining of porous tungsten, SEM imaging was
performed for a selected number of samples. Since the effects of hmax and cryogenic
cooling on surface roughness, cutting temperature and cutting force were more significant
than that of cutting speed, only vc = 60 m/min was selected for SEM investigation.
Surface morphology of cryogenically and dry machined porous tungsten samples can be
seen in Figure 6-13. From the micrographs shown in Figure 6-13, it is possible to deduce
the mode of deformation under which the machined surface was created. In this way,
further evidence for the correlation between maximum uncut chip thickness and
machining mechanisms of porous tungsten is obtained, as will become clear in the
ensuring discussion.
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Figure 6-13. SEM micrographs of cryogenically (a, c, e) and dry (b, d, f) machined
porous tungsten surfaces. A transition from ploughing (a, b) to ductile shear (c, d) and
finally brittle fracture (e, f) with an increase in hmax can be clearly observed.

The scanning electron micrographs shown in Figure 6-13 are consistent with the
hypothesized machining mechanisms involving ploughing, shear and fracture. At
hmax = 17.6 µm (Figures 6-13e,f), both fracture pits and smeared islands are visible.
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Cryogenic machining resulted in slightly more shallow pits than dry machining. Steady
state surface roughness had already been shown to be lower with cryogenic cooling. The
reason for this phenomenon was hypothesized to be increased strength of porous tungsten
at lower temperatures. Near the critical chip thickness at hmax = 8.3 µm in Figures
6-13c,d the strengthening effect of cryogenic cooling can also be observed. Cryogenic
machining resulted in much larger and more evenly distributed surface porosity. The
majority of both dry and cryogenically machined surfaces have been severely plastically
deformed, supporting the hypothesis of ductile mode machining. Moreover, no cracks or
fracture pits were observed on either surface. In fact, Figure 6-13c shows evidence of
some side flow that occurred during cryogenic machining at a peak of the kinematic
roughness profile. Dry machining left only a small number of surface pores unsmeared,
which is likely due to increased plasticity of porous tungsten at elevated temperatures
encountered during dry machining. By sufficiently limiting plasticity to avoid micro-burr
formation, cryogenic cooling increases surface porosity while maintaining low surface
roughness.
At very small uncut chip thickness (hmax = 5.4 µm), ploughing and severe strain
hardening led to spalling. Especially with cryogenic cooling, large (≈ 30 µm) lateral
cracks were uniformly distributed across the machined surface. Similar to burnishing
with excessive force, the extreme pressure from ploughing resulted in micro cracks
within the sub-surface of the workpiece. The rest of the machined surface was severely
smeared with little to no residual porosity. Dry machining did not result in spalling to the
degree that cryogenic cooling did. However, as can be seen in Figure 6-13b, flake-like
spalling left randomly distributed shallow pits on the machined surface.
It should be noted that the surface morphology of dry machining with hmax = 5.4 µm
resembles that from cryogenic and dry machining with excessively large cutting edge
radii at larger values of hmax. It therefore stands to reason that the ratio between cutting
edge radius and uncut chip thickness is a key factor in determining whether ploughing
occurs in porous tungsten machining. Because the critical chip thickness appears to be
closely tied to the microstructure of the porous tungsten workpiece material (i.e., the
average ligament size), there likely is no generalizable ratio of cutting edge radius and
critical chip thickness. In other words, ductile mode machining of porous tungsten
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without excessive ploughing requires sharp cutting tools. Because of the relatively low
tool-life of sharp cutting tools, and the fact that cryogenic cooling significantly decreases
tool-wear (at least 50% lower than dry machining), cryogenic cooling is a necessity for
sustained machining of infiltrant-free porous tungsten. Especially when considering the
limitations placed on appropriate coolants for machining of vacuum devices, specifically
the requirement to leave absolutely no residue, there is no obviously superior alternative
to liquid nitrogen cooling. When fine-grained PCD tools with very sharp cutting edges
are used in conjunction with cryogenic cooling and proper machining parameters (hmax ≈
hc), equal or better surface quality than infiltrant-assisted machining can be achieved
through cryogenic machining of porous tungsten while also ensuring long tool-life.

CHAPTER CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been demonstrated that in both dry and cryogenic machining of porous tungsten
there is a value of critical chip thickness, approximately equal to the average ligament
size (hc = 8 - 9 µm). Below hc, ductile mode machining and ploughing occur, the latter
leading to poor surface quality at low values of hmax. Sub-surface cracking and spalling
were observed as a result of very high cutting pressures resulting from ploughing. Above
hc, brittle fracture originates from the cutting edge, resulting in deep fracture pits. The
small brittle fracture fragments lead to the formation of built-up edge (BUE) which is redeposited to form randomly distributed smeared islands, as described in previous studies.
It should be noted that brittle fracture occurred for both dry and cryogenic machining,
indicating that maximum uncut chip thickness has a stronger effect on the brittle to
ductile transition of porous tungsten than even cutting temperature. Increasing uncut chip
thickness led to larger cutting temperature, while ploughing at low uncut chip thickness
surprisingly did not result in significantly increased cutting temperatures. It was
hypothesized that increased thermal conductivity of fully compacted tungsten in the chip
and primary deformation zone was responsible for this effect.
When hmax ≈ hc, ductile mode machining with little to no detrimental ploughing or
brittle fracture is achieved. Very low surface roughness (Ra ≈ 0.4 µm) and surface
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porosity well in excess of the acceptability limit of 30 pores per 10,000 µm2 can be
achieved when liquid nitrogen cooling is applied. While dry machining does allow for
ductile mode machining, as-machined surface porosity is very low due to excessive
plasticity resulting in smearing of pores. The mechanism of eliminating fracture
(originating from the cutting edge) at hmax ≤ hc was hypothesized to involve a
combination of compaction of the workpiece material in the primary deformation zone
and the establishment of a stable two wave shock structure, based on work performed by
Dandekar et al. [209].
Cutting temperature for cryogenic machining was estimated by means of a surface
roughness based model. Based on the observation that the surface roughness reaches a
steady state point, and that point increases linearly as a function of cutting speed, edge
radius and cooling condition, it was hypothesized that Ra (s) is proportional to cutting
temperature. Infrared temperature measurements of dry machining at the steady state
chip thickness hs did confirm the expected pattern of an approximately linear increase in
cutting temperature with cutting speed (within the range vc = 20 - 100 m/min). Cutting
temperatures for dry machining were in the range of 320 – 520 °C while cryogenic
machining resulted in (estimated) cutting temperatures between 100 – 300 °C. The fact
that the temperature differential between dry and cryogenic machining was larger than
the difference between room temperature (dry) and liquid nitrogen (cryo, -180 °C) was
hypothesized to be due to lubrication and chip clearing provided by pressurized LN2.
Based on the results from this current study on the effect of maximum uncut chip
thickness on surface morphology in porous tungsten it can be concluded that cryogenic
cooling is necessary to achieve optimum surface quality. Liquid nitrogen cooling, along
with the very low cutting edge radii of the tools used in this study (rβ ≈ 2 µm), allowed
for excellent surface porosity to be obtained at hmax ≈ hc due to the suppression of burr
formation between ligaments (i.e., smearing). Dry machining left insufficient surface
porosity because of higher cutting temperatures that led to increased smearing. While
tool-wear was insignificant during the short cutting length of the experiments performed
during this study, previous work on machining of porous tungsten has shown that dry
machining results in significant large tool-wear, particularly at small values of uncut chip
thickness (low feed) [4, 22].
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Larger cutting edge radii are an effective means of reducing tool-wear, but they in
turn cause ploughing and smearing due to very large effective negative rake angles in the
vicinity of the machined surface. Therefore, cryogenic cooling along with sharp cutting
edges such as the ones used during this study are necessary requirements for achieving
optimum surface morphology in porous tungsten. By selecting hmax ≈ hc, fracture
originating from the cutting edge can be avoided along with BUE, and tool-life will likely
be increased substantially. Quantifying tool-wear during cryogenic ductile mode turning
of porous tungsten with recently developed sub-micron (nano) grain, sharp edged
superabrasive (PCD, PCBN) cutting tools ought to be the focus of subsequent studies.
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CHAPTER 7.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
CONCLUSIONS
Cryogenic machining of porous tungsten has been demonstrated to be capable of
producing excellent surface quality. The manner in which cryogenic cooling improves
the machining characteristics of porous tungsten is complex and cannot be reduced to a
single mechanism. Moreover, cryogenic machining offers the ability to fine-tune surface
morphology by altering the mode of machining. Which kind of machining mode is the
‘best’ depends on the functional requirements of the particular surface. For example,
dispenser cathodes consist of an emitting surface which requires high surface porosity yet
low surface roughness. To achieve both of these requirements, ductile mode machining
without smearing is necessary. The rear and side surfaces of dispenser cathodes need to
be completely smeared to retain the Ba impregnate, which should only be dispensed by
the emitting surface. Ploughing and severe smeared are therefore actually desirable for
the non-emitting surfaces of dispenser cathodes. The third possible mode of machining
porous tungsten, brittle fracture, may also be appropriate in certain cases. Applications
requiring very high surface porosity such as rocket nozzles, filters and other gas and
liquid flow devices made from porous tungsten are best machined by brittle fracture.
While the attainable surface roughness may not be very low, it is still more than sufficient
for the majority of applications and tolerances on the order of ± 20 µm can be easily
obtained.
Since tool-wear directly affects the achievable geometric tolerance of a machined
component, limiting tool-wear is very important to maintain product quality and
functional performance. In porous tungsten machining with cermet cutting tools,
cryogenic cooling lowers tool-wear by more than 50% compared to dry machining.
Cermet tools are capable of producing acceptable surface quality, yet tool-wear increases
near exponentially with cutting speed. Even at low cutting speeds, only a small number
of finish machining cuts can be performed before tool-wear exceeds an acceptable limit.
Despite their inability to be used for automated machining of porous tungsten, cermet
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tools were successfully used to evaluate the effects of various machining and cooling
parameters.
It was found that cryogenic cooling results in twice the compressive residual surface
stress as dry machining under the same machining conditions. Practically, increased
compressive stress of the machined surface reduces the likelihood of undesirable
chipping and fracture. In this way, more delicate features such as the knife edge at the
corner of the concave emitting surface of dispenser cathodes may be produced more
reliably. Cutting edge radius affects both tool-wear and residual stress of the machined
surface. Increasing cutting edge radius results in more tensile residual stress due to
ploughing. Very sharp (rβ < 2 µm) cutting edges do however also produce less
compressive stress than lightly honed (rβ = 5 µm) tools. Tool-wear is also lowest when
lightly honed tools and larger nose radii are used.
By controlling depth of cut and cryogenic pre-cooling time, ductile mode and brittle
fracture machining of porous tungsten can be achieved. Increasing the amount of
cryogenic pre-cooling allows for a deeper cut to be taken while maintaining very good
surface porosity as a result of fracture machining. It was shown that brittle fracture
machining leads to unstable BUE formation and large tool-wear from sliding/extruding of
chips along the cutting edge and onto the machined surface. Only a small range of depths
of cut and limited pre-cooling led to acceptable surface roughness because brittle fracture
was limited.
To achieve more sustained machining performance, PCD cutting tools were
investigated. It was found that a fine grained PCD grade is necessary to avoid
catastrophic edge chipping. Edge stability may be further improved by using negative
rake angles, which also limit burr formation (i.e., smearing). A slight negative rake angle
of γ ≈ -5° limits the problem of poor chip evacuation common to negative rake angles
while providing significantly better surface porosity than neutral rake angle. It should be
noted that there is no visible ‘white layer’ in cryogenically machined porous tungsten,
even when surface porosity is relatively low.
When limited cryogenic pre-cooling of the workpiece bulk to -90 °C is applied,
superior surface quality compared to cryogenic ‘flood’ cooling to -180 °C is obtained.
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To avoid difficult to implement pre-cooling to -90 °C, cutting temperature may be
increased with cutting speed while using cryogenic flood cooling. Because PCD is prone
to fracture at increasing cutting speeds in porous tungsten as a result of vibrations
induced by the porous workpiece microstructure, drag finishing was used to allow for
higher cutting speeds to be attained.
Cryogenic high speed machining at cutting speeds up to vc = 400 m/min is feasible
with modified cutting edge radius (rβ = 10 µm) PCD tools, allowing for efficient rough
and pre-finish machining. Beyond a critical cutting speed (vc ≈ 250 m/min), ductile
mode machining of porous tungsten leads to dramatically reduced tool-wear and
excellent surface finish due to the elimination of BUE, which is a result of brittle fracture
machining. Because of the relatively large cutting edge radius used for cryogenic high
speed cutting, surface porosity during ductile mode machining was very low. While this
means that high speed cutting of porous tungsten may not be ideal for finish machining of
dispenser cathode emitting surfaces, it may be an efficient means to machine the rest of
the cathode body where smearing is in fact desired. Moreover, eliminating fracture is
very important for both finish and pre-finish machining of porous tungsten because
fracture pits and smeared islands also degrade the surfaces from subsequent cuts by
unpredictably affecting the uncut chip thickness.
To achieve ductile mode machining of porous tungsten with sharp cutting tools, the
effect of uncut chip thickness of the mode of machining at relatively low cutting speeds
(20 – 100 m/min) was explored. It was found that there is a critical value of maximum
uncut chip thickness hc, beyond which brittle fracture originates from the cutting tool.
The theoretical basis for this effect has been established in the field of ultraprecision
machining of brittle materials such as ceramics and glass. Ductile mode machining of
dense brittle materials depends a critical ratio between uncut chip thickness and cutting
edge radius. In 80% density porous tungsten, hc is approximately the same as the average
ligament size (i.e., hc = 8-9 µm).
By selecting hmax = hc, brittle fracture can be eliminated and cryogenic flood cooling
may be used to limit tool-wear and improve surface porosity. Cutting forces in ductile
mode machining of porous tungsten are very high and indicate the deformation
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mechanism during machining. By comparing cutting force data from this present study
to shock loading results of porous tungsten of identical microstructure it was found that
the unit cutting pressure (specific cutting force) at the critical chip thickness is
approximately the same as the stress at which a steady two wave structure is established.
In other words, the critical chip thickness of porous tungsten occurs when the material is
loaded/cut in such a way that stable shock waves may propagate within the chip. At very
low uncut chip thickness, severe ploughing leads to sub-surface cracking and spalling as
a result of very high specific cutting force.
Compaction and collapse of pores in the primary deformation zone change the
mechanical properties of porous tungsten during machining, and are necessary for ductile
mode machining. Based on the same external results from shock loading of 80% density
porous tungsten it was hypothesized that the complete collapse of pores occurs at a
certain chip thickness. Cutting force data indicates that the specific cutting force at the
steady state chip thickness hs, beyond which brittle fracture machining does not lead to a
further increase in surface roughness, coincides with the stress of complete compaction.
As the material in the chip becomes compacted, thermal conductivity and mechanical
properties change.
Cutting temperature in finish machining of porous tungsten is a function of maximum
uncut chip thickness. The fact that ploughing and low values of hmax does not result in
very large temperature is likely a result of improved thermal conductivity of the highly
compacted chip and machined surface. There is relatively little difference in measured
cutting temperature between the critical and steady state chip thickness, suggesting
cutting temperature does not play a major role in controlling the brittle to ductile
transition at low cutting speeds. Both dry and cryogenic machining resulted in brittle
fracture when hmax > hc. In this regime, as-machined surface roughness is a result of
brittle fracture pits, the size of which is proportional to cutting temperature.
By estimating cryogenic cutting temperature as being proportional to the steady state
surface roughness, it was estimated the cryogenic cooling resulted in an average
temperature reduction of approximately 220 °C. Since this value is larger than the
temperature differential between liquid nitrogen and room temperature (TLN2 ≈ -180 °C),
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it was hypothesized the cryogenic cooling further lowers cutting temperature by clearing
abrasive chips and providing some lubrication.
As a whole, cryogenic machining of porous tungsten is a sustainable, highly effective
technology that can eliminate the currently used plastic infiltration process. Infiltrant free
cryogenic machining is not only a means to streamline the dispenser cathode
manufacturing process, but it also leads to significantly improved product quality. Brittle
fracture, ploughing and ductile mode material removal can be realized by simply altering
the maximum uncut chip thickness. Cryo-cooling is able to provide a level of surface
quality unattainable by conventional machining by offering the means to precisely
engineer the surface properties of porous tungsten according to specific requirements.
The results presented in the present study should provide the basis for reliable
implementation of cryogenic machining of porous tungsten for application in dispenser
cathodes.

FUTURE WORK
Further Optimization of Cryogenic Machining Performance
The most immediate work necessary to further improve cryogenic machining of
porous tungsten would be to investigate the performance of modern nano-grain PCD and
PCBN grades, especially with upsharp edge preparation. While the fine grained PCD
tools used for the present study were certainly adequate, fracture toughness of newly
developed superabrasive cutting tool materials has been reported to be significantly
higher. Moreover, smaller grain size of the cutting tool directly translates into better
surface finish of machined components. Currently, only relatively large cutting edge
radii of PCD tools allow for high cutting speeds to be attained, limiting this highly
productive method to rough and semi-finish machining. With a hypothetical tough yet
extremely abrasion resistant tool with very small cutting edge radius, cryogenic high
speed finish machining of porous tungsten may be possible.
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In addition to high speed finish machining, it would also be highly informative to
conduct detailed a tool-wear study as function of cutting speed at hmax = hc. Previous
work presented in this dissertation showed that even when uncut chip thickness is chosen
such that brittle fracture occurs at low cutting speeds, high speed machining provides
sufficient heat to exceed the brittle to ductile transition temperature. With improved
understanding of critical chip thickness effects in porous tungsten, it would be interesting
to conduct high speed machining at or below the critical chip thickness. In this way, toolwear may potentially be reduced sufficiently to permit the use of sharper cutting tools.
Understanding the wear mechanism during ductile mode machining both at low and high
cutting speeds will be very helpful for more efficient implementation of cryogenic
machining of porous tungsten.

Expansion of Critical Chip Thickness Theory to Other Porous Metals
An important step in expanding the scope of the present study would be to evaluate
critical chip thickness effects for a variety of porosities and grain sizes of porous
tungsten. It has become clear that the critical chip thickness of 80% density porous
tungsten produced from 3-5 µm powder with an average as-sintered ligament size of 8-9
µm is approximately equal to the latter. Based on the current understanding of the nature
of the critical chip thickness effect in 80% porous tungsten, it would be expected that hc
will also be equal to average ligament size at other porosity and grain size levels. In
simple terms, it is hypothesized that fracture-free ductile mode machining of porous
tungsten is only possible when no more than a single ligament is contained within the
uncut chip. Due to the intense stress applied by the cutting tool, the chip is completely
compacted, leaving little to no imperfections (stress risers) to serve as crack initiation
sites. Testing this hypothesis for a range of porous tungsten microstructures would
provide the information necessary for developing a more generally applicable model.
Lastly, the most important next step would be to evaluate the applicability of findings
from the present study to machining of other porous metals. There exists a range of
porous metals in which either high surface porosity (titanium foams) or low surface
roughness (PM steel) is a major concern. Cryogenic machining may be an efficient
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means to achieve higher surface porosity in titanium foams for bone implants. A possible
mechanism for improving surface porosity is controlled fracture machining, which may
be possible a suitable combination of cutting edge radius, rake angle and uncut chip
thickness is selected. Titanium has a hexagonal close packed crystal structure, which
does suggest that cryo-cooling would induce brittleness.
PM steel likewise would benefit from cryogenic machining, though ductile mode or
even ploughing would yield more desirable surface quality. If Cryogenic high speed
machining of PM steel could lead to similar results as it has in porous tungsten, i.e., lower
tool-wear and very low surface roughness with no residual porosity, it could potentially
eliminate a whole host of secondary finishing steps (polishing, burnishing, impregnation,
etc.). Based on the similarities between PM steel and porous tungsten (hardness, fracture
toughness, grain morphology), it is certainly possible that cryogenic machining will
provide beneficial effects in both materials. Gaining a better understanding of critical
chip thickness effects in porous metals would likewise help to improve product quality by
preventing both excessive ploughing (burr formation) and fracture.

Micro-Specimen Four Point Bend Testing to Assess Surface Integrity
While the relationship between machining induced surface integrity and functional
performance such as fatigue life and wear resistance has been widely studied and
documented, relatively little work has been done to assess the precise mechanical
properties of machined surfaces. Commonly used characterization techniques such as
XRD residual stress measurement and mico/nano-hardness provide some insight into the
difference between the machined surface and sub-surface compared to the bulk material.
However, neither technique is capable of isolating the mechanical properties of the
machined surface from those of the near sub-surface. In other words, both XRD and
micro/nano-hardness measurements assess the state of a certain volume of material rather
than the properties of a single layer. Moreover, edge effects prevent even ultra-low force
nano-hardness techniques to take measurements closer than approximately 5 µm away
from the machined surface.
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Because of the setup geometry of bend testing, only the very top layer of a sample is
subject to the maximum tensile stress. A three point loading geometry results in the
maximum bending moment and stress to occur underneath the central load pin.
Therefore, mechanical property result obtained from three point loading are highly
susceptible to localized flaws. While this is usually not a problem in highly uniform
dense materials, porous and highly brittle materials are generally subjected to four point
bending rather than three point. Four point loading results in a constant stress and
bending moment between the two central load pins, allowing for a more consistent
‘average’ flexural strength of the top layer to be obtained. For this reason, four point
bend testing will be chosen to assess the mechanical properties of the machined surfaces
of porous tungsten from the present study.
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